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Resumo 
 

 Relaxação “spin-lattice”, coeficientes de difusão e acoplamentos residuais dipolares (RDC'S) 

são a base da bem estabelecida técnica de ressonância magnética nuclear para o estudo físico-

químico de moléculas pequenas (geralmente compostos orgânicos e produtos naturais com MW 

<1000 Da), por terem provado ser uma potente e complementar fonte de informação sobre os 

processos dinâmicos estruturais em solução. O trabalho desenvolvido nesta tese consiste na 

aplicação das técnicas de RMN anteriormente mencionadas para explorar, analisar e sistematizar 

padrões de comportamento dinâmico molecular de pequenas moléculas selecionadas em condições 

experimentais particulares. Dois sistemas foram escolhidos para investigar o comportamento 

dinâmico molecular por estas técnicas: a dinâmica de formação de par-iónico e interação de iões em 

líquidos iónicos (LI) e a dinâmica de reorientação molecular quando as moléculas são colocadas em 

fases orientadas (meios de alinhamento). 

 A aplicação de medições de relaxação “spin-lattice” e difusão de RMN foram utilizadas para 

estudar a dinâmica molecular de rotação e de translação do LI: 1-butil-3-metilimidazólio 

tetrafluoroborato [BMIM] [BF4]. O estudo da dinâmica catião-anião em solução pura e misturas IL-

água foi sistematicamente investigada por uma combinação de técnicas multinucleares de relaxação 

de RMN com os dados de difusão (usando espectroscopia de RMN de H
1
, C

13
 e F

19
). As experiências 

de tempo de relaxação “spin-lattice” (T1), coeficientes de difusão e efeito nuclear Overhauser foram 

combinadas para determinar as condições que favorecem a formação de pares-iónicos de longa 

duração de [BMIM][BF4] em água. Para este efeito, e utilizando os coeficientes de difusão de catiões 

e de aniões como sonda, diferentes composições de LI-água foram verificadas (a partir do LI puro até 

infinito de diluição) para encontrar as condições em que ambos catião e anião apresentassem 

coeficientes de difusão iguais (fração de água 8% a 298 K). Esta condição, bem como o LI puro e a 

diluição infinita foram, em seguida, ainda estudados através de RMN de relaxação de 
13

C, a fim de 

determinar os tempos de correlação (c) para o movimento de reorientação molecular, usando um 

procedimento matemático iterativo e dados experimentais obtidos num intervalo de temperatura entre 

os 273 e 353 K. O comportamento dos dados de difusão e relaxação obtidos nas nossas 

experiências apontam para os parâmetros combinados fracção molar de 8% e temperatura de 298 K 

como a condição mais favorável para a formação de pares-iónicos de longa duração. 

Quando as moléculas são submetidas ao movimento anisotrópico suave ao serem colocadas 

em alguns meios especiais, acoplamentos dipolares residuais (RDCs), podem ser medidos, por 

causa do alinhamento parcial induzido por estes meios. RDCs estão a emergir como uma poderosa 

ferramenta de rotina empregue na análise conformacional, pelo facto de complementar e ainda 

superar as abordagens clássicas baseadas em NOE ou J
3
 de RMN. Neste trabalho, três meios de 

alinhamento diferentes foram caracterizados e avaliados em termos de integridade utilizando 

espectroscopia de RMN-1D de 
1
H e 

2
H, nomeadamente, o gel de extensão e compressão de PMMA, 

e os cristais líquidos liotrópicos CpCl / n-hexanol / salmoura e cromolina / água. A influência que os 
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diferentes meios e graus de alinhamento têm sobre as propriedades dinâmicas de várias moléculas 

foi explorada. Açúcares de diferentes tamanhos foram utilizados e sua difusão foi determinada, bem 

como características de conformação usando RDCs. Os resultados obtidos indicam que nenhuma 

influência é sentida pelas características de difusão e de conformação das pequenas moléculas 

estudadas, usando graus de alinhamento de 3, 5 e 6% CPCL / n-hexanol / salmoura para difusão e 5 

e 7,5% CPCL / n-hexanol / salmoura para conformação. Também foi possível determinar que a 

difusão de pequenas moléculas verificada nos meios de alinhamento apresentou valores próximos 

aos observados em água, reforçando a ideia de não-condicionamento das propriedades moleculares 

em tais meios. 
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Abstract 
 

Spin-lattice Relaxation, self-Diffusion coefficients and Residual Dipolar Couplings (RDC’s) are 

the basis of well established Nuclear Magnetic Resonance techniques for the physicochemical study 

of small molecules (typically organic compounds and natural products with MW < 1000 Da), as they 

proved to be a powerful and complementary source of information about structural dynamic 

processes in solution. The work developed in this thesis consists in the application of the earlier-

mentioned NMR techniques to explore, analyze and systematize patterns of the molecular dynamic 

behavior of selected small molecules in particular experimental conditions. Two systems were chosen 

to investigate molecular dynamic behavior by these techniques: the dynamics of ion-pair formation 

and ion interaction in ionic liquids (IL) and the dynamics of molecular reorientation when molecules 

are placed in oriented phases (alignment media). 

The application of NMR spin-lattice relaxation and self-diffusion measurements was applied to 

study the rotational and translational molecular dynamics of the IL: 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium 

tetrafluoroborate [BMIM][BF4]. The study of the cation-anion dynamics in neat and IL-water mixtures 

was systematically investigated by a combination of multinuclear NMR relaxation techniques with 

diffusion data (using by H
1
, C

13
 and F

19
 NMR spectroscopy).  Spin-lattice relaxation time (T1), self-

diffusion coefficients and nuclear Overhauser effect experiments were combined to determine the 

conditions that favor the formation of long lived [BMIM][BF4] ion-pairs in water. For this purpose and 

using the self-diffusion coefficients of cation and anion as a probe, different IL-water compositions 

were screened (from neat IL to infinite dilution) to find the conditions where both cation and anion 

present equal diffusion coefficients (8% water fraction at 25 ºC). This condition as well as the neat IL 

and the infinite dilution were then further studied by 
13

C NMR relaxation in order to determine 

correlation times (c) for the molecular reorientational motion using a mathematical iterative procedure 

and experimental data obtained in a temperature range between 273 and 353 K. The behavior of self-

diffusion and relaxation data obtained in our experiments point at the combining parameters of molar 

fraction 8 % and temperature 298 K as the most favorable condition for the formation of long lived ion-

pairs. 

 When molecules are subjected to soft anisotropic motion by being placed in some special 

media, Residual Dipolar Couplings (RDCs), can be measured, because of the partial alignment 

induced by this media. RDCs are emerging as a powerful routine tool employed in conformational 

analysis, as it complements and even outperforms the approaches based on the classical NMR NOE 

or J
3
 couplings. In this work, three different alignment media have been characterized and evaluated 

in terms of integrity using 
2
H and 

1
H 1D-NMR spectroscopy, namely the stretched and compressed 

gel PMMA, and the lyotropic liquid crystals CpCl/n-hexanol/brine and cromolyn/water. The influence 

that different media and degrees of alignment have on the dynamic properties of several molecules 

was explored. Different sized sugars were used and their self-diffusion was determined as well as 

conformation features using RDCs. The results obtained indicate that no influence is felt by the small 
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 X 

molecules diffusion and conformational features studied within the alignment degree range studied, 

which was the 3, 5 and 6 % CpCl/n-hexanol/brine for diffusion, and 5 and 7.5 % CpCl/n-hexanol/brine 

for conformation. It was also possible to determine that the small molecules diffusion verified in the 

alignment media presented close values to the ones observed in water, reinforcing the idea of no 

conditioning of molecular properties in such media. 
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Objectives 
 

The aim of this work is to explore the use of advanced NMR techniques to determine, analyze 

and systematize patterns of molecular dynamics of small molecules in solution. For this purpose two 

different systems have been chosen as study object to probe molecular dynamic processes such as 

translation, rotation and conformational variability: ionic liquids and alignment media (liquid crystals 

and gels). The systems were chosen due to their properties, both dynamical and spectroscopic, that 

make them suitable to better explore the spectroscopic technique elected (NMR spectroscopy). 

The study is organized around three main objectives: 

 The study of the dynamics of ion-pairing for one ionic liquid, 1-buthyl-3-methyl imidazolium 

tetrafluoroborate, BMIMBF4: the neat IL and water mixtures were studied using for this 

purpose self-diffusion, spin-lattice relaxation (T1) and spin-spin relaxation (T2) 

measurements; 

 The characterization of different types of alignment media, used for the determination of 

residual dipolar couplings, namely liquid crystals and cross-linked polymer gels, associated 

with different solvents, namely water and chloroform; 

 The study of the relation between the alignment properties of the media and the translational 

properties of selected molecular standards (saccharides markers and aromatic markers) 

achieved by the determination of their diffusion coefficients in different alignment media and 

conditions; 

 Finally, and conjugated with the three previous topics, the approximate conformational 

determination using residual dipolar couplings made for the organic compounds previously 

employed (saccharides markers, BMIM+ and aromatic markers) in the distinct alignment 

conditions. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 

1.1 – NMR Spectroscopy 
 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR spectroscopy), based on the discovery and 

development of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
1
 by the end of 1930s-beginning of 1940s,  consists in a 

powerful and widely recognized research technique that makes use of the interaction between nuclear 

spins (I ≠ 0) and electromagnetic radio frequency (RF) pulses to permit the “visualization” and 

consequent study of molecules at atomic scale (< angstrom)
2,3

; which process of development has 

been awarded with three Nobel prizes in physics (one in 1944 for Rabi, and two in 1952 for Bloch and 

Purcell) in the last century. In this way, as the research progressed, it became possible to determine 

physicochemical properties of the atoms and molecules, as well as detailed information about 

structure, dynamics, reactions state and chemical environment, making use of different NMR 

parameters and techniques governed by quantum theory.
4
 

Historically Rabi, Purcell and Bloch observed that magnetic nuclei such as 
1
H, 

13
C and 

31
P 

could absorb RF energy when placed in a magnetic field when the RF was of a frequency specific to 

the identity of the nuclei. When this absorption occurs, the nucleus is described as being in 

resonance. Different atomic nuclei within a molecule resonate at different radio frequencies for the 

same magnetic field strength. The resonant frequency, energy of the absorption and the intensity of 

the signal are proportional to the magnetic field strength. Theoretically the possibility to distinguish 

between different “elements” (atomic nucleus) and regions of molecules arise from the fact that atoms 

and molecules are composed of electrons and these inevitably generate an electric and a magnetic 

field by their movement which will be different depending on the position in the molecule, causing that 

each has an individual frequency of resonance and thus giving access to the electronic structure of a 

molecule and frequently its identity.
4
 

 Nowadays NMR spectroscopy fits into the field of structural analysis and finds its main 

application in the field of chemistry and biochemistry investigation, presenting routines with standard 

material and procedures, whether the purpose is determining the exact structure of a molecule, or 

determining the interaction between two molecules of different sizes, or even to determine the 

dynamic of molecules in different states of matter as it can be applied to any sample that contain 

detectable nuclear spins. Study samples may include compounds from small size such as methanol 

or ethanol, to complex chiral structures such as natural products, to large and heavy molecules such 

as proteins or nucleic acids. Each type of molecule depending on its composition, size and 

configuration, requires different kind and number of experiments and techniques. For example, for the 

determination of structure of very complex organic compounds and biomolecules normally is 

necessary to use a variety of 2D correlated experiments.
5
  The importance and impact that NMR has 

been demonstrating in science is enormous because it has enabled the study of innumerous samples 
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(including solutions and solids) and the acquiring of large amounts of information that couldn’t be 

done by other techniques and methodologies.
4
  

 A known disadvantage is related with the fact that NMR timescale is relatively long and thus it 

is not appropriate for observing fast phenomena, producing only an averaged spectrum. Another 

drawback of this spectroscopy is related with impurities, since NMR is inherently not very sensitive 

and so it is never assured the purity level.
4
 

The NMR tools used in this work that allowed the verification and determination of the 

expected results were the spin-lattice relaxation time (T1), spin-spin relaxation time (T2), self-diffusion 

and the residual dipolar couplings (RDC’s). The relaxation and self-diffusion measurements to study 

molecular rotational and translational motions in solution are well established procedures. 

Measurement of dipolar couplings applied to small molecules (residual dipolar couplings), supported 

by the achievement of weak alignment media has emerged as a recent advance that allows the 

configurational and conformational study of these compounds in solution. The combination of these 

techniques gives a plethora of information that can be used to understand, characterize and 

systematize nearly all the molecular behaviour in solution. 

 

1.2 – Motional Studies with NMR 
 

 As have been uncovered previously, NMR spectroscopy represents nowadays a fairly 

understood and explored tool in the study of all kinds of molecules. Since its basic assumption is the 

multiple I ≠ 0 nuclei detection by the use of radiofrequencies, at the foreground infinitude of nuclei 

features may be considered to explore. Subsequently, since nucleus are included in complex and 

highly variable structures called molecules, another infinitude of added features may be regarded 

using NMR, justifying its great significance and wide application in modern science.
4
 

 Hereupon, considering that NMR spectroscopy detects nucleus and these are included in 

molecules, and taking into account that this detection may be performed in different time- and 

frequency-scales, it has been legitimate to imagine that not just spin but also complex molecular 

dynamics could be detected and studied with this powerful spectroscopic tool. Within the long list of 

conceivable molecular dynamic features arises a very intuitive and interesting one, which is the 

diffusion. Diffusion corresponds, such as the macroscopic concept indicates, to the translational 

motion that molecules may perform in any kind of sample, especially in liquids. Another predictable 

motion event that would characterize molecules in general, associated with the previously referred 

translational motion, is the rotational motion. Just like diffusion, rotation, such as the macroscopic 

concept indicates, corresponds in NMR to molecular reorientation in the presence of the external 

magnetic field B0. As previously suggested the possibility of studying these two types of motion arises 

from the basic nuclear detection.
4
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 On the other hand, since motion occurs over time it only becomes a significant 

physicochemical property if it may be detected during this period. In that way, techniques and 

experiences had to be developed over the course of NMR evolution, based on the principle of 

detecting changes in the nuclear spin Hamiltonian, which enable the detection of different molecular 

motional effects that happen in distinct time-scale ranges. The range of time-scales that NMR 

spectroscopy is able to detect goes from the picoseconds (10
-12

 seconds) to several seconds (Figure 

1). As can be imagined, different types of motion are associated with different time-scales, as for 

example: molecular rotation and microscopic diffusion (the two types of motion explored in this work) 

are detected normally (in liquids) in the range between several picoseconds to nanoseconds; while 

macroscopic diffusion, flow, mechanical motion and chemical exchange may be detected in the range 

of milliseconds to seconds (Figure 1).
4
  

 

Figure 1 – Representation of the most important NMR timescales. Reproduced from reference 
4
. 

 The possibility of detecting such events, as molecular motion from picoseconds to seconds, is 

related with the closeness that these events may show in relation to the three characteristic nuclear 

spins spectroscopic manifestations, which are: the Larmor frequency; the spectral time; and the 

relaxation time (Figure 1). While the Larmor frequency, which consist in the time required for the spins 

to precess through 1 radian in the magnetic field, is typically situated in the range from picoseconds to 

nanoseconds, the spectral time, measured in frequency units, is typically situated in the range from 

microseconds to milliseconds, and finally the relaxation time, which consists in the time required for 

the recovery of spins to the thermal equilibrium position, is typically situated in the range from 

milliseconds to seconds. Of course these characteristic nuclear spins spectroscopic manifestations 
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are dependent of many conditions, such as the sample state, the isotope and physical parameters as 

the magnetic field and the temperature (Figure 1).
4
  

 However, despite the temporal proximity to these three characteristic nuclear spins 

spectroscopic manifestations, some motional processes occurs in a shorter time-scale than these 

events, the so-called processes that happens faster than the NMR time-scale,  which conducts to its 

averaging over the detection time and results in global values that neglects intermediate events. 

Interesting examples of these averaged processes are the tensorial averaged NMR secular 

interactions, such as the dipolar coupling, quadrupolar coupling and chemical shift, and the averaged 

NMR non-secular event such as the internuclear distance (ris) variation. The averaged NMR secular 

interactions and its particularities will be further developed in Chapter 3 (Figure 2).
4
  

 

Figure 2 - The effects of motion time-scale on the nuclear spin dynamics. Reproduced from reference 
4
. 

 

1.2.1 – NMR Relaxation 

 

 As highlighted above, relaxation plays a major role in the NMR spectroscopy, namely in 

detection and spin investigation processes, since it is associated with the observation (or not) of 

certain events. The relaxation concept, which is frequently used in physical science, aims to describe 

the process of reestablishment of a thermal equilibrium standard situation that normally corresponds 
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to an isotropic situation. On contrary, in NMR the so-called thermal equilibrium corresponds to a 

situation where, in this case, the spin polarizations are distributed anisotropically along an external 

magnetic field.
4
 

As pointed out earlier, relaxation consists in the time required for the recovery of spins to the 

thermal equilibrium position (Figure 4). This recovery, physically (in terms of spin states) corresponds 

to the imposed transition of spin population in the excited states (high energy, β) to the ground states 

(low energy, α) due to external magnetic field influence that holds a small difference between states, 

process which occurs in a very slow manner when comparing to other spectroscopic techniques 

(Figure 3).
4
 

 

Figure 3 – Representation of the Zeeman effect in the energy states separation in NMR spectroscopy. 

This phenomena is driven by several different processes that in many ways cause the spins 

(globally) to gradually recover from the direction in which they are oriented (after a RF stimulation) to 

the one of the equilibrium, which in NMR spectroscopy corresponds to the external magnetic field 

direction (defined as z-axis). In this work it will be discussed spectroscopic techniques, such as 

inversion-recovery that measure spin-lattice relaxation and CPMG that measure spin-spin relaxation, 

that makes use of this relaxation rate values to extract structural information, namely related with 

motion.
4
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Figure 4 - Net magnetic moment on thermal equilibrium along the external magnetic field. 

 The two previously referred relaxation processes, namely spin-lattice relaxation (T1) and spin-

spin relaxation (T2), which in a simple way correspond to the longitudinal relaxation (relaxation in the 

z-axis) and to the transversal relaxation (relaxation in the x,y-plane), respectively, when considering 

the referential axis system where the external magnetic field is positioned along the z-axis, will be 

further introduced hereafter.
4
 

 

1.2.1.1 - Longitudinal Relaxation Time (T1) 

 

 The longitudinal relaxation time process, normally known as spin-lattice relaxation time, owe 

the “longitudinal” denomination to the fact that this process was defined as being the one in which the 

magnetization builds up alongside (parallel) to the direction for which the external magnetic field is 

pointing (z-axis) (Figure 6).
4
 

 

Figure 5 - Returning of the longitudinal magnetization. 

As previously introduced, longitudinal relaxation process corresponds to the one already 

described as being the reestablishing of normal population distribution of α and β spin states. This is 

caused by different physical relaxation processes and happens in correspondence to the external 

magnetic field influence that in turn generate a sufficient energy difference between spin states (α and 
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β) that holds a permanent small population difference between α and β. In NMR spectroscopy T1 is 

always associated with acquisition time, since it is the longest and slower event, being always 

superior or equal to T2.
4
 

 Considering now the building up process equation of the longitudinal magnetization, is given 

by equation 1:
4
 

  
          

       
  

     
  

 
              (1) 

 Mz
nuc

 is the anisotropic macroscopic nuclear magnetization pointing in z direction; 

 Meq
nuc

 is the isotropic macroscopic nuclear magnetization; 

 T1 is the spin-lattice relaxation time; 

 t is the total time; 

 ton is the external magnetic field application moment. 

 In Figure 6 is possible to observe the common situation where the external magnetic field is 

turned on at ton and is verified the exponential progression of the build up curve of the anisotropic 

macroscopic nuclear magnetization (Mz
nuc

), which relaxes coming from the isotropic state (Meq
nuc

).
4
 

 

Figure 6 - The build-up of longitudinal spin magnetization, after the magnetic field is turned on. 
Reproduced from reference

4
. 

 Considering now the decay process equation of the longitudinal magnetization, is given by 

equation 2:
4
 

  
          

    
  

      

  
 
             (2) 

In this opposite situation, where the external magnetic field is turned off at toff it is verified in 

Figure 7 that the anisotropic macroscopic nuclear magnetization (Mz
nuc

), which initially present a value 

different of 0, relaxes then gradually to a value equal to 0 that corresponds to the isotropic state 

(Meq
nuc

) of spin magnetization.
4
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These two situations could be experienced and measured in a situation where first (Figure 6) 

it is inserted the sample on the NMR external magnetic field and later (Figure 7) the same is removed 

from the presence of the external magnetic field. 
4
 

 

Figure 7 - The decay of longitudinal spin magnetization, after the magnetic field is turned off. Reproduced 
from reference 

4
. 

 As has already been uncovered, the characteristic longitudinal relaxation profile is influenced 

by many factores, among them viscosity and temperature, parameters that will be integral part of this 

work as it will be seen in Chapter 2 and 3. This relaxation process is normally comprehended in the 

time-scale between milliseconds to seconds, as also already referred, determining in this way the 

shortest possible time between NMR acquisitions.
4
 

 A description of the most common technique to measure T1 is presented in Annex 1.1. 

 

1.2.1.2 - Transversal Relaxation Time Constant (T2) 

 

 Differently to the previous, the transversal relaxation time, also known as spin-spin relaxation 

time, consists in the process of lose phase coherence in the x,y-plane (Figure 8). The importance of 

transversal relaxation (T2) is related with signal acquisition, since during an NMR experience is 

necessary to place the magnetization in the so-called x,y-plane of the referential axis system, 

because only in this  plane is possible to detect magnetization, and turns it in spectral data.
4
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Figure 8 - Precession of the transverse magnetization. 

The magnetization rotation by /2 radians (Figure 9) from the z-axis to the x,y-plane is made 

through the application of a radiofrequency pulse (excitation), which orient the bulk magnetization in 

one major direction (x, y, -x or -y) by the physical principles of electric field rotation, consisting like the 

longitudinal magnetization in an imposed preferential orientation. Since this imposed preferential 

orientation is temporally restricted by spin dynamics, with time evolution is observed the loss of this 

bulk magnetization (Figure 8). This process of bulk magnetization loss with time corresponds to the 

so-called process of loss of phase coherence in the x,y-plane, which in turn corresponds to the 

transversal relaxation time (T2) (Figure 8). The bulk magnetization, or net magnetization, which has 

been represented in Figure 4, when placed in the x,y-plane corresponds to the transverse 

magnetization because of its perpendicular relation to the external magnetic field (Figure 8 and Figure 

9).
4
 

 

Figure 9 - Rotation of a spin around the y-axis. Reproduced from reference 
4
. 

 The practical and visual manifestation of the transversal relaxation (T2) in NMR spectroscopy 

is the spectral line width, since, has already been said, x-y plane magnetization is directly related with 

NMR signal appearance (Figure 10).
4
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Figure 10 – Effect of different transverse relaxation processes on NMR signal aspect. 

 The transverse magnetization, which is composed by the several spin orientations that 

globally form a bulk directional magnetization in the x,y-plane, is known to be only effective during the 

RF pulse application time, and that subsequently spins relax transversely losing coherence. This 

transverse relaxation process, as represented in Figure 8, is gradually executed by the precessional 

motion of the bulk magnetization in both directions of the x,y-plane with time, consequence of the 

individual spins precession. Considering the precession of the individual spins that compose the bulk 

magnetization, it is known that its precession is performed at the nuclear Larmor frequency (ω
0
) 

(equation 3):
4
 

       
                (3) 

 Considering the bulk magnetization evolution during t after the /2 pulse on the different axes 

(x and y), is given by equations 5 and 6, respectively:
4
 

  
           

            
 
  

  
 
            (4) 

  
           

            
 
  

  
 
            (5) 

 In Figure 11 is possible to observe the slow decay of the transverse magnetization with time. 

The relaxation process associated with this phenomenon, as also the case for longitudinal relaxation, 

is explained by the establishment in sample of tiny fluctuations in the local magnetic fields felt by 

spins due to several events, which first individually and then globally originate relaxation and the 

subsequent decay (Figure 11). The permanent magnetic synchronization is not achievable in real 
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systems and further, this transverse magnetization decay represents an irreversible process. In 

practice this process is observed in the NMR spectral acquisition and is explained by equation (4).
4
 

 

Figure 11 - Decay and oscillation of the transverse magnetization. Reproduced from reference 
4
. 

 This transversal magnetization frequency dephasing process consists in a homogeneous 

process and in this way is called in NMR as homogeneous decay. Because it may possess many 

structural relevant information, as uncovered above, is crucial in NMR practice, namely in measuring 

spin-spin relaxation time T2 values.
4
 

 In liquid NMR samples of small molecules, T2 and T1 exhibit close relaxation time values, that 

in such cases is in the order of several seconds. This means that spins during this time execute, 

without losing synchrony, around tens of millions of Larmor precession cycles. However, in such a 

different situation as the macromolecular NMR or solid state NMR, the transverse relaxation time 

constant T2 comes to be as short as milliseconds.
4
 

 

1.2.1.3 - Relaxation Mechanisms 

 

 As has been seen so far, relaxation plays a major role either in spin detection as in spin 

dynamics comprehension. It was uncovered earlier in this work the main features of the two types of 

nuclear spin relaxation, and has also been referred the importance and the possibility of studying by 

NMR the molecular dynamics, namely motion. It is crucial to refer that both are intrinsically connected 

in many ways. However, the relaxation mechanisms and its nature have not been explained and 

revealed yet.
4
 

 The relaxation, briefly, consists in the process of spins orientation recovery to the thermal 

equilibrium, following the physicochemical principle of preferential positioning at the lower energy 

state, from a previous imposed situation of spin excitation that was forcing it to point in a different 
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orientation, which in NMR is caused by RF pulses. Although it might seem a spontaneous process, 

relaxation of coupled spins implies many physical conditioning mechanisms, for example: dipolar 

coupling, chemical shift anisotropy, spin rotation and quadrupolar coupling in spins with I > ½.
4
 

 Dipolar coupling (Figure 12) consists in the through space interaction between two nucleus. 

This type of interaction is space dependent and increases with spins proximity, consisting in the 

predominant relaxation process of molecular spins (with I = ½) in liquid samples. Dipolar couplings 

may happen either by intramolecular via, when spins of the same molecule are coupled, or by 

intermolecular via, if spins of separated molecules are coupled. The source of relaxation in this case 

is related with the own magnetic field presented by each spin, which is consequence of nuclear 

electronic dynamic generated by orbiting electrons (Figure 12). Since each spin has its own magnetic 

field is logical to imagine that the interaction of two different spins, and consequently two different 

magnetic fields, will cause consequences in both spin states. However, not only the distance explains 

the relaxation phenomenon. Since dipolar couplings are also dependent on the angular relation with 

the magnetic field, and as is known already, because molecules are in permanent rotational motion in 

solution this factor will also contribute for the magnitude of the interaction.
4
 

 

Figure 12 – Representation of the local dipolar field by molecular motion.
4
 

 Chemical shift anisotropy consists in other significant relaxation mechanisms. Chemical shift, 

which is materialized in the “chemical shift” of NMR spectroscopy spectral data, corresponds to the 

interaction between the applied external magnetic field and the molecular spin electrons. This 

interaction between the applied external magnetic field and the molecular spin electrons that consists 

in the induction of current in the seconds (molecular spin electrons) culminates in the generation of a 

local magnetic field in the spin surrounding (Figure 13). This consists in an important relaxation 

mechanism, especially for higher external magnetic fields. It is important to refer that the chemical 

shift anisotropy, just like the dipolar coupling, consists in a tensorial property that is orientation 

dependent, and so its angular relation with the external magnetic field will be taken in consideration 

for magnitude of the effect. In this way, considering that molecules in liquids present motional 

dynamics, while these tumble in solution the direction and consequently the magnitude of these local 

fields is expected to change.
4
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Figure 13 - Representation of the chemical shift interaction by molecular rotation.
4
 

 When these local effects are considered in the interpretation of the external magnetic field 

effect, it is obtained that along the sample there are multiple magnetic field fluctuations (differences in 

value that change with time). These fluctuations are also related to another relaxation mechanism that 

consists in the spin rotation, which, as the previous two, is also related with molecular motion and 

consequently with spin dynamics. As molecule rotates the local magnetic field is influenced by circular 

motion of electrons, leading to changes in the magnitude of the same (Figure 14). Spin rotation has 

normally decreased importance, comparatively with CSA and dipolar coupling, with exception for 

small molecules in gases and non-viscous liquids.
4
 

 

Figure 14 - Wobbling of the total local field.
4
 

 The normal order of relaxation processes for I = ½ is: first, the dipolar coupling; second, the 

CSA; and third the spin-rotation. Although this is the normal order, situations there are where one or 

more of these of these contributions are ineffective, leading to scale inversion.
4
 

 On the other hand, in I > ½ nucleus other relaxation source gains prominence, which is the 

quadrupolar coupling. The quadrupolar coupling is the main relaxation source in nucleus with I > ½. 

This relaxation effect arises from the fact that quadrupolar nucleus, contrary to I = ½ nucleus, the 

nuclear charge distribution presents to be non-spherical, consisting in an oblate or prolate spheroid. In 

consequence, in the presence of the sample electric field gradients these nucleus exhibit great torque 

susceptibility. Because quadrupolar relaxation mechanism, as dipolar and CSA, consist in a tensorial 
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property i.e., dependent on the relative orientation, its magnitude will be greatly dependent on this 

factor. 
4
 

 In sum, it is possible to affirm that there are several relaxation mechanisms, also depending 

on the type of nuclei I, and these mechanisms are globally modulated by molecular reorientation or 

tumbling, since this motion is modulating orientation-dependent spin interaction energies. In this 

context, relaxation processes caused by orientation-dependent spin interaction energies over time 

may be visualized as the progressive summation of transitions between the nuclear spin states α and 

β. 
4
 

 

1.2.2 – NMR Diffusion-Ordered Spectroscopy (DOSY) 

 

 As have been already introduced, diffusion as one of the motional properties of molecules 

represents a significant dimension in molecular dynamics understanding. As also referred, NMR 

spectroscopy, differently to other spectroscopic techniques, has the ability of monitoring and study the 

molecular dynamics, including diffusion, through its multiple sequence possibilities and the already 

introduced relaxation phenomenon. The study of diffusion with NMR stills an actual and widely utilized 

method. 

 The study of diffusion with NMR has originated a technique, the so-called diffusion-ordered 

spectroscopy (DOSY), which through the use of pulsed field gradient spin echoes (PFGSE) or 

stimulated echo (STE) experiments is capable to provide diffusional data such as diffusion coefficients 

of individual signals in a spectrum that in this way become not just possible to determine translational 

motion but also to distinguish between signals of different compounds in a mixture. Although the 

practical application of PFGSE spectrum to analyse mixtures has appeared in 1981
6
, the diffusion-

ordered concept as technique have only been introduced in 1992
7
.
8,9

 

In applications as the above referred determination of diffusion coefficients and consequently 

translational motion, the data normally appears normally as a 3-D NMR spectrum considering the 

chemical shift, gradient pulse area and intensity dimensions (Figure 16). On the other hand, if the 

distinction between signals of different compounds is required, the data normally appears normally as 

a 2-D NMR spectrum considering the chemical shift and diffusion coefficients dimensions (Figure 

17).
8,9

 

This technique requires only additional software for the DOSY experimental data analysis and 

spectrum presentation when compared to other techniques, since for the rest the same spectrometer 

hardware and sample procedures may be used. DOSY technique, developed in 1992, have been 

subject of intense theoretical
10,11

 and practical
12,13

 investigation by NMR spectroscopy community 

since then, especially in 1990s.
8,9
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 The NMR theoretical fundament of DOSY technique consists in the fact that supposedly 

diffusion acts as a contributor for the signal attenuation in spin echo measurements when this are 

performed in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. More specifically, the longitudinal spatial encoding 

along the sample associated with spins longitudinal dislocation (diffusion)(Figure 15) during spin echo 

experiments will inevitably lead to changes in signal phase and consequently to signal attenuation.
8,9

 

 

Figure 15 – Representation of translational dislocation of different spins along a NMR tube. 

The NMR practical fundament of DOSY technique consists in the acquisition of several 

spectral measurements using PFGSE, in which through the varying of the evolution time or of the 

gradient strength diffusion is observed as the attenuation (decay) of the signals (Figure 16). Diffusion 

coefficients are calculated by the fitting of the signal intensities as function of gradient pulse area 

(Figure 16).
8,9

 

 

Figure 16 – 
1
H pulsed field gradient spin echo spectra (500 MHz) for a mixture of acetone, choline, DSS 

(2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate sodium salt) in D2O.
9
 

 As previously mentioned, after diffusion coefficients data calculation a 2-D DOSY spectrum 

may be produced in order to differentiate different compounds in a mixture, which is achieved by 
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using the previously determined chemical shift for each signal, diffusion coefficients calculated and a 

standard error that together allows the positioning a distribution of each signal corresponding diffusion 

in the new spectrum (Figure 17). Ideally, in such spectrum the signals corresponding to single specie 

appear in a horizontal line sharing the same diffusion coefficient, allowing the distinction between 

different species in solution (Figure 17). In any case, this technique is only fruitful when dealing with 

high resolution NMR spectroscopy, since without resolution in the chemical shift domain signals tend 

to overlap and no desired information is possible to achieve.
8,9

 

 

Figure 17 - DOSY spectrum calculated from the data of figure 13.
9
 

A description of the most common DOSY techniques is presented in Annex 1.2. 

 

1.3 – Configurational and Conformational Determination with NMR 
 

 Besides being able to probe motional dynamics, as previously introduced, NMR spectroscopy 

also present the ability of probing other molecular dynamics, such as conformation dynamics, and 

constitutional spatial features, such as configuration. In this way, beyond the traditionally recognized 

ability to provide information of the chemical environment of an atom, it is also possible with NMR to 

determine the connection with its neighbours. Experiments that routinely allow the determination of 

the connection between molecular atoms are the homonuclear and heteronuclear scalar coupling 
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interactions COSY, TOCSY, HSQC and HMBC. For the determination of molecular three-dimensional 

arrangement the homonuclear dipolar coupling interactions NOESY and ROESY are normally 

employed.
14

 

 The use of 
1
H-

1
H and 

1
H-

13
C three-bond J couplings (

3
J) NMR data represents nowadays a 

widely used and consolidated way of studying molecular, mainly small molecules and natural 

products, relative stereochemistry and in some cases the major conformation in solution, such as for 

rigid molecules. Because of its inherent particularity, which is the detection of magnetization 

connecting through bond four sequential atoms, 
3
J values depend on the dihedral angle between 

these three bonds, uncovering subsequently part of the spatial arrangement of the molecule.
15

 In the 

analysis of 
3
J coupling constant of small molecules is nowadays widely used an empiric 

methodology
16

 based on the Karplus equation that includes several molecular parameters, including 

the electronegativity of the substituents.
14

 

 On the other hand, nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE), which pioneering application work dates 

from 1965,
17

 consists in one of the most significant and extensively employed NMR data given its 

ability of providing spatial and consequently also dynamic information, having in this way been used 

particularly in organic molecules configurational and conformational analysis. Nevertheless, NOE 

presents a major handicap that is its 1 / r
6
 dependence in certain cases, which represents a serious 

limitation on, for example, the information acquisition of the distance between remotely located 

protons.
14

 

 Furthermore, using 
3
J and NOE, in many cases, ambiguities may arise from the observed 

data values, given for example the case of different stereoisomeric compounds with equal data 

values. In such circumstances, the emergent residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) technique present 

alternative and complementary data that allows, for example, the unambiguous determination of small 

molecules and macromolecules relative stereochemistry, as it will be seen deeply in chapter 3.
14
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Chapter 2 – Study of Ion-Pair Dynamics in BMIM-BF4 

 

2.1 – Introduction 
 

2.1.1 – Ionic Liquids and Ion Pairing 

 

 As will be further developed, ionic liquids (ILs) represent a very important subject for science 

today, not just for fundamental physic,
18

 materials or chemistry,
19,20

 but also for industry
21

 and 

environment purposes.
22

 

 The physicochemical behavior (individual motion and aggregation) of ionic liquids, as neat or 

in solution, remains a mystic and widely discussed subject for many research groups.
23–26

 The 

classical concept of ion-pair existence for any kind of salt in solution, reasoned by the opposed 

charges attraction, seems pretty much changed and disturbed nowadays.
27

 

 As it will be seen forward in this thesis, one of the possibilities of the NMR spectroscopy is to 

execute different kind of motion research techniques
2,6

 which use relaxation as its basis, namely 

diffusion, inversion-recovery and spin-lock measurements. In this way, another main objective of this 

thesis is to do sufficient data acquisition through the previously referred techniques, and subsequent 

interpretation of the results so it is reasonable the discussion of the possible determination of ion-pairs 

in ionic liquids. 

 

2.1.2 – Ionic Liquids 

 

Ionic liquids, also called molten salts, ionic melts, liquid salts and fused salts, are a class of 

substances that correspond to salts which are in the liquid state at temperatures below 273 K.
28

 

Although the arbitrary temperature for melting point that define and groups this class of substances 

has been changing since it discovery
28,29

 (non-consensual date), there is a more specific and intuitive 

definition that gathers a smaller group of substances belonging the previous class, that corresponds 

to the salts that are in the liquid state at room-temperature (298 K), the room-temperature ionic liquids 

(RTILs)
30

. The principle behind the low melting point of ILs is that ionic bonds are usually stronger 

than other non-covalent forces such as Van der Waals forces or hydrophobic forces
31

. So, because 

ILs mixtures usually present bulky cation, instead of small cation that can be closely-packed, they do 

not consist in regular and geometrical positioning space occupation by ions, which distances and 

weakens ionic bonds leading to mixtures with reduced melting points.
32

 What also makes special this 

kind of liquids is that while ordinary liquids are predominantly made of electrically neutral molecules, 

ionic liquids are entirely made of ions and short-lived ion-pairs
33

.  
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In the last few years (since 90s) a great flush of research and development in ILs has began, 

leading to the establishment of wide range of applications in many distinct areas and purposes
32

, such 

as: analytical chemistry
34–37

, batteries and fuel cells
18

, electrochemical sensors and biosensors
38

, gas 

detection and electrosynthesis
39

, industrial chemistry
21

, materials (nano, porous, lubrificants)
40

, 

polymer science
41

, green solvents (in synthesis; catalysis; asymmetric synthesis; dissolution, 

depolymerization and functionalization of carbohydrates, halogenations, etc)
42–58

, supercritical fluid
59

, 

and so on; and further the related achievement of lots of spectroscopic information and computational 

predictions about ILs remarkable and particular physicochemical properties
33

, for:  reactivity
60,61

, 

solubility
62

, solvation
63

, stability
64

, structural organization
23–26

, molecular dynamics
19

, fluorine-

containing anions
65

, viscosity
22

, volatility and polarity
66

. Some recent studies indicate that some ILs 

are associated to certain levels of toxicity
67

, contradicting the former idea of pure green chemistry of 

this research area.  

 

2.1.3 – NMR Studies of ILs Structure and Dynamics 

 

 As previously introduced, ionic liquids characteristics consist nowadays in a wide spread and 

intense field of investigation, reasoned by its numerous possibilities. Justified by the impossibility of 

total experimental characterization of these substances family features, the spectroscopic route of 

determining molecular particularities and dynamics arises as fundamental tool, in order to achieve the 

sufficient understanding of it that allows rational design for different applications. Structure and 

dynamics presents to be some crucial features in this process.
19

 

 As also previously uncovered, NMR spectroscopic technique represents nowadays a solid 

and powerful experimental tool for this purpose, namely the structural and dynamics study of ILs. 

NMR spectroscopy by allowing the detection and dynamic evaluation of numerous nucleus, such as 

the spin-1/2 nucleus 
1
H, 

13
C, 

15
N or 

19
F, and even the quadrupolar (spin > 1/2) nucleus 

2
H, 

11
B, 

14
N or 

35
Cl, which frequently appear in ILs constitution and for this way represent an added value for 

information acquisition.
20

 

 Historically, in the past several years (1980s and 1990s) NMR spectroscopy has already 

provided crucial and meaningful understanding on different ILs structure and dynamics, namely by 

self-diffusion coefficients and relaxation times, the two tools employed in this study, and also by 

chemical shifts and nuclear Overhauser effects, which also take part of this work. 

 

2.1.3.1 – Structural Concepts 

 

 Differently to the extended and high degree of order verified in solids, in liquids the order is 

confined local environment, normally in the scale of Angstroms. The essential distinction between 
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common liquids and ILs, is that in the second is present a partial ordering caused by charge effects 

that consists in several types of interaction between the two ions, such as cation-cation, cation-anion 

and anion-anion, which may be observed by scattering data and MD simulations (Figure 18).
68

 Also 

differently from common liquids, charge-ordering in ILs extends over larger distances, positioning the 

ILs in terms of ordering between pure solids and pure liquids.
20

 

 One of the proposed features of such charge-ordering phenomena is the establishment of 

mesoscopic organization that results from the aggregation, in the nanometres scale, of hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic domains,
69

 which derive from polar heads of the cations mutual interaction and 

anion segregation from  hydrophobic butyl chains. This in many ways observed nanoscopic order of 

ILs consists in its most curious structural feature, which conditions all of its properties and possible 

applications.
20

 

 

Figure 18 - Nanoscopic structural organization of [BMIM][BF4] deduced from MD simulations. The 
relevant white square shows the ion-pair. The following colour code is used: H (white), C (light gray), N 
(light blue), F (goldenrod) and S (sulphur yellow).

20
 

 Despite the fact that NMR spectroscopy experimental techniques, such as diffusion-ordered 

or relaxation, only allows the interpretation of local order insights, it was possible many times to 

interpret such results as charge-ordering effects and relate to the proposed formation of mesoscopic 

structures, namely by the spectral determination of H-bonds engaged in H-bonded networks. 

Although these assumptions are mainly speculative, it can be shown that local ion dynamics strongly 

suggest an aggregation process associated with structural motifs, which probably are engaged in 

building blocks that originates such mesoscopic organization.
20

 

 

2.1.3.2 – Hydrogen Bonding 
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 As earlier mentioned, one of major possibilities of the NMR application in ILs structural studies 

is related with the hydrogen bonding determination between ions. This feature appears in several 

interpretations of different NMR data parameters, such as in self-diffusion coefficients and relaxation 

times, the two tools employed in this study, and also in chemical shifts and nuclear Overhauser 

effects, which also take part of this work. In this NMR studies has been determined that expectedly 

the ability of donating H-bonds are mainly associated with the cation, while the anion normally acts as 

H-bond acceptor. The investigators belief consists that the H-bonding network formation leads ion-

pairing and the establishment of aggregates and consequently mesoscopic structures.
20

 

 Even consisting in aprotic species, many IL cations present the possibility of establishing H-

bonds with proton-accepting anions. One good example is the C-H∙∙∙anion bond of 1-alkyl-3-

methylimidazolium salts. Comparing with other substances, such as the common molecular solvents, 

C-H bonds mainly represents no interest for H-bonding. On the other hand, in these aromatic 

imidazolium salt cations, a feature as the electronic structure gives rise to an acidic C-H bond at the 

position of carbon C2. In the aromatic ring, also the C4 and C5 carbons present a little acidic 

behaviour, inferior due to the structural positioning, since the acidity is related with the electro deficit 

in the two N-C-N bonds, as represented in the figure below (Figure 19). This C-H bonds acidity 

represents one crucial event for understanding the 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium cation ILs 

properties.
20

 

 

Figure 19 - The electronic structure and numbering of the ring atoms in 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium 
ions.

20
 

 Historically, it was in end of 1990s that have been initially established the relation between 

downfield chemical shifts of the ring protons and the strength of the H-bonds caused by the proton-

accepting ability of the anions.
70

 This was followed by the establishing of another correlation, which 

was between the ring protons chemical shifts and other spectroscopic properties, such as the 

quadrupolar coupling of 
2
H species and vibrational frequencies.

71
 The results obtained with such 

correlations have demonstrated that the referred spectroscopic properties presented similar reactions 

considering the variations in the C-H bonds chemical environment. One of the main purposes of such 

correlations establishment is the possibility of achieve estimating processes for predicting 

spectroscopic properties variation in such phases.
71

 The chemical shifts appreciation for H-bonds 
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existence also includes the anionic nucleus, as for example the 
35

Cl.
72

 Nevertheless, this employed 

concept of H-bonding, at least for ILs, consists yet in a controversial subject.
20

 

 

2.1.3.3 - Ion-Pairing 

 

 The previously introduced H-bonding particularity between the two ion species was a way to 

introduce a more important question that is the ion-pairing in the ILs. However, in neat systems in 

which ions are densely populated and cross-connected, the finding and attribution of ion-pairing 

consists in a difficult or even impossible task. Throughout time, different and dubious interpretations 

arisen for the explanation of ion-pairing with experimental results.
20

 

 One of the major evidences, related with conductivity studies, would be the existence of non-

conducting ion stages consequent from the charge neutralization by the ion-pair formation. This fact is 

observed in experimental results that indicate lower electrical conductance by the ILs when compared 

with fully dissociated systems. A technique that has widely contributed for this question speculation 

has been the diffusion-ordered (DOSY) spectroscopy, which through the use of multinuclear PFGSE 

has provided valuable ionic diffusion coefficients that may be related with this ion-pairing 

problematic.
7374–7677

 The obtained results in this way have uncovered many other physicochemical 

phenomena related with structure and dynamics of the ions in different ILs.
20

 

 In any case, taking into account the mentioned studies is globally realized that the idealization 

of perfectly defined ion-pair verification may be unattainable. Even the verification of the main source 

of ion-pair investigation, which is the conductance reduction observation, has been impossible so far 

to determine the time-scale in which these events are happening. Suggestions mainly from MD 

simulations
78

 indicate nowadays that these cation-anion correlations only occur in the subpicosecond-

to-picosecond time-scale, being in this way undetectable by spectroscopy methods so far. However, 

this scenario contradicts the intuitive picture of long-lived pairs, which are also supported by 

conductance behaviour. 

 Because NMR spectroscopy present limitations related with time-scale detection, other 

spectroscopic methods ranging different time-scales detection are necessarily considered. 

Experimental results on C-H vibrations coming from FT-IR spectroscopy indicates that ion-pair 

interactions may be observed at sub-picosecond time-scale.
79

 Other experimental results that come 

from dielectric relaxation spectroscopy indicates that no such interactions are detected above the 

nanosecond time-scale.
80

 Considering these results it is possible to conclude that the ion-pairing 

determination possibility only exists in the sub-picosecond time-scale, which, as already introduced, 

are time-scales out of the detection limits of NMR spectroscopy.
20

 

 Another equated and applied NMR technique in trying to evaluate ion-pair dynamics in IL 

solutions have been the NOESY and ROESY methods, by measuring intermolecular NOE values.
27
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However, no continuity has been given to these works recently, with exception of the intermolecular 

1
H-

19
F NOE study in BMIMBF4.

87
 The main reason the non-continuity with intermolecular NOE studies 

is related with the fact that to be observed a measurable intermolecular NOE the ion-pair needed to 

survive sufficient time to result in a notable probability for cross relaxation, condition that would imply 

that the process occurs at nanosecond time-scale. However, by the obtained NOE results it is 

proposed that contrary to the other previously referred spectroscopic data, the ion-pairs after all might 

be long enough to be detected.
80

 

 

2.1.3.4 – Interactions Involving Aromatic Rings 

 

 The current perspective on the IL imidazolium aromatic rings-based cations suggests that the 

interactions between cations are established through three different mechanisms involving the ring, 

which are the ∙∙∙ stacking, the methyl∙∙∙ and the C2-H∙∙∙interactions in staggered spatial 

dispositions. The same principles may be applied to anions that present aromatic rings in its 

constitution. These interactions are mainly predicted by ILs crystal structures, taking into 

consideration that at least part of these structural patterns remains equal either in solids as in 

liquids.
23

 It was also possible by NMR 
1
H-

1
H NOESY to determine close cation-cation encounters by 

two different ring interactions, which are the ring stacking and T-shaped ring.
81

 However, in a 

subsequent NMR 
1
H-

19
F NOE study, in the same salt (BMIMBF4), have not been determined such 

interactions existence, uncovering the problems that may be found when using NOE data in structural 

interpretation.
82

 

 

2.1.3.5 – Translational Dynamics 

 

 As previously uncovered, IL dynamics, including the translational motion, present many 

interesting feature. Its motional dynamics understanding is of maximum interest in IL characterization, 

since it may influence practical properties such as the solvent ability. In this way, recently NMR 

PFGSE technique has been much requested for multinuclear studies of ions diffusion, with no hard 

technical adaptation for this purpose. However, has been determined the higher effectiveness of the 

stimulated-echo pulse sequence over the conventional spin-echo sequence in IL study.
89

 

 Although currently much research is being done with PFGSE technique studies on specific 

ILs, giving valuable information, no major results have emerged since the early works on this 

topic.
7374–7677

 On the other hand, significant diffusion studies have been made over extreme 

temperature ranges, uncovering unexpected results from super-cooled and glassy conditions. In any 

case, considering that the measurements performed over small temperature ranges reveal specific 

ambient conditions, they may be informative on basic structural dynamics.
74–76

 With the combination 
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of diffusion and conductance data have been possible the characterization over eight orders of 

magnitude, from microscopic to macroscopic range.
90

 

 

2.1.3.6 – Rotational Dynamics 

 

 Along with the increasing interest in translational dynamic motion of ILs, has emerged the 

increasing interest also on the reorientational dynamic motion, resulting mainly from the spin-lattice 

relaxation times T1 measurement. In this way, NMR, differently to other spectroscopic methods, offers 

the possibility specific-site reorientational studies through its numerous experiments, namely using 

different nucleus and/or different peak signals results.
91

 

 The possibility of studying molecular reorientation in solution NMR is related with the 

connection of the previously described relaxation times, which are experimental acquired, with the 

desired reorentational motion of the particles that is given through the calculation of rotational 

correlation times (c). Besides providing rotational motion, 
13

C NMR relaxation methods can also give 

insight on molecular interactions, becoming in this way so important in the present study of ILs.
91

 

 Considering now the large range of molecular motion, two extreme behaviours may be 

identified: one that corresponds to the fast molecular motion, and another that corresponds to slow 

molecular motion. The distinction between the two regimes is highlighted by the previously referred 

rotational correlation times (c), in which for slow molecular motion this parameter is typically in the 

range between nanoseconds to milliseconds, and for fast molecular motion this parameter is typically 

in the range between picoseconds to nanoseconds. The two regimes are traditionally designated as 

being “within the extreme narrowing region”, for the fast molecular motion, or on the other hand being 

“outside the extreme narrowing region”, for the slow molecular motion. This concept is normally 

employed to differentiate between small sized or non-viscous molecular rotation in solution, and high 

sized or viscous molecular rotation in solution.
4,83

 The rotational correlation time is normally thought of 

as being the time required for a nucleus to rotate an angle of one radian.
4,84

 

 As previously introduced, the measured 
13

C NMR relaxation time is a result of various 

mechanisms contribution, namely: the more significant the dipolar coupling relaxation and the 

chemical shift anisotropy (CSA); and the other normally less significant including scalar coupling 

relaxation, which occurs for nucleus with similar Larmor frequencies; spin rotation, which is only 

observed for very small molecules; and paramagnetic relaxation, which is frequently due to 

impurities.
84

 Although at low magnetic fields the contribution of CSA may be neglected, since CSA 

contribution increases with the square of magnetic field, for the same reason when using the modern 

higher magnetic fields it is often requires an analysis that includes its contribution. Considering that 

the relaxation values are used in rotational correlation times calculation, is logical to predict that by 

neglecting CSA contribution considerable errors may be introduced in such calculations. For such 
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purpose of separating the contribution of the two major relaxation mechanisms (dipolar and CSA) 

from the overall relaxation, an iterative mathematical approach combining several correlation 

functions has been devised.
84

  

In this thesis such algorithm is explained in a stepwise manner in the experimental section of 

this chapter.
84

 

 

2.1.3.7 – IL/Water Mixture Studies 

 

 As already introduced, ILs are thought to present many degrees of mesoscopic domains in 

solution. These mesoscopic domains, as already uncovered, are known to present a major role in ILs 

dynamics and properties, namely in the complex solvation dynamics. In this way, after the existence 

of cluster entities was first suggested,
75

 numerous experimental evidences were collected for 

structural heterogeneities that are verified over the scale of a few nanometres. As an example, these 

structural heterogeneities of IL/water mixtures have been recently investigated in BMIM-BF4/water 

compositions.
85

 Globally, have been possible to determine a correlation between the formation of 

water clusters and the already mentioned ILs organization into polar networks with hydrophobic tails 

segregation. With the increasing addition of water, ion-pair interactions are progressively broken, 

causing in this way the weakening of such structural organization.
86

 On the other hand, considering 

that segregation of the tails depend on the hydrophobic degree of the carbon chains, it is logical to 

suppose that segregation will progressively decrease as the chains polarity increases.
69

 Nevertheless, 

some questions afterwards appeared in relation to the really existence of such structural 

heterogeneities.
87

 

 In this context, the entire BMIM-BF4/water phase diagram plus temperature variation is herein 

also re-investigated by means of diffusion
6
 and relaxation

88
 NMR techniques, to: analyze BMIM-BF4 

possible aggregation process; unambiguously probe the existence of an ion-pair high-content 

sustainable point of mixing conditions; and, eventually, the progressive disruption of ion-pairs upon 

increasing the water content.
87
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2.2 – Experimental Section 
 

2.2.1 – Materials 

 

 The IL 1-butyl-3methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate [BMIM][BF4] was purchased from “io-li-

tec” (purity > 99 %). Distilled water was obtained from laboratory facility instruments. Dioxane was 

purchased from “RPE-ACS” (purity > 99.5 %). 

 

2.2.2 – NMR measurements 

 

 All NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker Avance III 400 operating at 400.15 MHz 

for protons 376.3 MHz for 
19

F and 100.6 MHz for 
13

C, equipped with a 5 mm high-resolution BBO 

probe and with pulsed gradient units, capable of producing magnetic field pulsed gradients in the z-

direction of 0.54 T.m
-1

. 
1
H, 

19
F and 

13
C NMR measurements were carried out in water with dioxane 

(1% IL molar fraction) for referencing, the temperature range from 273 to 353 K (273, 283, 293, 298, 

303, 313, 323, 333, 343 and 353 K) was covered for three water molar fraction samples (neat, 8% 

and 93%) through a Bruker Avance 400 MHz (9.4 T) spectrometer at the operating frequencies of 

respectively. A standard BVT 3000 variable temperature control unit with an accuracy of +/-0.5 ºC 

was used. 

Diffusion measurements were performed using the stimulated echo sequence using bipolar 

sine gradient pulses and eddy current delay before the detection (PFGSE). Self-diffusion coefficients 

were obtained by varying the gradient strength (g) while keeping the gradient pulse length () and the 

gradient pulse intervals constant within each experimental run. Typically, in each experiment a 

number of 32 spectra of 16 K data points were collected, with values for the duration of the magnetic 

field pulse gradients (δ) of 1.0 to 3.0 ms, diffusion times (Δ) of 50 to 1000 ms and an eddy current 

delay set to 5 ms, the gradient recovery time was 200 s. The sine shaped pulsed gradient (g) was 

incremented from 5 to 95% of the maximum gradient strength in a linear ramp.  

The data were fitted according to the Stejskal-Tanner equation: 

 

  
      

   
                (6) 

 I and I0 are the signal intensities, respectively, in the presence and absence of the applied 

field gradient, q =  gis the so-called scattering vector ( being the gyromagnetic ratio of the 

observed nucleus), t = (- / 3) is the diffusion time, is the delay time between the 

encoding and decoding gradients, and D is the self-diffusion coefficient to be extracted. 
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Spin-lattice (T1) relaxation times were obtained by means of the usual inversion recovery 

(180--90-acquisition) sequence, respectively. 

Typically for a T1 determination a number of 32 spectra of 64 K data points were collected, 

with 32  values in the range of 25 ms to 8 s. A quick T1 estimation was performed for all samples in 

order to set the appropriate relaxation delay. Relaxation delays varied between 7 s and 46s.  

Values of T1 were obtained by three-parameter; 

         
 
  

  
 

               (7) 

 For the 
13

C NOE measurements two experiments were executed: the gated decoupled 1D-

NMR (pg; power gated) that consist in a decoupled NOE including experiment, since it comprehends 

the use of decoupling during relaxation time, followed by 90º pulse and acquisition, giving singlet 

signals with amplified signal intensity (signal amplification occurs during the relaxation time while the 

transformation of multiplets to singlets occurs during acquisition); and the inverse gated decoupled 

1D-NMR (ig) that consist in a decoupled NOE excluding experiment, since it comprehends the use of 

decoupling during acquisition time, preceded by 90º pulse, giving singlet signals without amplified 

signal intensity. The NOE factor is obtained by the ratio (Ipg - Iig) / Iig. 

These experiments were performed with 64K points over a spectral window of 160 ppm 

(16129 Hz) centred at 80 ppm (8049 Hz). The number of scans was 16 s and the relaxation delay 

varied between 7 s for the concentrated sample to 46 s for the more diluted. 

 It deserves pointing out that tetrafluoroborate anion in water slowly hydrolyzes, producing 

hydrofluoric and boric acids.
89

 To overcome this problem, all measurements were performed 

immediately after sample preparation. Since no precipitate (H3BO3 is hardly soluble) was observed 

and, more importantly, both self-diffusion and relaxation experiments showed a mono-exponential 

decay, the presence of significant hydrolysis products that could affect the NMR results was ruled out. 

 For each temperature/water molar fraction the quality of the subsequent experiments was 

controlled by a close inspection of the 
1
H and 

19
F 1D-NMR experiments to assure the inexistence of 

impurities and degradation. 
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2.3 – Results and Discussion 
 

 As it has been referred in the beginning of this chapter 2, one of the main targets of this work 

is the investigation of the ion-pairing formation, during the study of ion-pairing dynamics in the ionic 

liquid BMIM-BF4 with NMR. In this context, a specific approach has been outlined consisting first in 

the determination of self-diffusion coefficients using diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY), and 

second in the recording of longitudinal and transversal relaxation measurements to ascertain both 

translational and rotational motion of neat BMIM-BF4 and IL/water solutions prepared with different 

water molar-fractions. While in the case of DOSY measurements, translational motion can be directly 

observed and interpreted via diffusion coefficients, which results from exponential decaying of the 

NMR signal as it was explained previously in this chapter, in the case of relaxation measurements, 

rotational motion can only be determined after a mathematical iteration process that enables a reliable 

estimation of the correlation time c,
84

 which will be presented later in this section. This correlation 

time parameter is the one that gives directly information about molecular rotational motion. The 

principle underlying this translational and rotational combined approach is the belief that if the two 

ionic species are together in a lasting ion-pair combination at some sort of conditions, they must be 

diffusing and rotating synchronously (with the same parameters values), and therefore it should be 

detectable by the NMR techniques sensible to these parameters. 

Before proceeding, it is crucial to justify the selection of BMIM-BF4 as a model ionic liquid to 

perform such investigation. The characteristics that make BMIM-BF4 so appealing are: first, the fact 

that it has a vast bibliographic support
74,87,90–92

, as many and diverse physicochemical studies have 

been developed about it; and second, because differently to many other ionic liquids it presents 

detectable and highly sensitive NMR nuclei (in this case 
1
H and 

19
F) in both ionic species (cation and 

anion, respectively). This NMR detectable nucleus presence in both ionic species allows that the 

diffusion coefficients for both ionic species could be independently determined.  

 Relatively to impurities and concentrations, during the experimental work all the fifteen 

samples (0 %, 4 %, 8 %, 16%, 24 %, 30 %, 35 %, 37 %, 43 %, 46 %, 50 %, 62 %, 73 %, 83 % and 93 

%) were inspected for impurities with 
1
H and 

19
F 1D spectroscopy, presenting no impurities, and 

besides all the concentrations (molar fractions) were verified and adjusted with signal integration of 

water, dioxane and BMIM-BF4 species. 

 

2.3.1 – Translational Dynamics - BMIM-BF4 

 

 Since the DOSY studies allow a direct verification of the dependence of anion and cation 

diffusion coefficients of water percentage and temperature, the diffusion measurements will be 

addressed before all the others in this discussion. The two distinct but conjugated conditions for which 

diffusion has been measured (water percentages and temperature variations) will be presented in two 
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sub-divisions in order to clarify its distinct results. Thus, even though in the context of this dissertation 

the dilution and temperature studies may seem sequential these have been performed in an 

integrated manner (same samples and at the same time), resulting in a combinatorial study that 

provides better and wider comprehension of the influence of the two factors concurrently. 

In all the PFGSE experiments the measuring time (Δ, the big delta, which corresponds to the 

interval between two gradient pulses) dependency of the self-diffusion coefficients for the different 

water molar fraction samples and different temperatures was checked, and in the range of Δ from 20 

to 100 ms, the self-diffusion coefficients did not show any notable dependency, which suggests that 

the ion diffusion is the “Fickian” diffusion in the homogeneous fluid and the convection effects can be 

disregarded in the water molar fraction and temperature ranges studied under the experimental 

conditions. 

 

2.3.1.1 – Translational Water Molar Fraction Dependence 

 

 In this sub-section the results of the whole phase diagram of BMIM-BF4/water mixture, 

investigated by means of 
1
H and 

19
F PFGSE-NMR experiments performed at room temperature (298 

K, 298 K) will be presented. 

As it was already known from previous NMR and computational publications
87,90,91,93–95

, the 

inorganic anion and imidazolium-based cation diffusion coefficients do not show continuous linear 

progression with increasing amount of water and temperature, but an exponential progression, as will 

be seen next. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficients are not equal for both ions, they even show an 

intersection-point (close to 10% of water molar fraction) highlighted below in Figure 20, meaning that 

one of the ions (the anion BF4
-
) begins with lower diffusion coefficient and at a certain moment (of 

increasing amount of water added) equals the other ion (cation BMIM
+
) diffusion coefficient, and later 

turns out to overtake it (Figure 20). During this initial interval of concentration (approximately from 

neat to 30% molar fraction of water) the diffusional progression of the ions shows a linear relationship 

as can be seen in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 - [BMIM][BF4] diffusion coefficient values for the water molar fraction range from 0 (neat) to 30 
%, highlighting the diffusion coefficients cross-value at 8 %.. Linear regressions are presented to 
illustrate the apparent linear progression for this range of water molar fraction values (Rcation

2
 = 0.9913, 

Ranion
2
 = 0.9943). 

 As far as we know, although many diffusional studies had been carried out in ionic 

liquids/water mixtures, and specifically in BMIM-BF4, none has had the objective of study the ion-

pairing dynamics. In this context, we believe that the previously referred intersection point for the 

cation and anion diffusion coefficients, represented in Figure 20, represents the stage where both 

ionic species are diffusing at the same rate, and corresponds possibly to a 1:1 translation motion of 

the ion-pair in solution. This assumption is realistic since it is known that ionic liquids start from a 

situation of extensive cluster-aggregation existence in neat (pure ionic liquid sample) and ends up in 

free-motional ion disposition in infinite dilution sample (water molar fraction above 90%), as supported 

by motional data. 

A basic supervision over the three species (cation, anion and dioxane) diffusion coefficients 

data from neat IL to 93 % water molar fraction (in Figure 21) reveals that at low water content (8 % 

water molar fraction) anions and cations share approximately the same self-diffusion coefficient, but 

above a critical water concentration (30 % water molar fraction) the anions begins to diffuse faster 

than the cations (in Figure 21). It is also possible to observe that the dioxane presents always higher 

diffusion coefficient values than the two ionic species, showing closer relation to the anion diffusion at 

higher water concentrations, which was expected due to similar size of both (in Figure 21). 
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Figure 21 - [BMIM][BF4] diffusion coefficient values for the total water molar fraction range from 0 (neat) 
to 93 %, exhibiting the exponential progression of the diffusion with increasing amount of water. 

Relevant physicochemical information that can also be derived from the diffusional data 

collected is the diffusion values that result from the product of diffusion coefficients with molecular 

concentrations, since it gives the value of mole diffusion over m.s (in Figure 22). Although the 

apparent similitude to the diffusion coefficient trace, this representation shows that the relative 

“diffusion flux” (mol/(m.s)) seems to evolve exponentially slower than the diffusion coeffic ient (the ratio 

between the progression slopes of diffusion coefficient and diffusion flux is not constant). This 

“diffusion flux” parameter result confirms that the diffusion exponential progression of both ionic 

species in solution although influenced by the ionic species concentration factor, which was expected, 

since this study implies concentration variation, it does not explains all the diffusion coefficient 

behaviour (in Figure 22). Thus, the inference that must be taken from this result is that other factor, or 

a conjunction of factors must be in the origin of the diffusional behaviour observed. 

 By the observation of the plot in Figure 22 it is possible to observe that until the 30 % water 

molar fraction, the two ionic species behave very closely with “diffusional flux” values almost similar. 

In this range is possible to observe that there is a first fast progression from the neat to 10 % water 

molar fraction, followed by a reduced progression until the 20 %, and followed again by a faster 

progression (in Figure 22). With respect to the dioxane, is possible to verify that its diffusion flux is 

one order inferior to the two ionic species, fact that is explained by its reduced concentration in 

solution (in Figure 22). 
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Figure 22 - [BMIM][BF4] diffusion flux values for the total water molar fraction range from 0 (neat) to 93 %, 
exhibiting, by the graphical differences to the previously represented figure 18, the influence of the 
concentration in the diffusion coefficients. 

 Table 1 and 2 shown below summarizes the diffusion-ordered spectroscopy data versus the 

molar fraction of water, and even presents some additional information. Within this additional 

information may be seen the progression slopes columns. These progression slopes values are 

calculated according to the quotient of the difference between sequential diffusion coefficient values 

over the difference between sequential molar fractions of water values (in Table 1 and 2). In this way, 

these progression slope values reflect an average evolution of the diffusion coefficient values during 

the increase percentage of water molar fraction. It is worth noting two relative minimums and one 

absolute minimum in the progression slopes function values, which reflects the progression of the 

ionic species diffusion coefficient values over the increasing amount of water added, in the values 

corresponding to values of 8 %, 37 % and 50 % water molar fraction for both ion species (BMIM
+
 and 

BF4
-
) (in Table 1). While the 8 % sample will be further studied, the other two (37% and 50%) will be 

sent for future works section. 
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Table 1 - [BMIM]
+
 diffusion data values for the total water molar fraction range from 0 (neat) to 93 %. 

 

 

 

%H2O 
[BMIMBF4] 

mol/m
3
 

[Dioxane] 

mol/m
3
 

Ddioxane 

(m
2
/s) 

Progression 
Slopes for  

Ddioxane 

Ddioxane x 

[Dioxane] 

(mol/(m*s) 

DBMIM+ 

(m
2
/s) 

Progression 
Slopes for  

DBMIM+ 

DBMIM+ * 

[BMIMBF4] 

(mol/(m*s) 

Progression 

Slopes for  DBMIM+ x 

[BMIMBF4] 

DBMIM+ / 

Ddioxane 

0 5,33E+03 5,33E+01 3,19E-11 
 

1,70E-09 1,42E-11 
 

7,56E-08 
 

4,44E-01 

4 5,30E+03 5,30E+01 4,06E-11 2,16E+00 2,15E-09 1,72E-11 7,53E-01 9,12E-08 3,90E-01 4,24E-01 

8 5,28E+03 5,28E+01 4,46E-11 1,02E+00 2,36E-09 1,93E-11 5,28E-01 1,02E-07 2,68E-01 4,32E-01 

16 5,23E+03 5,23E+01 5,58E-11 1,39E+00 2,92E-09 2,46E-11 6,64E-01 1,29E-07 3,35E-01 4,41E-01 

24 5,18E+03 5,18E+01 6,96E-11 1,73E+00 3,60E-09 3,13E-11 8,41E-01 1,62E-07 4,21E-01 4,50E-01 

30 5,13E+03 5,13E+01 7,84E-11 1,48E+00 4,03E-09 3,75E-11 1,02E+00 1,92E-07 4,99E-01 4,78E-01 

35 5,09E+03 5,09E+01 9,36E-11 3,02E+00 4,76E-09 4,42E-11 1,34E+00 2,25E-07 6,45E-01 4,72E-01 

37 5,04E+03 5,04E+01 9,70E-11 1,70E+00 4,89E-09 4,63E-11 1,05E+00 2,33E-07 4,25E-01 4,77E-01 

43 4,99E+03 4,99E+01 1,14E-10 2,88E+00 5,70E-09 5,60E-11 1,63E+00 2,80E-07 7,78E-01 4,91E-01 

46 4,95E+03 4,95E+01 1,24E-10 3,23E+00 6,13E-09 6,16E-11 1,86E+00 3,05E-07 8,37E-01 4,97E-01 

50 4,91E+03 4,91E+01 1,33E-10 2,20E+00 6,51E-09 6,76E-11 1,49E+00 3,31E-07 6,62E-01 5,09E-01 

62 4,66E+03 4,66E+01 1,96E-10 5,27E+00 9,13E-09 9,90E-11 2,62E+00 4,61E-07 1,08E+00 5,06E-01 

73 4,35E+03 4,35E+01 2,45E-10 4,42E+00 1,06E-08 1,40E-10 3,73E+00 6,10E-07 1,35E+00 5,73E-01 

83 3,85E+03 3,85E+01 3,25E-10 8,04E+00 1,25E-08 1,97E-10 5,65E+00 7,57E-07 1,47E+00 6,05E-01 

93 2,86E+03 2,86E+01 4,69E-10 1,44E+01 1,34E-08 3,01E-10 1,04E+01 8,59E-07 1,02E+00 6,41E-01 
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Table 2 - [BF4]
-
 diffusion data values for the total water molar fraction range from 0 (neat) to 93 %. 

 

 

 

%H2O 
[BMIMBF4] 

mol/m
3
 

[Dioxane] 

mol/m
3
 

Ddioxane 

(m
2
/s) 

Progression 
Slopes for  

Ddioxane 

Ddioxane x 

[Dioxane] 

(mol/(m*s) 

DBF4- 

(m
2

/s) 

Progression 
Slopes for  

DBF4-
 

DBF4- x [BF
4

-

] 

(mol/(m*s)) 

Progression 
Slopes for DBF4- x 

[BF
4

-

] 

DBF4- / 
Ddioxane 

0 5,33E+03 5,33E+01 3,19E-11 
 

1,70E-09 1,20E-11 
 

6,41E-08 
 

3,76E-01 

4 5,30E+03 5,30E+01 4,06E-11 2,16E+00 2,15E-09 1,65E-11 1,13E+00 8,77E-08 5,92E-01 4,08E-01 

8 5,28E+03 5,28E+01 4,46E-11 1,02E+00 2,36E-09 1,93E-11 7,00E-01 1,02E-07 3,59E-01 4,33E-01 

16 5,23E+03 5,23E+01 5,58E-11 1,39E+00 2,92E-09 2,55E-11 7,65E-01 1,33E-07 3,88E-01 4,57E-01 

24 5,18E+03 5,18E+01 6,96E-11 1,73E+00 3,60E-09 3,34E-11 9,96E-01 1,73E-07 5,01E-01 4,80E-01 

30 5,13E+03 5,13E+01 7,84E-11 1,48E+00 4,03E-09 4,04E-11 1,16E+00 2,07E-07 5,66E-01 5,15E-01 

35 5,09E+03 5,09E+01 9,36E-11 3,02E+00 4,76E-09 4,99E-11 1,91E+00 2,54E-07 9,35E-01 5,34E-01 

37 5,04E+03 5,04E+01 9,70E-11 1,70E+00 4,89E-09 5,24E-11 1,23E+00 2,64E-07 5,02E-01 5,40E-01 

43 4,99E+03 4,99E+01 1,14E-10 2,88E+00 5,70E-09 6,52E-11 2,14E+00 3,26E-07 1,03E+00 5,71E-01 

46 4,95E+03 4,95E+01 1,24E-10 3,23E+00 6,13E-09 7,27E-11 2,49E+00 3,60E-07 1,14E+00 5,87E-01 

50 4,91E+03 4,91E+01 1,33E-10 2,20E+00 6,51E-09 7,99E-11 1,81E+00 3,92E-07 8,08E-01 6,02E-01 

62 4,66E+03 4,66E+01 1,96E-10 5,27E+00 9,13E-09 1,26E-10 3,81E+00 5,85E-07 1,61E+00 6,41E-01 

73 4,35E+03 4,35E+01 2,45E-10 4,42E+00 1,06E-08 1,80E-10 4,95E+00 7,84E-07 1,81E+00 7,37E-01 

83 3,85E+03 3,85E+01 3,25E-10 8,04E+00 1,25E-08 2,70E-10 9,01E+00 1,04E-06 2,56E+00 8,32E-01 

93 2,86E+03 2,86E+01 4,69E-10 1,44E+01 1,34E-08 4,41E-10 1,71E+01 1,26E-06 2,20E+00 9,40E-01 
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 As may be seen in Table 1 and 2, as in Figure 21 and Figure 22, the diffusional data includes 

information about the organic compound dioxane (or 1,4-dioxane). This is justified by the intentional 

addition of dioxane, in a fixed molar fraction of 1% relative to BMIM-BF4, to all samples. The 

importance of adding a regular small amount of dioxane to all samples is related with the necessity of 

having a diffusion standard to allow the calculation of a “corrected diffusion” for BMIM-BF4 species, i.e. 

of obtaining a diffusion value for both ion species (BMIM
+
 and BF4

-
) that presents dimensionless 

character and is independent of the medium viscosity. The value of this dimensionless character 

results from the ratio between the ion specie (cation and anion) diffusion coefficient and the dioxane 

diffusion coefficient (Dion / Ddioxane), as described in Table 1 and 2. The choice of dioxane is related 

with its known miscibility with water and with the ionic liquid in study, BMIM-BF4. The graphical 

representation of the corrected diffusion for both ion species, BMIM
+
 and BF4

-
, is shown below in 

Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 - [BMIM][BF4] corrected diffusion Dion / Ddioxane values for the total water molar fraction range 
from 0 (neat) to 93 %, highlighting the relative diffusional evolution progression of the two ions in 
relation to the dioxane diffusion evolution and the diffusion coefficients cross-value at 8 %. 

From the observation of Figure 23 and the data in Table 1 and 2 it can be determined that 

BF4
-
 despite presenting always a lower diffusion coefficient than dioxane, has a non-linear and always 

positive progression of its corrected diffusion. 

By the Stokes-Einstein equation it is reasonable to understand the observed relation between 

the solution viscosity and diffusion of the species: 

  
  

    
              (8) 

 D is the diffusion coefficient in m
2
/s; 

 k is the Boltzmann constant in Pa.m
3
/K; 

 T is the temperature in K; 
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 c is the theoretical constant for slip and stick boundary conditions, ranging between 4 and 6, 

respectively; 

 a is the hydrodynamic radius of the diffusing specie in m; 

  is the viscosity in Pa.s. 

 The Stokes law is based on the assumption of a rigid sphere solute diffusing in a continuum of 

solvent, and in the case of a large solute in a small solvent the factor c can attain the value of 6 (stick 

boundary condition)
96

. However, if the ratio of the solute size to solvent is increased, especially for 

highly viscous media, the correlation breaks down, and the value of c in Stokes-Einstein equation is 

reduced to 4 (slip boundary condition)
96

. In this way, the factor c may help to understand the 

microscopic ion dynamics in RTILs.
74

 In any case, it is known from a variety of investigations on 

micelles in a variety of solvents that the Stokes-Einstein equation proves quantitative validity
97

, and so 

it is worth to use it in this particular approach of BMIM-BF4 aggregation dynamics in water, even 

knowing that has been reported a micellar size of about 10 Å for this RTIL
98

. 

 According to the Stokes-Einstein equation the corrected diffusion value, Dion/Ddioxane 

corresponds to the ratio of the hydrodynamic radius, adioxane / aion, of the two species, since for the 

same solution the same theoretical constant for slip and stick boundary conditions (c) is assumed for 

all solutes and the viscosity () is the same. In this way, and taking into consideration a static dioxane 

hydrodynamic radius (adioxane), by the observation of the ionic species trace in Figure 23 it is possible 

to assume that they correspond to the variation of its hydrodynamic radius, namely acation and aanion. 

However, in Figure 23 are represented Dion / Ddioxane, which gives the hydrodynamic relation of adioxane / 

aion that is the inverse of what is physically interesting to understand, which is aion / adioxane, since it 

allows the determination of the ionic species aggregation stages, in case of increased aion / adioxane 

relation. 

 The approach of using an internal diffusion reference, which presumably does not take part in 

H-bonding, in order to allow the calculation of different species hydrodynamic radius has been 

described previously.
8
 This approach is based on the supposition that changes on the hydrodynamic 

radius due to aggregation processes can be detected by diffusion NMR, if they occur in the same 

time-scale.
8
 

 For this reason the following graphical representation of Figure 24 has been calculated. As it 

was expected the traces are inverted in relation to Figure 23, By observing Figure 24, assuming static 

dioxane hydrodynamic radius, is possible to state that at lower water molar fractions the previously 

detected low diffusion coefficient of the anion may be associated with a higher aggregation state, 
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since its hydrodynamic radius, in relation to the one of dioxane, is much higher (higher than 2; almost 

3 for neat composition) and higher than the one of the cation. With the consequent addition of water is 

observed the progressive decreasing of the hydrodynamic radius relation for the anion, which is 

reasonably associated with the aggregation progressive disruption. 

 

Figure 24 - [BMIM][BF4] hydrodynamic radius ratio (aion / adioxane) values for the total water molar fraction 

range from 0 (neat) to 93 %, highlighting the relative diffusional evolution progression of the two ions in 
relation to the dioxane diffusion evolution and the diffusion coefficients cross-value at 8 %. 

 In the case of the cation, in Figure 24 is observed an initial increasing, from neat to 4 %, of the 

hydrodynamic radius relation, presenting values close to 2.40, which is followed by a progressive 

decreasing with the addition of water. At 8 % the hydrodynamic radius relation of both ion species 

intersect at the same value (2.310 approximately). This expected intersection may indicate that 

physically the two ions are sharing the same hydrodynamic radius because of their involvement in 

ion-pairing. This data proposes that the cation aggregates increase in a first moment with the addition 

of water, and begins to separate subsequently. One possible explanation for this result is that with the 

first addition of water, the more hydrophobic sections of the cation, namely the aliphatic chain, tend to 

aggregate, giving rise to higher aggregates. 

 Finally, at the higher water molar fraction compositions is possible to observe the true 

hydrodynamic radius relation, which strongly support this results, indicating that the anion and the 

dioxane share approximately the same hydrodynamic radius (aanion / adioxane = 1) and the cation 

presents a hydrodynamic radius 3/2 times higher than both dioxane and the anion (acation / adioxane = 

1.5) (in Figure 24). 

 Another frequently procedure for diffusion data analysis is to represent the difference DBF4- - 

DBMIM+ versus the water content. This data show particularly well the effect of increasing water 

percentage on the differentiation of the individual ionic diffusivities. As it has been referred before, 

above a determined threshold of water added the anions begins to diffuse faster than the cations, and 
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it is believed that that composition corresponds to the one at which the ion-pairs start an accelerated 

dissociation. That threshold for us corresponds to the water molar fraction value of 16 % (for us the 

ion-pair composition lies close to 8 %) since it is clear that only above 16 % this difference deviates 

significantly from zero. What is observed in the remaining solutions is that further water addition 

continues to drive the equilibrium (between ion-pairs and free ions) towards dissociated ions, until 

above a certain water concentration the system will behave as a classical electrolyte solution.
87

 

 

Figure 25 - Diffusion difference between ion species for the total water molar fraction range from 0 (neat) 
to 93 %, highlighting the ions diffusion coefficients detachment at approximately 20 %. 

 The low ionic diffusivity of the ionic liquids, in comparison with other commonly used organic 

solvents, is well justified in terms of their high viscosity (from 40 to 182 mPa.s at 303 K). The much 

lower ion diffusion coefficients and higher viscosity for the ionic liquids may be attributable to the very 

strong Coulombic forces among each ionic species in the ionic liquids.
74

 

 A similar study of the influence of water in the diffusion of BMIM-BF4 has been reported 

before.
87

 A significant result of that study was the relation established between diffusion coefficients 

and solution viscosity values. In that study
87

 the relation observed was not a linear one, as it was not 

predictable from the Stokes-Einstein equation (D = const x  
-1

). Instead the two ionic species obey to 

the power law:
87

 

                         (9) 

In this fractional power formulation of the Stokes-Einstein equation, the exponent must be α < 

1. Analogous behavior was observed in a large number of systems (polymers, glass-formers, water, 

hydrocarbons, etc.) when the size of the tagged particle is less than a few nanometers and the fluid 

viscosity increases over several orders of magnitude.
87

 In this context, another significant 

achievement from this previous study is that for low water content (high viscosity) the two ion species 

have the same diffusion coefficient versus viscosity relation (same α, α = 0.78).
87

 In agreement with 
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our previously discussed self-diffusion results, this finding evidences once again that the ion-pair 

dissolution begins at low water content. 

 In any case, the major result from that previous study
87

 was that when they applied the 

diffusion data to the fractional power formulation of the Stokes-Einstein equation to estimate the 

hydrodynamic radius for different water molar fractions, they obtained the following graphical result: 

 

Figure 26 - Hydrodynamic radius calculation for the two ions for the total water molar fraction range.
97

 

 This result strongly suggests three inferences: first, that cations experience some form of 

association (with increasing amount of water); second, the cation size is unaffected by water addition; 

and finally, the anion size undergoes a dramatic drop, beginning at approximately 10 % water molar 

fraction, which is the water molar fraction that we have determined as the ion-pair formation peak.
87

 

 In any case, comparing with the hydrodynamic radius estimation obtained in this work, 

represented in Figure 24, the two results appear to be quiet distinct. While in this work are obtained 

progressive decreasing of the two ion species hydrodynamic radius, in the reference study is verified 

that the cation presents no hydrodynamic radius significant variation. Additionally, the anion 

hydrodynamic radius, in the reference study, presents a much more pronounced decrease in the 20 to 

40 % water molar fraction range than our results. Considering these results, two hypotheses arise: 

one is the defective approach employed in the reference study; and the second is the unexpected 

dioxane hydrodynamic radius variation, which may be influencing the two species hydrodynamic 

radius relation results. Nevertheless, our results are in much agreement with several literatures that 

propose, at least, cation aggregation manifestations. 

Globally, these first results reflect the known behavior of the two ionic species that compose 

these imidazolium-based ionic liquids. Initially, in neat, the cationic specie presents higher diffusion 

coefficient, which is inverted with the addition of water and consequent lowering of the solution 

viscosity, fact that present higher influence in the anion diffusion coefficient.
87

 Although normally 
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cations present higher self-diffusion values than their smaller anion pairs in neat, it has been already 

shown that this is not a universal phenomenon for all ionic liquids.
75

 In practice, the relative diffusivity 

of the cation and anion of ionic liquids seems to be determined both by the ionic size and the shape, 

i.e. the nature of the ions themselves influences the relationship between cation and anion self-

diffusivities.
74,75

 Apparently the imidazolium-based cations are favored in terms of self-diffusion by the 

structural planar shape. It is also known that increasing the alkyl chain length serves to hinder cation 

diffusion in these systems reducing its diffusion coefficients.
75

 With the increasing amount of water the 

opposite ionic species begin to separate themselves from each other, i.e. increases the distance 

between ions in solution, and thereafter, naturally, the self-diffusion coefficient becomes being 

governed by molecular size, which favors the self-diffusion rates of the smaller anionic species. 

 Considering the objective of this work, which is the study of ion-pairing dynamics, after the 

analysis of the diffusional studies executed for increasing water content, it is possible to define three 

compositions in which ion-pairs present for sure different dynamics: first, the neat situation, where due 

to the exclusive existence of ions in solutions it is believed in the existence of a complex aggregation-

clustering disposition of the ion matrix in solution; second, the situation where the closer values for the 

diffusion coefficients of both ion species (cation and anion) has been found, which we believe that 

may be the closer of a 1:1 ion-pair situation in solution; and third, the infinite dilution situation, where it 

is expected, and has been already partial confirmed by the previous diffusion results, that the ion 

species present a free-motional behaviour in solution which prevents the spatial close relation 

expected in a lasting ion-pair in solution. 

 

2.3.1.2 – Translational Temperature Dependence 

 

 Another widely employed method to characterize physicochemical properties and molecular 

dynamics in ionic liquids is the variation of diffusion upon temperature.
73–75,92,99,100

 Making use of one 

of the technical possibilities of the NMR instrumentation, in this study, for the same water molar 

fraction value sample, the temperature is changed, and for defined values in a specific range (273 - 

353 K) DOSY experiments are executed and treated in the same way as has been explained in the 

beginning of this chapter.  

As it has been referred before in this discussion three interesting compositions were identified 

to explore the ion-pairing dynamics of BMIM-BF4. Those were defined as: neat, for pure ionic liquid 

sample; ion-pair, for the solution that presented closer values of diffusion coefficients for both ion 

species; and infinite dilution, for the solution with higher water molar fraction (93%).  

In this sub-division of this discussion, the diffusion data of each composition will be presented 

and discussed individually in sequential sub-sections for better clarification.  
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2.3.1.2.1 – IL in Neat Composition 

 

 Variable temperature diffusion measurements using BMIM-BF4
74

 have been reported before. 

Nevertheless in this work due to the context of the study of ion-pair dynamics it is justified to repeat 

the studies in the already mentioned compositions, and compared them with the previous literature 

results. 

 The variation of the diffusion coefficients versus temperature is represented in Figure 27. In 

contrast to the results for diffusion versus water molar fraction, the temperature dependence for the 

neat ionic liquid presents a strictly exponential behavior. In this case also the diffusion coefficients of 

both ion species (BMIM
+
 and BF4

-
) present a very similar progression, from 273 K to 353 K. 

Nevertheless, it is verified again that at a certain point there is a crossing point in the diffusion of the 

cation and anion (343 K), where BF4
-
 associated with the lower diffusion coefficient overtakes BMIM

+
. 

Differently to the previously reported results, the moment determined by us for the overtaking by the 

anionic diffusion coefficient is at 343 K and for the previous publication it happens at 353 K.
74

 One 

conclusion that can be taken from the results so far is that the addition of water has much more 

dramatic effect on differentiating the cationic and anionic diffusion coefficients in solution than 

temperature. 

 

Figure 27 - [BMIM][BF4] neat diffusion coefficient values for the temperature variation range from 273 to 
353 K, exhibiting the exponential progression of the two species diffusion with increasing temperature. 

 It has been show previously for BMIM-BF4,
74

 that the dependence of diffusion and viscosity on 

temperature is linear. This indicates that the ionic diffusivity in BMIM-BF4, and globally in ionic liquids, 

basically obeys to Stokes-Einstein equation.
74

 

Another commonly used parameter to interpret diffusion versus temperature data is the 

apparent cationic transference number (Figure 28), which consists in the ratio between the diffusion 
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coefficient of the cationic specie and the summation of the cationic plus the anionic diffusion 

coefficients (Dcation / (Dcation + Danion)). This result reflects the contribution of the cationic (BMIM
+
) 

diffusion for the total diffusion of ionic species in solution (BMIM
+
 and BF4

-
), and also indicates that the 

cation is diffusing faster than the anion, as it has been reported in previous publications, even if the 

anionic specie (BF4
-
) is the one that presents the smaller hydrodynamic radius.

74
 

 

Figure 28 - [BMIM][BF4] neat apparent cationic transference number values for the temperature variation 
range from 273 to 353 K, highlighting the progressive decreasing of the cation diffusion coefficient in 
relation to the total ionic diffusion coefficient (Dcation + Danion). 

 In contrast with the referred previous publication
74

, our results show that the apparent cationic 

transference number doesn’t decrease “almost linearly with increasing temperature” (Figure 28), at 

least during the temperature range studied (273 – 353 K), presenting a progression inversion at 283 

K, characterized by a maximum value at this point. This maximum indicates that at 283 K the cation 

specie in solution experience a “diffusion jump” not accompanied by the anion specie, i.e. the cation 

specie reacts independently to the counter ion, meaning that the ion-pairs shows no stability at this 

point. 

With this graphical result (Figure 28) is possible to state that the temperature range in which 

the ion-pair shows better diffusion stability is between 323 K and 333 K, first because of the almost 

constant value of the apparent cationic transference number, and also because of the apparent 

transference number value approximately equal to 0.5 (equal diffusion coefficient for both ionic 

species). This constant level (stage) at which the diffusion coefficients present lasting proximate 

values may also indicate the possibility of stable ion-pair relation between the two ionic species at 

certain conditions in the neat sample. In any case the same conclusion is obtained with respect to the 

evolution of the two species, that there is a relatively higher thermal acceleration of the anionic 

diffusion compared with the cationic diffusion, meaning that the activation energy for the diffusion of 

the anionic specie is superior to the cationic specie. 
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 To confirm this suspicion we moved to the calculation of the diffusion activation energies for 

the two ionic species for its temperature dependence (Figure 29). This simple and meaningful 

calculation can be executed with the help of the Arrhenius equation, substituting the original rate 

constant k by the experimental diffusion coefficients D: 

    
 
   
  

 
             (10) 

 R is the universal gas constant in J/(mol.K); 

 A is a pre-exponential factor with the same units as the diffusion coefficient, m
2
/s. 

 After this step, in order to achieve a possible linear regression (Figure 29), this expression is 

converted in its logarithmic form (log(D) = log(A) – EA/RT), and then a linear relation is established 

between the log(D) and the 1/RT. Experimentally, the diffusion coefficient values that have been 

converted in its logarithmic correspondents, are plotted against -1/RT in a graphical representation. 

The resulting linear regression slope corresponds to the desired activation energy (EA) in joule per 

mole (J/mol). The plot obtained for the neat BMIM-BF4 in the temperature range under study is 

represented in (Figure 29). 

 

Figure 29 - [BMIM][BF4] neat activation energy calculation for the temperature variation range from 273 to 
353 K, with 38.437 KJ/mol for the cation and 39.365 KJ/mol for the anion (R

2
 = 0.9918 for the cation and R

2
 

= 0.9926 for the anion). 

The smaller activation energy is observed for the cation, 38,5 (kJ/mol) while for the anion, as 

it was expected from the diffusion behavior, a higher value is observed, 39,4 (kJ/mol).  

Relatively to the R
2
 values of the regression, although they seem quite adequate (R

2
cation = 

0.9918 and R
2

anion = 0.9926) the progression of the graphical points indicate that the Arrhenius 

equation-based linear regression may not be the more accurate way to describe and calculate 
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activation energies in ionic liquids, in this case for BMIM-BF4. This situation will be verified for the 

following preparations, presenting progressive worst fittings, as it will be seen. However, this question 

will not be discussed here but will be sent for future works section as a suggestion.  

In this study with varying temperature we have also applied similar graphical treatments as 

those applied in the section for the water composition variation.  

 

Figure 30 - [BMIM][BF4] neat diffusion flux values for the temperature variation range from 273 to 353 K, 
exhibiting, by the graphical similarity to the previously represented figure 23, the same progression as 
the species diffusion coefficient. 

One of those is the neat “diffusion flux” (Figure 30) versus the temperature variation graphical 

representation. In this graphical representation is possible to observe an exclusively exponential 

diffusion flux behavior for the two ionic species, equal to the observed in diffusion coefficient behavior 

(the ratio between the progression slopes of diffusion coefficient and diffusion flux is constant). 

Through this data is possible to determine that the two ionic species start at 273 K with an 

approximately 1.3x10
-8

 mol per meter.second diffusion flux, and end at 353 K with an approximately 

6.75x10
-7

 mol per meter.second diffusion flux. 

 The other graphical result is the neat corrected diffusion versus the temperature variation. As 

it has been referred before, dioxane has been added intentionally in 1% molar fraction of BMIM-BF4 

with the purpose of providing the ability of measuring the dimensionless corrected diffusion 

parameter. Differently from the earlier presented corrected diffusion in the water molar fraction 

variation, in this study the diffusion behavior of the two ionic species of BMIM-BF4 does not show an 

increasing mobility relative to dioxane, in accompanying the increasing diffusion coefficient. On the 

contrary, for the initial temperature ranges, 273 K to 293 K, the diffusion of the two ionic species 

decrease, in relation to dioxane, from a close diffusion value (with higher diffusion value of the cation) 

to less than half, which means that dioxane has a lower activation energy for diffusion in this solution. 
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In the following temperature range the two ionic diffusion values tend to the same value, as it was 

observed in the diffusion coefficient plot, which represents half of the diffusion coefficient of dioxane. 

 

Figure 31 - [BMIM][BF4] neat corrected diffusion values for the temperature variation range from 273 to 
353 K, highlighting the relative diffusional evolution progression of the two ions in relation to the dioxane 
diffusion evolution and the attachment of the two species diffusion starting at 343 K. 

 This result (Figure 31) indicates that from 293 K the diffusion of the species appears to be 

ruled by the solution viscosity, since the two ion species present constant values, differently to what 

has been verified in the water molar fraction plot (Figure 23). A fundamental characteristic of dioxane 

that influenced its choice for this temperature variation study was its boiling point (101.1 ºC), which is 

predictable that does not interfere on results. 

 The result of the hydrodynamic radius relation of the two ion species with dioxane was again 

plotted, this time for neat composition. 
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Figure 32 - [BMIM][BF4] neat hydrodynamic radius ratio (aion / adioxane) values for the temperature range 

from 273 to 353 K. 

 By the plot observation (Figure 32) is determined that both ion species present at 273 K close 

hydrodynamic radius relation with dioxane (approximately the same value), and that from 273 to 293 

K an accentuated value increase of the same is verified, which remains with increasing temperature. 

The simultaneously hydrodynamic radius increase for the two species may indicate a common 

aggregation phenomenon. The hydrodynamic radius relation values (both species) of 2.5 suggests 

the same. Considering that the hydrodynamic radius relation of the cation with dioxane at infinite 

dilution (composition at which is expected individual ions diffusion and then individual hydrodynamic 

radius) is 1.5 and the hydrodynamic radius relation of the anion with dioxane at the same composition 

is 1, the 2.5 value appear to match with the two values summation. The initial (273 K) similitude 

between ion species and dioxane hydrodynamic radius may be attributed to some kind of dioxane 

hydrodynamic radius conditioning that is influencing its real value by increasing it. 

 Globally, the results from neat sample temperature variation study indicates that cationic and 

anionic species share closely the same diffusion behavior along the measurements performed, with 

slight differences in terms of extreme temperature conditions (cation with higher diffusion coefficient at 

273 K; anion with higher diffusion coefficient at 353 K); the anionic specie presents a higher activation 

energy for the temperature range studied; and both species present a distinct behavior to the 

molecular probe dioxane, which indicates a motional heterogeneity within the miscibility of the two 

substances. 

 

2.3.1.2.2 – IL in Ion-Pair Composition 

 

 In the case of the “ion-pair” sample, as it has been referred earlier, this approach consists in 

studying the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficients on the previous determined “ion-
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pair” composition, which corresponds to the 8 % water molar fraction sample composed by BMIM-

BF4/H2O/dioxane. The particular characteristic of this sample was the fact that both ionic species in 

solutions presented the same diffusion coefficient, which in our interpretation could correspond to the 

sought ion-pair of this IL BMIM-BF4. However, as was seen before for the neat sample the ions 

diffusion is temperature dependent and there is way to predict what should be the behavior of the ions 

diffusion coefficient with temperature for this composition. Seeking this answer and the 

comprehension of motional physicochemical properties of this specific BMIM-BF4/water mixture, we 

moved to perform diffusion measurements that will be presented in this sub-section. 

 Beginning once again with the plot of the diffusion data for the range of temperatures studied 

(Figure 33), it is notorious that the two ionic species diffusion values present very close relation during 

all the range from 273 K to 353 K. 

 

Figure 33 - [BMIM][BF4] ionic-pair diffusion coefficient values for the temperature variation range from 
273 to 353 K, exhibiting the exponential progression of the two species diffusion, higher for the anion, 
with increasing temperature. 

 Another treatment that has been applied in the interpretation of the data for the neat IL and 

that may also be used here is the determination of the apparent cationic transference number. As it 

has been referred before, this number consists in a diffusion dimensionless parameter that reflects 

thoroughly the cation diffusion progression relative to the total ionic species diffusion progression 

(Figure 34). 

 As seen in Figure 34, the cationic diffusion behavior may be described as progressively 

downward in relation to the total ionic species diffusion (Dcation + Danion), which reflects the previously 

determined major increasing of anionic diffusion. However, this downward progression evidences an 

interesting relative minimum at 293 K, which is conjugated with a consequent relative maximum at 

298 K that corresponds to the determined ion-pair situation (equal diffusion coefficients for both cation 

and anion species) from the water molar fraction variation study. By a more dedicated observation it is 

possible to distinguish three distinct moments: fist, in the range between 273 and 283 K, where there 
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is an apparent number > 0.5 (higher cationic diffusion); followed by the range between 293 and 313 K, 

where the apparent number is close to 0.5 (whereas this value is matched at 298 K); and finally the 

range between 333 and 353 K, where the apparent value is inferior to 0.5 (higher anionic diffusion), 

presenting the range from 333 – 343 K a constant value of approximately 0.49. 

 

Figure 34 - [BMIM][BF4] ionic-pair apparent cationic transference number values for the temperature 
variation range from 273 to 353 K, highlighting the progressive decreasing of the cation diffusion 
coefficient in relation to the total ionic diffusion coefficient (Dcation + Danion) and the relative maximum 
value at 298 K that may correspond to the ionic-pair formation. 

Particularizing now in Figure 34 the interesting presence of a relative minimum at 293 K 

followed by a relative maximum at 298 K (298 K), it must be referred that this result might be a 

favorable suggestion of high ion-pair content formation in solution at this point. The reason for this 

inference is related with two facts: first, because of the subtle inversion in the apparent cationic 

transference number, i.e. inversion in the progressive detachment between the cationic and the 

anionic diffusion coefficients; and second, because this inversion converges exactly to the 0.5 

apparent cationic transference number, which corresponds to the situation of equal diffusion 

coefficient of both anion and cation. This conjugation of factors strongly suggests that something at 

the structural level is making that the initial progression of the anionic diffusion coefficient is being 

delayed, such that the cationic diffusion coefficient catch it again (note that have to have another 

apparent cationic transference number equal to 0.5 between 283 and 293 K), expectedly in a different 

structural organization frame. A possible interpretation is that in this range, a temperature increase of 

5 K (293 - 298 K) provides the necessary activation energy for the total disruption of the cationic 

proposed aggregation structure
98

 (hydrophobic cation-cation aggregation), and therefore is favored 

the ionic interaction, which pulls the cationic diffusion to be synchronized with the one of the anion 

(same diffusion coefficient), establishing the ion-pair at 298 K. 

 Following the same procedure presented for the neat solution, the activation energy has been 

calculated by the Arrhenius modified equation (Figure 35). Confirming what has been said above, in 

the range of temperatures considered (273 to 353 K) the activation energies for the two ionic species 
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present a small difference between them, with higher value for the anionic specie (Figure 35). The 

values of 35.5 kJ/mol for the cation and 36.4 kJ/mol for the anion in conjugation with the graphical 

observation reflects, as expected, the divergence of the diffusion values of the two ionic species at the 

higher temperatures in the chosen temperature range, oppositely to what has been verified for the 

neat solution (where the divergence happens at lower temperatures). This diffusion divergence at 

higher temperatures might be the reason for such activation energy difference that is comparable to 

the energy difference verified for the neat solution (aprox. 1 kJ/mol). Nevertheless, the lower 

activation energy values obtained for ion-pair composition when compared to the neat composition, 

indicates the relative easier diffusion effort of the two ion species in the ion-pair composition. We find 

this activation energy difference between the two ionic species higher than was expected for the ion-

pair solution. Yet, this result might not be representative due to the large temperature range.  

Another problematic procedure question is the earlier verified (for neat solution) not accurate 

linear regression, despite the high R
2
 values of 0.9944 for the cation and 0.9943 for the anion, which 

might be a negative influence to the establishment of objective activation energy values for the two 

ionic species in this solution. 

 

Figure 35 - [BMIM][BF4] ionic-pair activation energy calculation for the temperature variation range from 
273 to 353 K, with 35.487 KJ/mol for the cation and 36.439 KJ/mol for the anion (R

2
 = 0.9944 for the cation 

and R
2
 = 0.9943 for the anion). 

 The diffusion flux was also determined for this “ion-pair” solution and the plot versus 

temperature is represented in Figure 35. 

As it was predictable this diffusion flux follows an exponential progression just like the 

diffusion coefficient progression. Through this data is possible to determine that the two ionic species 

start at 273 K with an approximately 2.1x10
-8

 mol per meter.second diffusion flux, and end at 353 K 

with an approximately 8.2x10
-7

 mol per meter.second diffusion flux, which in comparison with previous 

neat results shows very poor diffusion flux increase that reflects the similitude of the global solution 

compositions and diffusion dynamics. 
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Figure 36 - [BMIM][BF4] ionic-pair diffusion flux values for the temperature variation range from 273 to 
353 K, exhibiting, by the graphical similarity to the previously represented figure 28, the same 
progression as the species diffusion coefficient. 

 From the observation of the plot of the corrected diffusion (Figure 37), it is possible to 

determine and compare significant information. From Figure 37 it is observed that from 273 to 293 K 

there is an initial pronounced decrease of the two ions diffusion coefficient with respect to that of 

dioxane, this had already been verified for the neat IL in a very similar way. This decrease is more 

accentuated for the anion diffusion, which had superior value. Contrary to the corrected diffusion data 

for the neat solution, in this case the cation and anion diffusion come together, with respect to the 

dioxane, at 293 K and remain close until 303 K. After this period the two ionic species begin a soft 

increasing process, in which the anion presents superior positive slope, from 313 to 353 K. With this 

initial increase and final decrease behavior the result is a subtle minimum, which may give relevant 

information and corroborate the “ion-pair” hypothesis. 
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Figure 37 - [BMIM][BF4] ionic-pair corrected diffusion values for the temperature variation range from 273 
to 353 K, highlighting the relative diffusional evolution progression of the two ions in relation to the 
dioxane diffusion evolution and the attachment of the two species diffusion during the temperature range 
from 293 to 303 K. 

The initial decrease of the ions diffusion coefficients, with respect to the dioxane, with 

increasing temperature (273 to 293 K), as was seen for the neat solution (Figure 31), may be 

interpreted as the beginning of the disruption of the already referred IL-cluster aggregates
98

, where 

the cation show higher diffusion. With the continuing increase of temperature (293 to 303 K) it is 

proposed that the two ionic species presents some oscillations supposedly due to the ion-pair 

formation as has been referred above in the apparent cationic transference number discussion 

(Figure 34), which corresponds to the constant period in Figure 37 (that includes the minimum value). 

The positive slope section (313 to 353 K) of Figure 37 corresponds to an increase in the free-motion 

dynamics of the two ions, which due to the differences in the activation energy for the individual ion 

diffusion motion will slowly increase its independent diffusion process. Summing up, this result is 

significant to understand what is happening with the diffusion of the three water miscible participants, 

and consequently to the organizational dynamics, in this 8 % water molar fraction solution within the 

temperature range from 273 to 353 K. 

 Considering now the hydrodynamic radius plot (Figure 38) it is observed the previous (Figure 

37) inverted relation. 
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Figure 38 - [BMIM][BF4] ion-pair hydrodynamic radius ratio (aion / adioxane) values for the temperature 

range from 273 to 353 K. 

 Comparing the hydrodynamic radius results of ion-pair (Figure 38) and neat (Figure 32) 

compositions, it is possible to establish a relationship. In both results are verified an initial 

hydrodynamic radius values increase from 273 to 293 K, which leads to a 2.5 hydrodynamic radius 

value for both ion species. As previously referred, this value matches the hydrodynamic radius 

summation of the two ion species in relation to the dioxane hydrodynamic radius. Differently from the 

neat composition (Figure 32), the two ions hydrodynamic radius relation values decrease at higher 

temperatures may indicate some kind of aggregation disruption not verified in the first (Figure 32). 

The more accentuated decrease of the anion hydrodynamic radius in this plot is in accordance to the 

same behavior verified in the water molar fraction plot (Figure 24). As verified in neat composition 

(Figure 32) the initial (273 K) similitude between ion species and dioxane hydrodynamic radius may 

be attributed to some kind of dioxane hydrodynamic radius conditioning that is influencing its real 

value by increasing it. 

 Globally, the results obtained for this sample from this study with temperature indicate that 

cationic and anionic species experience the three possible organizational structural stages, which are: 

for low temperatures, the stage of IL-cluster aggregates and its disruption; for intermediate 

temperatures a stage where the two ionic species share the same diffusion coefficient, which is 

believed to be the ion-pair period; and for high temperatures, the stage where the two ionic species 

begin to diffuse independently and progressively faster. These three stages are proposed in 

comparison, and contrast, to the behavior observed for neat solution, since in neat solution in the 

temperature range studied it is believed that only the initial stage of IL-cluster existence is observed, 

and the beginning of the second, namely with the anion overcoming the cation in diffusion coefficient. 

In this way, it is possible that we have found interesting organizational dynamics with this combined 

concentration/temperature variation study, which must be complemented with more information from 

other techniques. 
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2.3.1.2.3 – IL in Infinite Dilution Composition 

 

 At last, the previous discussed experiments for neat and “ion-pair” compositions have also 

been applied to the infinite dilution solution. This composition presents the opposite extreme of 

motional dynamics comparing with the neat IL, since neat sample supposes no water existence, and 

infinite dilution sample supposes almost exclusive water existence. Comparing these two systems 

studied in the same temperature range, is expectable to allow detecting and understanding the 

possible extreme motional dynamics that BMIM-BF4 can present due to concentration and 

temperature variation. In the context of the main purpose of this study, which is the determination and 

evaluation of ion-pair formation, the comparison of the data for this sample with the one of the “ion-

pair” composition will allow to corroborate or contradict any idea previously discussed. In any case it 

will provide additional information for the comprehension of ILs behavior in different media conditions. 

 The expected results for this system motional behavior were that: the two ionic species would 

present much higher diffusion coefficient values, since the solution viscosity has qualitatively 

decreased substantially; the anionic diffusion would present higher diffusion values for all the 

temperature range, since it is expected that this system, particularly (in contrast to the neat and ion-

pair solutions where the cation starts diffusing faster), follows the Stokes-Einstein determination and 

then, because of the smaller size of the anionic specie it diffuses faster; the diffusion flux would follow 

the same behavior of diffusion coefficients, since there is no expected concentration variation; and 

finally, the corrected diffusion would exhibit an approximately constant behavior for the two species. 

 In accordance with the previous stated expectations, by the observation of the plot of the 

diffusion coefficients versus temperature in Figure 39, it is possible to verify that the two ionic species 

present diffusion coefficient values one order of magnitude (x10) higher than those measured for the 

ion-pair and neat samples, confirming that even at low temperatures (273 K and 283 K) the diffusion 

of the two species is comparable to the diffusion values measured for the higher temperatures (343 K 

and 353 K) of the other compositions. In terms of the previously referred stages, this indicates that, 

even for low temperatures, at infinite dilution composition the two ionic species begin to diffuse 

independently and progressively faster. It is also possible to verify that although almost similar at to 

the cation at lower temperature, the anionic specie presents higher diffusion coefficient values in all 

the temperature range studied. In any case the initial small difference must be discussed, so, in this 

way, the hypothesis that this data may suggest at first sight is that for low temperatures the 

electrostatic interactions (ionic interactions) reveal to be more significant than what was expected. 

Thus, the diffusion coefficients of the two ionic species start from an approximate value and 

progressively increase, with different progression slopes (higher for the anion), almost in a linear way 

during the temperature range from 273 to 343 K. From 343 to 353 K the diffusion coefficients of the 

two species seem to reach the limit of increasing progression. 
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Figure 39 - [BMIM][BF4] infinite dilution diffusion coefficient values for the temperature variation range 
from 273 to 353 K, exhibiting the almost linear progression, from 273 to 343, of the two species diffusion, 
higher for the anion, with increasing temperature. 

 The apparent cationic transference number is again used in this infinite dilution solution 

(Figure 40). Two initial indications may be inferred from a first appreciation of the graphical data, 

which are: first that the anionic diffusion is superior to the cationic diffusion during the temperature 

range studied; and second that the progression of cationic and anionic diffusion along the 

temperature range is full of small fluctuations, even knowing that the apparent number only oscillates 

between 0.43 and 0.405 approximately. Subtly, what may be denoted in this apparent cationic 

number evolution is that: initially it decreases from 273 to 298 K, because of the anionic faster 

diffusion increasing derived from the breaking of the electrostatic interactions and the anion smaller 

size; from 298 to 323 K the apparent cationic number increase probably due to diffusion activation 

energy cross, which may be related with cationic organizational modifications; and finally it is 

observed a sinusoidal constant behavior around 0.42, probably due to anionic and cationic structural 

fluctuations. 
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Figure 40 - [BMIM][BF4] infinite dilution apparent cationic transference number values for the temperature 
variation range from 273 to 353 K, highlighting the oscillating progression of the cation diffusion 
coefficient in relation to the total ionic diffusion coefficient (Dcation + Danion). 

 The activation energy for diffusion has been calculated the same way as for neat and ion-pair 

solution compositions. The values obtained reflect quite well what was expected and the difference to 

the other two compositions (neat and ion-pair), since the similar values of 25.4 kJ/mol for the cation 

and 25.3 kJ/mol for the anion represent a fall of 10 000 J/mol in comparison to the diffusion activation 

energy verified in ion-pair solution. In any case, the R
2
 factors begin to reflect very poor correlation, 

0.96 for the cation linear regression and 0.9486 for the anion linear regression, particularly for the 

extreme temperature values of diffusion, and therefore this value is not valuable as it could. Anyway, 

the similar values of activation energy reflect the low viscosity of the solution in study. 
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Figure 41 - [BMIM][BF4] infinite dilution activation energy calculation for the temperature variation range 
from 273 to 353 K, with 25.367 KJ/mol for the cation and 25.335 KJ/mol for the anion (R

2
 = 0.96 for the 

cation and R
2
 = 0.9486 for the anion). 

 Regarding the diffusion flux data, an equal graphical representation and order jump (10 times) 

is verified in relation to the diffusion coefficients data (Figure 39). 

 

Figure 42 - [BMIM][BF4] infinite dilution diffusion flux values for the temperature variation range from 273 
to 353 K, exhibiting, by the graphical similarity to the previously represented figure 33, the same 
progression as the species diffusion coefficient. 
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Regarding the corrected diffusion data below (Figure 43), is also partially confirmed the 

expectations stated before. It is said partially because besides the approximately constant profile of 

the two species diffusion from 298 to 353 K, it is verified that initially, from 273 to 298 K, occurs a 

progressive increment of corrected diffusion of the two species, with different rates. This progressive 

increment of the two ionic species may be justified by the existence of an initial interaction 

(electrostatic interaction) that is delaying the diffusion progression of the two ionic species with 

respect to the dioxane progression.  

The higher progression of the anionic specie, that almost reaches the diffusion value of the 

dioxane, is consequence of its smaller size (similar to the dioxane).  

The observable convergence of the two ionic species corrected diffusion values at lower 

temperatures (below 298 K) proves the lasting of the electrostatic interaction between both even at 

infinite dilution solutions, and demonstrates the temperature variation effect on it. Contrary to the 

verified for the apparent cationic transference number (Figure 40), the fluctuations that occurs 

simultaneously and with equal profile for the two ionic species, must be related with dioxane diffusion 

variations instead of ionic specie ones. 

 

Figure 43 - [BMIM][BF4] infinite dilution corrected diffusion values for the temperature variation range 
from 273 to 353 K, highlighting the relative diffusional evolution progression of the two ions in relation to 
the dioxane diffusion evolution and the free-motion regime of the two species. 

 Considering now in Figure 44 the hydrodynamic radius plot with temperature for the infinite 

dilution composition, is primarily possible to observe an almost constant profile. This result indicates 

that differently to the other compositions (Figure 26 and Figure 32), the hydrodynamic radius of the 

two ion species in this composition does not present much variation (0.2 over the temperature range 

for the two species), as it was previously expected. Such value of hydrodynamic radius is compatible 

with the suggested free-motional regime of the two ions. Additionally, the hydrodynamic radius 
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relation verified probably establish the real relation between the individual ions and the dioxane, 

giving as expected a similar hydrodynamic radius for the anion and the dioxane (value of 

approximately 1), and a value of approximately 1.5 for the cation hydrodynamic radius relation with 

dioxane (Figure 44). 

 

Figure 44 - [BMIM][BF4] infinite dilution hydrodynamic radius ratio (aion / adioxane) values for the 

temperature range from 273 to 353 K. 

 Globally, with these results it is determined that at the infinite dilution composition we can only 

detect the diffusion of separate ionic species. The expectations are globally confirmed, with the 

interesting lasting of the believed electrostatic interactions with relative significance at lower 

temperatures. The Stokes-Einstein equation is applicable, since the diffusion data reveals the 

influence of size in the expression of lower diffusion of the cation, in contrast to the neat and half of 

the ion-pair compositions. The confirmation of the electrostatic interaction influence in the two ionic 

species diffusion is very important for the purpose of this study, which is the study of ion-pair 

dynamics in BMIM-BF4, because it proves the reliability of all the data discussed until this moment. 

 

2.3.2 – Rotational Dynamics - BMIM-BF4 

 

 The study of the rotational dynamics was performed with the purpose of exploring the relation 

between the two kinds of dynamics and, eventually, the probing of possible ion-pair formation 

manifestation on rotation, as has been verified for diffusion. The possibility of studying rotational 

dynamics by NMR arises from the fact that the reorientation of spins in the presence of moderate 

magnetic fields provides rotational information through nuclear relaxation mechanisms, which may be 

quantified by several techniques, as has been introduced before in this chapter.  
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In this section will be discussed the results obtained from inversion-recovery (ir), spin-echo 

(se), inverse gated (ig) and power gated (pg) 
13

C NMR techniques versus temperature variation, 

which together allowed the calculation of several correlation time c values by an iterative process
84

 

for all BMIM-BF4 carbons of the cation BMIM
+
. This parameter gives direct insight on molecular 

rotational motion, and specifically segmental rotational motion (individual carbons correlation time). 

The results will be presented as tables and graphical representations of different parameters versus 

temperature, encompassing all the information resulting from the iterative process realized. Although 

this consists in the first study for BMIM-BF4, there have been publications on a similar IL (BMIM-

PF6)
83,101

, for neat conditions, which will be used for data comparison. 

In contrast to the diffusion study where the two ionic species were considered as one entity 

each, in this rotational dynamics study there is the possibility, as has been said above, of segmental 

calculation of individual correlation times for the different carbons for BMIM
+
. For this reason the 

cationic structure is presented below (Figure 45) with the numbering used to identify the carbon atoms 

used in the following discussion. 

 

Figure 45 - [BMIM]
+
 structure and numbering of the ion atoms. 

 

2.3.2.1 – Methodology for c and R1
dipolar

 calculation 

 

2.3.2.1.1 – Correlation Equations 

 

 The correlation equations describe rotational molecular motion and its relationship with intra-

molecular events. Dipolar relaxation can be directly related to rotational motion with the use of 

spherical harmonic functions. Solution of the resulting autocorrelation functions produces spectral 

density functions, assuming exponential decay. The spectral density equations are correlation time 

dependent at a set frequency.
4
 These equations describe spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation 

mechanisms. The algorithm described herein is concerned only with spin-lattice relaxation that is 

typically determined by inversion-recovery methods. 

 

2.3.2.1.2 – 
13

C NMR Relaxation Analysis 

 

 The relaxation of 
13

C in medium-sized molecules at moderate magnetic fields is usually 

caused by dipolar interactions with directly bonded protons. When the relaxation times are measured 
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under 
1
H decoupling conditions, the cross-relaxation term vanishes, and the intra-molecular dipolar 

longitudinal (spin-lattice) relaxation rate (R1 = 1 / T1)i for the relaxation of 
13

C nucleus i by NH protons j 

is connected to the molecular reorientations by: 

 
 

  
 
 
  

 

  
          

 
                                 (11) 

 Dipolar coupling constant D = ()CH (h/2)rij
-3, is the permeability of vacuum, C and H 

are the gyromagnetic ratios of the 
13

C and 
1
H nuclei, respectively, and rij

-3 is the length of the 

internuclear vector between i and  j (C-H = 1.09 Å). J() is the spectral density, with C 

andH the resonance frequencies of the 
13

C and 
1
H nuclei, respectively. 

 

2.3.2.1.3 – Nuclear Overhauser Effect 

 

 The nuclear Overhauser (NOE) factor i of carbon atom i relaxed by NH protons j is given 

by:
102

 

     
    

           
   

            (12) 

 ∑ includes from j = 1 to NH, ij is the cross-relaxation rate, ij is the dipolar relaxation rate, and 

i* is the leakage term that represents the contribution of all other relaxation mechanisms to 

the relaxation of a 
13

C nucleus i, thus reducing the NOE factor. Usually, intermolecular dipolar 

contributions can be neglected for 
13

C nuclei with directly bonded protons. Under 
1
H 

decoupling conditions, the sum of ij over all NH interacting protons gives the dipolar spin-

lattice relaxation rate R1
Dipolar

 = 1 / T1
Dipolar

. The relaxation of 
13

C exclusively via intra-molecular 

dipolar interaction implies a leakage term i* = 0. Thus the NOE factor reaches its ,maximum 

value and depends only on reorientational molecular dynamics:
102

 

       
                      

                             
         (13) 

 

2.3.2.1.4 – Spectral Densities 

 

 Assuming isotropic tumbling, the spectral densities can be connected to be effective 

correlation times, c, for reorientation of the corresponding internuclear 
13

C-
1
H vectors by: 

     
   

        
  

             (14) 
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 In theory c is the time required for a molecule (i.e., vector connecting the interacting nuclei) to 

rotate through an angle of one radian. However, in fact, the correlation time is the integral with respect 

to time from 0 to ∞ of the normalized autocorrelation function and is actually the time constant for 

the exponential decay of the second-rank Legendre polynomial P2. In the extreme narrowing case 

(low viscosity solutions, unlike ionic liquids) the product of c is much less than unity and J() = 2c. 

Also,i,max becomes a maximum value and is: 

        
  

  
  

    

    
                  (15) 

 

2.3.2.1.5 – Chemical Shift Anisotropy (CSA) 

 

 Aromatic and aliphatic 
13

C nuclei relax even in moderate magnetic fields partially via the 

chemical-shift anisotropy (CSA) mechanism. The corresponding longitudinal relaxation rate of 
13

C 

nucleus i is given by: 

  
     

 

  
   

   
      

     
    
 

 
                (16) 

 With the magnetic field strength H0, the chemical shift anisotropy  for an axially symmetric 

chemical shift tensor, and the asymmetry parameter CSA. The [1 + CSA
2
 / 3] term usually 

represents a correction factor of less than 5% and is therefore ignored. 

 

2.3.2.1.6 – Stepwise Solution of the Combined Dipolar and NOE Equations 

 

 The basic assumption in this analysis is that the maximum value of the 
13

C NOE is 

determined by the dipolar rotational correlation time obtained from the measured relaxation rate. It is 

also assumed that dipolar relaxation and chemical shift anisotropy make up the overall relaxation rate: 

  
        

       
   

   
           (17) 

 The 
13

C dipolar and chemical shift anisotropy spin-lattice relaxation rates for those carbons 

bonded to hydrogen may be obtained by iterations of the following steps 1 through 4, followed by step 

5. Although in the original publication the authors have used Mathcad Plus, version 6 professional, in 

this work these calculations have been executed in Microsoft Office Excel, yielding comparable 

results. 

1. The experimental T1 values are assumed to be completely dipolar and equation (11) is solved 

for a pseudo rotational correlation time as follows: 
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      (18) 

In equation (18), values for C, H, NH, and Dij are known. Experimental values for T1 are 

measured. Values of c were calculated by successive approximation steps by setting c on 

the right-hand side of equation (18) equal to the previously calculated value. The initial value 

of c was set at 0.01 ns. A constant value of c was obtained after approximately 5 successive 

steps. However, the value after approximately 40 successive steps was utilized. This result 

affects the determination of the relative contributions of both the dipolar and chemical shift 

anisotropy relaxation rates as shown in a later section. 

2. Equations (11) and (13) are combined, thus eliminating the term [J (C - H) + 3 J (C) + 6 J 

(C + H)] from equation (19). The experimental values of T1 and the pseudo rotational 

correlation time’s c from equation (18) were used in equation (19) to calculate max. If these 

values ofmax were greater than 1.988, max was set equal to 1.988, the limiting value 

established in equation (15). 

        
  
  

  
  

  

  
       

 
                 (19) 

 Where J+ = [2c / [1 + (C + H)
2
c

2
]] and J- = [2c / [1 + (C - H)

2
c

2
]] and T1

Dipolar = 1 / R1
Dipolar 

as defined in equation (11) and (20) below. 

3. Themax value is then used to calculate R1
Dipolar from equation (20). 

  
       

 
 

 

    
 

  
                  (20) 

4. R1
Dipolar is used to calculate a new c as outlined in step 1 above. The new c is then used as 

outlined in step 2 above to determine a new i,max, and the iterative process is repeated until a 

final self-consistent c and R1
Dipolar are obtained. 

5. Finally, the aromatic carbon chemical shift anisotropy (R1
CSA) spin-lattice relaxation rates are 

determined from equation (17). Equation (16) can then be used to calculate the chemical shift 

anisotropy for an axially symmetric chemical shift tensor () (not used). 

 

2.3.2.2 – Rotational Temperature Dependence 

 

 As referred earlier, the study of the temperature dependence of the ILs relaxation and 

rotational dynamics has been reported before by different groups
101,103–105

. In practice temperature 

dependence studies have been used since the conception of the original relaxation theory
88

. 

Temperature is known to have influence on viscosity, and since viscosity is known to influence 
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molecular rotation, specifically in terms of the correlation time c values (which are commonly thought 

of as the time required for a nucleus to rotate an angle of one radian). The accurate determination of 

rotational correlation times can provide physical information that relates to molecular dynamics, and in 

particular, such information can provide a useful description of phase changes, changes in molecular 

structure and other possible events as a function of temperature, as for example the ion-pair 

formation. Because these rotational correlation times are obtained from dipolar spin-lattice relaxation 

rates they are also called dipolar rotational correlation times. Therefore is expected that this study 

may contribute for eventual determination of distinct rotational dynamic behavior related with ion-pair 

formation. In this way, the neat and infinite dilution compositions will serve as extreme situations term 

of comparison of rotational dynamics with the ion-pair composition of interest, and the neat 

composition will also serve as initial comparison term with the bibliographic data. The ion-pair 

composition will be discussed with reference to the diffusion data, so that it is possible to achieve any 

kind of correlation that point towards the ion-pair formation. 

In this sub-division of this discussion, the rotational values of each solution composition will be 

presented and discussed individually in sequential sub-sections for better clarification.  

2.3.2.2.1 – Neat IL 

 

 As has been said before, the reason for choosing the neat IL as the starting point for this 

discussion concerns the fact that it is the only composition for which other rotational dynamic studies 

have been already reported for other ionic liquids. The data that will be presented here in this section 

consists: 

- first, the experimental T1 values which are directly obtained from processing data from ir 

experiments, in the form of total relaxation rate values (R1 = 1/T1), which includes contribution 

from dipolar relaxation and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA); 

- second the corrected maximum NOE factors (max), calculated (by equation 19; formed by 

combination of equations 11 and 13) from an iteration process (in section 2.3.2.1) using the 

experimental T1 (1/T1
experimental

), NOE values determined from the ig and gd 
13

C NMR 

experiments data and an initial estimation of the correlation times (c); 

- third the correlation times (c), which are calculated by an initial estimation, are progressively 

adjusted by difference minimization between 1/T1
calculated

 (by equation 11) and 1/T1
experimental

 

(progressively substituted by new 1/T1 values coming from equation 20) in the same iteration 

process mentioned before in section 2.3.2.1; 

 T1 values are sensible to certain parameters, such as viscosity or molecular weight. In 

practice, T1 values are longer (higher values) (Figure 46) for small molecules in non-viscous solvents, 

that present fast molecular reorientational tumbling (small correlation time values – corresponding to 

the extreme narrowing condition; for example 10
-12 

s), characterized by molecular rotation at a higher 

frequency than the nuclear Larmor frequency (frequency of detection).  This condition leads to a small 
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fraction of motions at the proper frequency of the relaxation pathway, and consequently inefficient 

relaxation (see also sections 1.2.1 for relaxation introduction and 2.1.3 for NMR IL studies).  

With increasing solution viscosity, or molecular weight, the reorientational rates become 

progressively slower, and consequently relaxation becomes more efficient (shorter T1) (Figure 46) due 

to synchronization of molecular rotation with the nuclear Larmor frequency. In this evolution there is a 

point of inversion, because at some point molecular rotation becomes slower than Larmor frequency 

and T1 becomes longer again (Figure 46). The inversion point is physically very interesting, because it 

represents approximately the point where the molecular correlation time matches the inverse of the 

Larmor frequency (c = 1/ω0). Although this characteristic point is frequently used for the 

determination of the correlation time
103

, it will not be used in this work. Instead, correlation times were 

calculated by the iteration process previously explained in the section 2.3.2.1 above. 

 

Figure 46 - Dependence of T1 and T2 upon c, according to the simplified theory in which all interactions 
are assumed to have the same correlation time.

88
 

 

2.3.2.2.1.1 - Plot Description - Figure 47 

 

 In order to establish the relation between the T1 relaxation time data with the one actually 

used in this discussion, which is the relaxation rate R1 data (R1 = 1 / T1), it is presented in the next plot 

the dependence of the neat experimental T1 values with temperature (Figure 47, page 66). 

The temperature in this study is responsible for the solutions viscosity variation, whose 

microscopic structural implications we aim to understand. As previously introduced in this Chapter 2 

(section 2.1.3.6, page 25), 
13

C NMR relaxation data has emerged as a huge contribution for this 
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purpose, since it allows the detection of distinct rotational dynamics for each structural carbon nuclei, 

which for BMIMBF4 are: C2, C4 and C5 the imidazolium ring carbons; C10 the imidazolium adjacent 

methyl carbon; C6, C7 and C8 the aliphatic chain methylene carbons (order of distancing from the 

imidazolium ring); and C9 the aliphatic chain terminal methyl carbon (molecular structure in Figure 45, 

page 60). 

 

Figure 47 - Experimental total spin-lattice relaxation time values for the neat IL of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons 

for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the extreme narrowing regime limit for the 
imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) at 283 K, associated with the minimum value. 

As it may be seen roughly in the plot (Figure 47) a minimum is obtained for the imidazolium 

ring (C2, C4 and C5), and for the immediately adjacent methyl (C10) and methylene (C6) carbons at 

283 K, which produces similar T1 results to the ones observed by Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound 

when plotted T1 against correlation times (c) (which depend directly from the solution viscosity or/and 

molecular size) in Figure 46. These absolute minimum values, and corresponding absolute maximum 

values of R1, of the imidazolium (C2, C4 and C5) and near carbons (C10 and C6) corresponds 

theoretically to the extreme narrowing region (c = 1/ω0), from which in both directions (increasing or 

decreasing viscosity/molecular size) the T1 values will always increase (Figure 46 and Figure 47), and 

oppositely the R1 values will always decrease.  

Considering the plot of Figure 47, is possible to determine that while the referred carbons 

show an absolute minimum value at 283 K, the other aliphatic chain carbons (C7, C8 and C9) show 

monotonic T1 decrease with decreasing temperature, for the temperature range studied. This known 

situation (section 2.1.3.6) allows the separation of the BMIM
+
 carbons in two distinct groups: one 

composed by the carbons that present T1 minimum (respective R1 maximum), which correspond to 

the ones that supposedly present reduced rotational mobility; and the other is composed by the 

carbons which T1 values present monotonic decrease (or monotonic increase of R1 values) with 

decreasing temperature. 
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2.3.2.2.1.2 - Structural Insight 

 

 These distinct relaxation times T1 (Figure 47) are associated with different segmental rotation 

dynamics of each carbon in the molecule, uncovering the possibility of individual carbon monitoring 

for conditions dependence. In this way, it is also possible to distinct which parts of the molecules are 

subjected to each rotational regime (into extreme narrowing or outside extreme narrowing), for 

example by the absolute minimum detection. In this case, the evidenced imidazolium ring carbons 

minimum values indicate rotational conditioning of the same, especially when compared with the 

aliphatic carbons of the same molecule (BMIM
+
) (Figure 47).  

In fact, this distinction between cation carbons based on the presence or absence of an 

absolute minimum value (or maximum for R1) during the temperature range studied, is not entirely 

justified by the imidazolium ring higher conditioning. In practice, the absence of similar minimum value 

for the aliphatic chain carbons is also quiet intriguing, since it could be expected that the entire 

molecule (every carbon) would progressively lose rotational mobility for the same conditions (Figure 

47). 

This is apparently explained by the fact that aliphatic chain carbons are connected by sigma 

bonds, which per se allow a much higher degree of rotational freedom than the rigid aromatic -bonds 

(see Figure 45 for BMIM
+
 structure). In this way, it has been proposed that these aliphatic chain 

carbons observed relaxation rates R1 (Figure 48), reflect a combined contribution of overall rotational 

motion (entire molecule) and local segmental rotational motion, justifying the distinct carbons R1 

values.
106

 

Considering this proposal, the overall rotational contribution respects the imidazolium 

aromatic ring, which for being the slower rotating part represents the whole molecule rotation, and the 

additional local part respects the individual carbon degree of segmental rotational freedom, namely 

the aliphatic chain carbons (C6, C7, C8 and C9) and the imidazolium adjacent methyl C10. The sum 

of these two parameters corresponds to the observed results for the carbons relaxation and 

subsequent correlation time calculated values by iterative process (see section 2.3.2.1), as will be 

discussed further. 

In any case it is also known that the imidazolium aromatic carbons are involved in inter-ionic 

interactions at least in neat composition (cation-cation and cation-anion), which is supported by the 

cation charge (+) positioning at this structural section (imidazolium ring N’s), and the existence of 

hydrogen bonding between C2 aromatic carbon and BF4
-
 Fluor atoms. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.3 - Plot Description - Figure 48 
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Figure 48 represents the experimental longitudinal relaxation rate R1total (1/T1total) for the 

temperature range studied, as determined for all the carbon atoms of the BMIM
+
 in the neat IL. 

 

Figure 48 - Experimental total spin-lattice relaxation rate values for the neat IL of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons 

for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the extreme narrowing regime limit for the 
imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) at 283 K, associated with the maximum value. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.4 - Structural Insight 

 

Despite the maximum value observed for C10, the constant short R1 value indicates that this 

methyl group keeps a rapid rotation even at low temperatures, and suggests that C10 methyl group 

R1 value results from a the contribution of two distinct dynamics: the own rapid segmental dynamic 

(internal rotation) of the methyl group, which causes large T1 and consequently short R1; and a soft 

influence of the slower dynamic, at low temperatures (283 – 293 K), of the imidazolium ring to which 

the methyl group is adjacent (overall rotation). This interpretation and mathematical separation of 

these two contributions for methyl group C10 have already been done in a previous publication
106

. 

The higher values of R1total are verified for the C6 carbon of the butyl chain, adjacent to the 

imidazolium ring. This relaxation behaviour is commonly explained by the close relation with the 

imidazolium ring, which is slow rotating, and possible segmental rotation inhibition by the faster 

rotating adjacent carbon C7. All the other carbons (C7, C8 and C9 of the butyl chain) do not present a 

maximum in temperature range studied for the R1total data, which means that even for low 

temperatures the butyl chain is having fast free-segmental rotation, increasing in the direction of the 

end of the chain, which were already expected. 
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2.3.2.2.1.5 - Plot Description - Figure 49 

 

As has been already introduced in this chapter (see section 2.1.3), the primary contributions 

to the 
13

C NMR R1total are the dipolar and CSA relaxation mechanisms. From moderate magnetic 

fields CSA relaxation contribution for the total relaxation gains increasing importance since it 

increases with the square of the magnetic field. Therefore in order to avoid considerable errors in the 

calculation of rotational correlation times using R1total it becomes necessary to calculate an accurate 

value for the CSA contribution, which was done using the methodology explained in section 2.3.2.1. 

Although CSA relaxation rates (
13

C NMR R1CSA) are commonly just calculated for imidazolium 

aromatic ring carbons
106

, we have calculated for every carbon of the cation. 

Figure 49 represents the calculated R1CSA dependence with temperature, as determined by 

the iterative procedure explained in section 2.3.2.1. R1CSA is calculated by equation 17 as a 

subtraction of R1dipolar from R1total. In this way is understandable the complementarity between R1CSA 

and R1dipolar in forming R1total. R1dipolar calculation process is explained in the next page (see section 

2.3.2.1). 

 

Figure 49 - Calculated neat CSA spin-lattice relaxation rate values of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons for the 

temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting its high contribution for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, 
C4 and C5) total relaxation rate at lower temperatures. 

 By the observation of Figure 49, the values of R1CSA versus temperature confirm that the 

aromatic ring carbons have in general higher values of CSA relaxation rates (
13

C NMR R1CSA) than the 

butyl chain carbons C7, C8, C9 and C10. However, carbon C6 exhibits a CSA relaxation rate value as 

high as the aromatic carbons, which represent more than half of its total relaxation rate R1total (Figure 

48), which indicates that the decomposition of the total relaxation rate R1total (equation 17) at least for 

this case could also be necessary. Comparing Figure 49 with Figure 48 is easy to determine that the 

maximum point observed for R1CSA (283 K) coincides with the previously observed for R1total, indicating 
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the significant contribution of CSA relaxation mechanism for the total relaxation (Figure 48). The same 

is true for carbon C10 CSA relaxation rate presenting a coincident maximum with R1total, between 283 

K and 293 K. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.6 - Plot Description - Figure 50 

 

Figure 50 represents the calculated R1dipolar (1/T1dipolar) dependence with temperature. 

Although 1/T1dipolar is obtained finally from equation 20, it is calculated, as explained in section 2.3.2.1, 

from an initial estimation of the correlation time (c), which is involved indirectly (through J+ and J-, 

based on equation 14, defined in section 2.3.2.1) in the calculation of max by equation 19, which in 

turn is included in equation 20 with experimental NOE and 1/T1 values to give 1/T1dipolar values.  

This process is repeated n times (until maximum minimization of 1/T1calculated with respect to 

1/T1dipolar) in an iterative manner, where the 1/T1dipolar values obtained by equation 20 (as explained 

above) are computationally approached (by least-square minimization) by 1/T1calculated (calculated by 

equation 11; alteration of c values for minimization) giving new correlation time (c) values, which 

initiates again the process explained above that culminates with the final 1/T1dipolar after approximately 

40 iterations (see section 2.3.2.1). Those values for each temperature of each carbon are presented 

in Figure 50 below. 

 

Figure 50 - Calculated neat dipolar spin-lattice relaxation rate values of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons for the 

temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the displacement of the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 
and C5) extreme narrowing regime limit from 283 to 313 K taking into account the total relaxation rate 
represented in figure 41. 

From the observation of the plot in Figure 50 it is easy to identify different features when 

compared with R1total (Figure 48). The most obvious is the displacement of the maximum values 

towards higher temperature values for the previously referred carbons (C2, C4, C5, C6 and C10), and 
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also the appearance of a maximum for C7 at 283 K that was not observed for R1total data (see Figure 

48), which must be consequence of the combination of experimental NOE and 1/T1 values in equation 

20 of the methodology used (see section 2.3.2.1).  

From this observation is possible to conclude that the dipolar and CSA relaxation 

mechanisms (see section 1.2.1.3) have different contributions at different temperatures, whereas the 

dipolar relaxation mechanism is dominant for higher temperatures (lower viscosity) the CSA relaxation 

mechanism is dominant for lower temperatures (higher viscosity).  

This information indicates that CSA and dipolar relaxation mechanisms (see section 1.2.1.3) 

have more efficiency in different conditions associated with different motional regimes (rotation rates) 

and that for this reason it will be probably possible to observe particular motional conditionings if both 

independent relaxation mechanisms are analysed separately, proving the importance of R1total 

decomposition (by equation 17, see section 2.3.2.1). This result is very interesting for the purpose of 

the study of the ion-pair dynamics of BMIM-BF4 in solution, since it provides another parameter that 

may be sensible to the ion-pair formation and dynamics even in the presence of other competing 

factors. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.7 - Plot Description - Figure 51 

 

  In addition to the total spin-lattice relaxation values (T1), experimental {
1
H}

13
C NOE values 

were also measured. These values are determined by the combination of two different experiments, 

the already referred pg (power gated) and ig (inverse gated) 
13

C NMR experiments. These two are 

similar 
13

C NMR directed experiments with singlet signals (due to proton decoupling), which difference 

consists in the presence or not of NOE, whereas pg includes NOE effect, ig does not. While in the pg 

experiment the decoupler is kept on during a delay period when the NOE enhancement builds up and 

turned off during acquisition of the FID, in the ig the decoupler is on only during the acquisition time 

and off otherwise. The experimental value of NOE effect for each carbon atom can be determined by 

a simple mathematical operation using the signal intensities of the two experiments, (Ipg - Iig) / Iig.  

The results for the experimental NOE effect obtained for the neat IL may be observed in 

Figure 51. As previously referred, experimental NOE values are employed in the calculation of R1dipolar 

by equation 20 in the iterative process described in section 2.3.2.1. 
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Figure 51 - Experimental NOE factor values for neat IL of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons for the temperature range 

273 to 353 K, highlighting the permanent increasing with increasing temperature. 

By the observation of the data in Figure 51 is possible to determine that for every carbon the 

NOE value is increasing progressively with temperature starting at 273 K. The carbons that present 

lower values for low temperatures are the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) and the adjacent 

ones (methyl C10 and methylene C6). These results uncover the influence of experimental NOE 

values (by equation 20) on the calculated relaxation rates (dipolar in Figure 50 and CSA in Figure 49), 

and are in good agreement with reported data, except for the minimum NOE determination, which in 

the bibliographic data occurs at 263 K, and is out of the temperature range studied in this work
101,106

. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.8 - Structural Insight 

 

Such temperature dependence of the NOE factor (Figure 51) is explained by a slowing down 

of the global reorientational (rotational) dynamics and the leaving of the extreme narrowing region 

(ω0c >> 1) at low temperatures for the imidazolium ring and adjacent carbons, in accordance with the 

occurrence of the maxima in the R1total versus temperature (Figure 48). 

The values of all 
13

C nuclei, with the exception of the methyl carbon C10, almost reach the 

theoretical maximum limiting value of 1.988 for the extreme narrowing region at high temperatures 

(Figure 51). At the lowest temperatures the limiting value of 0.154 for c >> 1/ω0 was not observed, 

which is a consequence of the occurrence of fast internal (segmental) reorientations. The deviation of 

the NOE factors for the methyl C10 from the maximum value of 1.988 in the extreme narrowing region 

could be explained by increasing importance of the spin-rotation relaxation mechanism.
106
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2.3.2.2.1.9 - Plot Description - Figure 52 

 

In this context, another resulting data from the iterative process to the determination of the 

correlation time consists in the determination of corrected maximum NOE factors (max) (Figure 52). 

The maximum NOE factors (max) as referred earlier derive from an iterative process in such a way 

that first they are calculated by the experimental T1 values (according to equation 19, in section 

2.3.2.1), and with iteration progress the relation between these calculated maximum NOE factors and 

the experimental NOE factors will recursively determinate the decomposition of the R1total into R1dipolar 

and R1CSA (according to equations 20 and 17, respectively, in section 2.3.2.1), and generate new 

values for maximum NOE factors itself. 

The basic assumption is that the maximum value of 
13

C NOE is determined by the dipolar 

rotational correlation time (see section 2.3.2.1). The purpose of all this process from which derives 

these corrected maximum NOE factor values (equation 19) is the accurate calculation of corrected 

dipolar rotational correlation times. 

Figure 52 represents the calculated maximum NOE factors (equation 19) after convergence of 

the iteration process (see section 2.3.2.1). By the graphical observation (Figure 52) is possible to 

determine that the corrections to the maximum NOE factors in the neat solution of BMIM-BF4 are 

quite minimal (in relation to the maximum value in extreme narrowing condition). 

 

Figure 52 - Calculated maximum NOE factor values for neat IL of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons for the 

temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the complementary with the dipolar relaxation rate reasoned 
by the mathematical iterative process, presenting a minimum value at 313 K for the imidazolium ring 
carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

 The more significant corrections are for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) and for 

the adjacent methylene carbons (C6 and C7), justified by the departure of these carbons motional 

dynamics from the extreme narrowing region, which is related with progressive decreasing of 
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experimental NOE effect and even vanishing (Figure 51). The matching observed at the temperatures 

for the minimums of the corrected maximum NOE factors (Figure 52) and the maximum of dipolar 

spin-lattice relaxation rates (R1dipolar Figure 50) is only a fortuitous consequence of the combined 

equations 19 and 20 used in the iterative process to obtain the parameters values (see section 

2.3.2.1). Although there is no particular explanation to that fact, it may serve as a useful check on the 

correct application of the process. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.10 - Plot Description - Figure 53 

 

 As it is already known, the 
13

C rotational correlation time, which is commonly thought of as the 

time required for a nucleus to rotate an angle of one radian, provide a useful guide in determining 

relative nuclear mobility within a given molecule. 

 As referred above for neat relaxation rate R1, in section 2.3.2.2.1.2, in accordance to 

relaxation distinct values for different carbons in the molecule, is also possible to discriminate distinct 

correlation times for different carbons.  

The importance of determining such distinction is associated with the fact that despite the 

individual carbons present different correlation time values due to its different parts segmental 

dynamics, associated for example with the type of chemical bonds, the distance to the imidazolium 

ring or even the number of Hs, every carbon must present two contributions, which are the one from 

the overall molecular rotational motion and one from its own segmental rotational motion.  

The overall rotational motion precisely corresponds to the correlation time for the molecule 

rotate about itself. In this way, it is logical to suppose that the slow rotation of the molecule 

corresponds directly to the slower rotating part of the molecule, which in this case is the imidazolium 

ring. It is also logical to suppose that the differences between the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 

and C5) and the other BMIM
+
 carbons (C6, C7, C8, C9 and C10) are associated with the segmental 

contributions, which the imidazolium ring doesn’t show for being rigid (imidazolium ring carbons 

present always the same profile as each other).  

These correlation times, as previously mentioned, result from the same iterative methodology 

(defined in section 2.3.2.1) used in the separation of total relaxation rates (Figure 48) into dipolar 

relaxation rates (Figure 50) and CSA relaxation rates (Figure 49). Actually, the iterative process is 

initiated by introducing estimated values for correlation times, which are involved indirectly (through 

J+ and J-, defined in section 2.3.2.1) in the calculation of maximum NOE factors (max) by equation 19, 

which in turn is included in equation 20 with experimental NOE and 1/T1 values to give 1/T1dipolar 

values. This process is repeated n times in an iterative manner as explained above (see section 

2.3.2.1). It is crucial to refer that the estimated initial values used in this case (root1) were in the order 

of 0.01 nanoseconds, as proposed in the reference work. A particularity about this iterative process to 
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determine the correlation times is that the corrected (final) rotational correlation times are shorter 

(numerically inferior) than the initial rotational correlation times (see equation 18 in section 2.3.2.1), as 

the total relaxation rates (Figure 48) are now separated into both dipolar relaxation (Figure 50) and a 

CSA contribution (Figure 49). The correlation times determined by this process are represented in 

Figure 53. 

 

Figure 53 - Calculated correlation times (root1) values for neat IL of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons for the 

temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the correspondence with the dipolar relaxation rate 
reasoned by the mathematical iterative process, presenting a maximum value at 313 K for the 
imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

 By the observation of the data in Figure 53 is possible to determine the maximum rotational 

correlation time for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) at approximately 313 K, thus 

matching the R1dipolar maximum (Figure 50) and the minimum in the corrected maximum NOE factors 

plot (Figure 52) as it was expected due to the mathematical iterative process (conjugation of 

equations 11, 19 and 20 in section 2.3.2.1). Is also possible to identify the same matching for the 

adjacent methyl and methylene carbons (C10 and C6, respectively), and also for the aliphatic C7 

carbon. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.11 - Structural Insight 

 

However the direct influence of R1dipolar (Figure 50) is obvious in the behaviour described by 

the dipolar rotational correlation times (Figure 53), its relative values reflect accurately the expected 

differences for the particular rotational dynamics of the distinct segmental regions of the cation. 

Therefore, the higher rotational correlation time values for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and 
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C5; approx. 30 to 90 picoseconds) for almost all the temperature range studied, indicates the known 

relative reduced mobility of this segment in comparison with the aliphatic chain (Figure 53). 

Even the relative high rotational correlation time values for the aliphatic near-imidazolium 

carbons C6, C7 and C8 indicates the strong influence of the ring carbons reduced mobility in these 

carbons segmental dynamics, and uncovers the possible participation of such carbons in structural 

motifs, such as aggregation in neat solution (Figure 53). 

The lower values for the aliphatic terminal methyl C9 and for the ring adjacent methyl C10 

indicate the high segmental rotational dynamics expected (Figure 53). However, the discrete 

maximum value verified for the adjacent methyl carbon C10, near coincident with the aromatic 

carbons maximum, indicates the influence of the imidazolium ring restriction effect on the adjacent 

methyl partial mobility (Figure 53). 

 

2.3.2.2.1.12 – Methodology Considerations 

 

 While in the extreme narrowing region the dipolar rotational correlation times are physically in 

accordance with classical mechanics given by the Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) equation (Figure 53): 

   
     

   
 

  

  
             (21) 

Its behaviour outside the extreme narrowing region that begins at 313 K and follows with decreasing 

temperature, for the aromatic carbons, is against to what was predictable by the same theory, which 

was the increasing of dipolar rotational correlation times with increasing viscosity (decreasing 

temperature) (Figure 53).  

 The explanation for this feature is that upon the iterative decomposition process (see section 

2.3.2.1) of the total spin-lattice relaxation rates (Figure 48) the rotational correlation times (Figure 53) 

have also been separated in dipolar rotational correlation rates (Figure 50) and CSA rotational 

correlation rates (Figure 49). As has been already referred, the graphical behaviour of the dipolar 

rotational correlation times (Figure 53) follows exactly the same behaviour as dipolar spin-lattice 

relaxation rates (Figure 50), which happen because of the direct related sources of the two values 

(equations 11, 19 and 20) in the iterative process (see section 2.3.2.1).  

 In this way, with this method (section 2.3.2.1), the result behaviour verified for the dipolar 

rotational correlation time (Figure 53) of ring carbons (non-monotonous c decreasing with increasing 

temperature) is only justified by the presence of a large contribution of the chemical shift anisotropy 

(CSA), which are not considered in dipolar rotational correlation time values (Figure 49). 
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2.3.2.2.1.13 - Plot Description - Figure 54 

 

 However, by means of mathematical investigation, instead of one root (one result from the 

iterative process) two roots have been determined as answers for dipolar rotational correlation times 

(two results from the iterative process) for the same dipolar spin-lattice relaxation rate (Figure 50) with 

this approach (see section 2.3.2.1). The determination of the second root occurred by setting the 

initial estimated values in the order of 10 nanoseconds into the iterative (indirectly into equations 11 

and 19) process explained before (see section 2.3.2.1), differently to the previous 0.01 nanoseconds 

used in obtaining root 1. The values of correlation times (c) for each minimization process is 

represented below in Figure 54. 

 These two roots present distinct value ranges: the first root (root1, presented in Figure 53) 

presents values in the range of dozens of picoseconds; while the second root (root2, presented in 

Figure 54) presents values in the range of dozens of nanoseconds. 

 

Figure 54 - Calculated correlation times (root2) values for neat IL of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons for the 

temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the symmetric correspondence with the dipolar relaxation 
rate reasoned by the mathematical iterative process, presenting a relative minimum value at 313 K for the 
imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

 The particular importance of this discovery (in Figure 54) is that: first, nanoseconds are a 

much more accepted scale for the imidazolium ionic liquids rotational correlation times; second, for 

the initial temperature range of the graphical data many carbons, including the imidazolium ring ones, 

present decreasing values of rotational correlation time with increasing temperature, which were 

expected and didn’t happen in root1 derivation (in Figure 53).  
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2.3.2.2.1.14 – Methodology Considerations 

 

 The second point is related with the previous referred classical mechanic question of the 

Stokes-Einstein-Debye (SED) equation (21) (decreasing of correlation times with increasing 

temperature). 

 Nevertheless, not all is positive in this new derivation (root2) (in Figure 54), for example: first, 

the fact that the aliphatic carbons C7, C8 and C9 present increasing correlation times with increasing 

temperature is not understandable, since these should be the faster rotating carbons at the cation due 

to increased free-chain-rotation; second, is not reasonable that the imidazolium ring carbons have 

lower correlation time values than methyl C10 (adjacent to the ring; should present segmental 

dynamics) and specially methyl C9 (aliphatic methyl end); third, makes no sense that all carbons 

present correlation time increasing for the highest temperatures range (333 to 353 K) (in Figure 54).  

 The justification for this neat dipolar rotational correlation time’s (root2) (Figure 54) behaviour 

is reasoned again by the neat dipolar spin-lattice relaxation times (Figure 50) behaviour, since the 

graphical representation of both seem to be the inverse from each other (and additionally root2 the 

inverse of root1), sharing same temperature values for the minimums of correlation times (Figure 54) 

and maximums of dipolar relaxation (Figure 50). 

 In conclusion, both obtained roots (Figure 53 and Figure 54) of dipolar rotational correlation 

times miss in providing accurate and reliable information about cation BMIM
+
 rotational dynamics. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.15 - Plot Description - Figure 55 

 

 In contrast, the reliable approximate behaviour of rotational correlation time for imidazolium 

cations of ionic liquids has been obtained with the use of an alternative (simpler) methodology, 

published during the course of this thesis.
105

 Following this procedure we have calculated new 

rotational correlation times (Figure 55). 

 This new methodology consists in a much simpler approach that ignores the CSA spin-lattice 

relaxation rate contribution based on experimental evidences that suggest that this relaxation rate is 

negligible for all imidazolium carbons, and consider dipolar spin-lattice relaxation rate the only 

contribution to the total spin-lattice relaxation rate (Figure 48). In this way, no iterative process is 

necessary, and no NOE experimental data is used. 

 The mathematical resolution is only based on the BPP (Bloembergen-Purcell-Pound)
88

 theory 

applied to 
13

C nuclei. The equation (derived from equation 11) also considers some practical 

approximations and a constant A0 which does not depend on temperature and frequency, and 

includes an order parameter S. The results of this simpler approach are presented in figure 48. 
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Figure 55 - Calculated correlation times (simpler methodology) values for neat IL of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 

carbons for the temperature variation range from 273 to 353 K, highlighting the correspondence with the 
total relaxation rate reasoned by the mathematical procedure utilized, presenting a maximum value at 283 
K for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

 By the observation of the dipolar rotational correlation time results (in Figure 55) of this 

simpler methodology is possible to determine two good indicators about its reliability: first’s the so-

called time-scale which is in the nanoseconds scale; and second the monotonic decreasing profile of 

cation aliphatic carbons (C7, C8 and C9) correlation times with increasing temperature (Figure 55). 

 In any case, for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) and for the adjacent carbons 

methyl and methylene (C10 and C6, respectively) it is still being verified the non-monotonic profile 

(Figure 55), whose maximum has been shifted to lower temperatures (283 K; and 293 K for carbon 

C10) because of its mathematical relation now with total relaxation rate (considered exclusively 

dipolar) (Figure 48). 

 Considering the temperature dependence profile (Figure 55): first, to refer that the maximum 

is reasoned by the relaxation rate dependency of correlation times from the BPP-type approach, 

which is explained by the fact that in this range of temperatures is possible to observe the inversion 

between the two T1 (and inversely R1) regimes (into the extreme narrowing or outside the extreme 

narrowing limit), which in turn is explained simply by the change in solution viscosity with temperature. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.16 - Structural Insight 
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 The reason for only imidazolium ring carbons and adjacent ones present a maximum (Figure 

55) is related with the aliphatic carbons are still presenting high rotational segmental dynamics even 

for imidazolium aggregation profile at low temperatures (responsible for increased viscosity). This 

result also suggests that imidazolium adjacent methyl carbon C10 may be involved in aggregation 

processes, being the first losing segmental rotational dynamics and reaching the maximum at 293 K. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.17 – Neat Composition Considerations 

 

 In sum, with this BMIM-BF4 IL neat composition study has been possible to determine that 

although rotational correlation times derived with the first methodology (Figure 53 and Figure 54) 

cannot be considered, the other parameters calculated (R1dipolar, R1CSA and maximum NOE factors) 

may still provide useful descriptions of phase changes, changes in molecular structure and other 

possible events as a function of temperature, since they are derived from the R1total (Figure 48) and 

NOE experimental (Figure 51) values. For this reason, the calculations made with decomposition of 

total spin-lattice relaxation rates into dipolar and CSA contributions will continue to be used for the 

next compositions, namely ion-pair and infinite dilution, as they may enclose crucial information and 

clues for molecular dynamic change. 

 

2.3.2.2.1.18 – Neat Comparative Analysis between Rotation and Diffusion Data  

 

 Considering the combined diffusion and rotation results from BMIMBF4 neat composition 

dependence with temperature, it is possible to establish a connection between both.  

In first place, considering that the overall cation rotation increase with increasing temperature 

(not counting the C2, C4, C5 and C6 correlation time inversion associated with R1 inversion), it is 

possible to state that both diffusion and rotation increase with increasing temperature, observed in 

diffusion coefficients (Figure 27) and correlation time (Figure 55) plots. While diffusion increases 

progressively faster with increasing temperature (exponentially), rotation increases greatly until 

approx. 313 K and then starts to progress slowly. 

In second place, with respect to structural organization, by observing the BMIM
+
 

hydrodynamic radius diffusion data (Figure 32), which exhibits an initial increasing from 273 to 293 K, 

it is possible to find relation with the elevated C10, C2, C4, C5 and C6 correlation time values (Figure 

55), which present correlation time maximums at this range. This relation indicates possibly some 

kind of phase transition in this range (273 to 293 K), which is associated for one side with different 

stages of BMIM
+
 segments aggregation (C10 maximum at 293 K; C2, C4, C5 and C6 maximums at 

283 K), and also reflected on the other side by relative diffusion increasing of dioxane when compared 

with BMIM
+
.  
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During the rest of the temperature range studied is possible to state that BMIM
+
 preserves a 

diffusional state of aggregation, considering its constant hydrodynamic radius relative value (Figure 

32), even observing the progressive increasing for the overall cation diffusional and rotational motions 

acceleration (Figure 55). 

 

2.3.2.2.2 – IL in Ion-pair Composition 

 

 In accordance with the previously verified similarity between the neat IL and ion-pair 

composition regarding the diffusion studies, relaxation studies also reveal common features. 

 

2.3.2.2.2.1 - Plot Description - Figure 56 

 

When concerning the total spin-lattice relaxation rate (R1total, Figure 56), a similar behavior as 

the one verified for neat IL (Figure 48) is now observed for ion-pair composition (compare Figure 56 

with Figure 48). This means that similar individual carbon relaxation is verified for all carbons and also 

approximately the same values for R1total (Figure 56) are determined for every carbon.  

The only physical meaningful different result obtained consists in the higher value verified for 

the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) plus the methyl and methylene adjacent ones (C10 and 

C6, respectively) at the minimum temperature (273 K) (Figure 56).  

 

Figure 56 - Experimental total spin-lattice relaxation rate values for the ion-pair composition of the 8 
[BMIM]

+
 carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the extreme narrowing regime limit 

for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) at 283 K, associated with the maximum value. 
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This behavior may be justified by the lower viscosity of ion-pair solution comparing with 

neat,
104

 since higher values of R1 means lower values of T1. In this case, higher values of R1 (Figure 

56) means higher mobility comparing with the neat R1 values (Figure 48) at the same temperature 

(273 K). 

 

2.3.2.2.2.2 - Plot Description - Figure 57 

 

The data for the CSA spin-lattice relaxation (R1CSA) is plotted on Figure 57. This data 

corresponds to the values obtained for individual carbons of BMIM
+
 by using the previously referred 

methodology (see section 2.3.2.1) with a conjugation of equations (11 - 20) that ultimately by equation 

17 allows the separation of R1total into R1CSA and R1dipolar, as explained before in neat composition. 

 

Figure 57 - Calculated CSA spin-lattice relaxation rate values for the ion-pair composition of the 8 
[BMIM]

+
 carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting its high contribution for the 

imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) total relaxation rate at lower temperatures. 

By the observation of this figure is possible to check the exact same behavior as verified for 

the neat IL (compare Figure 57 with Figure 49). From the data in Figure 56 and Figure 57 and its 

comparison with the same data for the neat IL (Figure 48 and Figure 49) it follows that the higher 

value observed for the total relaxation (Figure 56) at 273 K when compared to the neat IL, is mainly 

justified by the contribution of CSA relaxation mechanism (Figure 57) (see section 2.3.2.1, equation 

17). 

Both the high values of CSA relaxation (Figure 57) and this significant contribution for total 

relaxation (Figure 56) at low temperatures is in accordance to what was expected with this 

methodology (see section 2.3.2.1), which is the probation of large contribution of CSA (Figure 57) at 

low temperatures, based on the low experimental NOE values (Figure 59 and equation 20 in section 

2.3.2.1) for this same temperature range. 
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2.3.2.2.2.3 - Structural Insight 

 

This result also indicates that the water presence is contributing to influence the imidazolium 

ring relaxation by increasing rotational motion freedom, which is also associated with the observed 

lowering of composition viscosity (Figure 57). 

 

2.3.2.2.2.4 - Plot Description - Figure 58 

 

As was done before we have next analyzed the dipolar spin-lattice relaxation rates data 

(R1dipolar) as represented in Figure 58. This data corresponds to the values obtained for individual 

carbons of BMIM
+
 by using the previously referred methodology (see section 2.3.2.1) with a 

conjugation of equations (11 - 20) that ultimately by equation 20 allows the calculation of R1dipolar from 

an initial estimation of correlation times (c) (affecting equations 11 and 19) and the use of 

experimental NOE and T1total values. 

 

Figure 58 - Calculated dipolar spin-lattice relaxation rate values for the ion-pair composition of the 8 
[BMIM]

+
 carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the two relative maximums at 283 

and 303 K that correspond to the cation-cation and cation-anion aggregation increasing periods, 
respectively. 

From the plot in Figure 58 it is possible to realize the complementarity of dipolar relaxation 

rates (Figure 58) and CSA relaxation rates (Figure 57) to the total relaxation rates (Figure 56) (see 

equation 17 in section 2.3.2.1), which in essence is given by R1total = R1dipolar + R1CSA. In this way, and 

by the previous observation of CSA relaxation rate data (in Figure 57) and the dipolar relaxation rate 

(in Figure 58), is obvious the contribution of dipolar relaxation at higher temperatures.  
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Taking into account the fact that according to the diffusion studies (Figure 23 and Figure 34) 

this composition consists in the one where there is a high probability (or life-time) of existence of ion-

pairs, the irregularities verified (especially at room temperature) for the carbons relaxation deserve 

further analysis. 

Globally, is possible to state that dipolar relaxation rate (Figure 58) behaviour for this 

composition (ion-pair) is very close to the one observed for the neat IL (Figure 50), also sharing close 

relaxation rates values for some temperatures (273 K to 283 K and 298 K to 353 K). The major 

difference is related with the dipolar relaxation rate value close to 293 K (Figure 58). At this point (293 

K) the dipolar relaxation rate (Figure 58) presents an unexpected relative minimum of carbon R1dipolar 

values close to the ones observed at 273 K. This relative minimum (Figure 58) is especially 

pronounced for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5) and the methyl and methylene adjacent 

carbon atoms, C10 and C6, respectively, which are known to be the principal participants in ionic and 

general polar interactions of the cation. 

 

2.3.2.2.2.5 - Structural Insight 

 

Although dipolar relaxation presents higher importance at higher temperatures, it is on the 

lower/medium temperature range that the most interesting irregularities are observed (Figure 58). 

In terms of dynamics, this relative minimum (Figure 58) could represent either an increase or 

decrease in molecular rotation (being inside or outside the extreme narrowing region, respectively; 

remember BPP equation 11 in section 2.3.2.1, and R1 relation with c). The possibility of such 

decrease (Figure 58 and Figure 61) in the molecular rotation rate implies that with increasing 

temperature, from 273 K to 293 K, in the presence of low content of water, the cation would re-

aggregate losing mobility. This hypothesis doesn’t seem to be very likely.  

Otherwise, if we consider that molecular rotation is increasing (Figure 58 and Figure 61) due 

to quick disruption of ion-pair aggregation, associated with the raise in temperature and preferential 

interaction of water with the charged portions of ILs at low water contents
104

, it seems a much more 

appealing explanation and hypothesis. 

Consequently, this minimum is followed by an increase of the relaxation rates (Figure 58) with 

temperature that indicates that the cation loses rotational mobility again. This loss of rotational 

mobility at higher temperature (298 K) after mobility gain (293 K) as probed by the relaxation is 

probably the best indication of ion-pair formation until this moment. The profile of the relaxation rate 

values (Figure 58) evolution in the temperature range (298 K to 353 K) can be associated with 

progressive ion-pair dissociation and consequently increase in the cation rotational mobility. 
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2.3.2.2.2.6 - Plot Description - Figure 59 

 

As it is remembered, dipolar relaxation rates (Figure 58) irregular behaviour result largely from 

the experimental NOE values (Figure 59), which cannot be refuted to have physical motional 

meaning. As previously referred, experimental NOE values are employed in the calculation of R1dipolar 

by equation 20 in the iterative process described in section 2.3.2.1. 

In conjugation with all the previously discussed diffusion indicators for ion-pair formation 

(Figure 23 and Figure 34), the addition of this NMR relaxation information is experimental evidence 

that supports this hypothesis. 

 

Figure 59 - Experimental NOE factor values for the ion-pair composition of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons for the 

temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the relative minimum observed at 293 K that also matches 
the calculated dipolar relaxation rate minimum. 

Looking now to the experimental NOE data (Figure 59), which has been acquired directly from 

the NMR experiments as explained previously in sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.2.2.1.7, is possible to verify 

that globally it present close similarity to the one observed for neat IL (Figure 51). However, although 

the global similarity between both datasets (Figure 59 and Figure 51), it is possible to observe that at 

293 K a relative minimum value for all cation carbons is observed, especially pronounced for the 

imidazolium ring (C2, C4 and C5) and for the methyl and methylene adjacent carbons (C10 and C6, 

respectively), which is not verified for the neat IL (see Figure 51). 

The correspondence of these minimum at the temperature 293 K (Figure 59), with the one 

verified for dipolar relaxation rate values (Figure 58) proves the relation between the two results 

(equation 20, section 2.3.2.1). The temperature of 323 K corresponds to the one where the 

experimental NOE (Figure 59) for almost every carbon atom evidences a decline in the positive 
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progression slope of its values. In this way, it is shown the relation between the experimental NOE 

(Figure 59) and the dipolar relaxation rate data (Figure 58). 

 

2.3.2.2.2.7 - Plot Description - Figure 60 

 

 Another result derived from the iterative process (by equation 19, section 2.3.2.1) is the 

maximum NOE value (Figure 60). As it has been already mentioned, these maximum NOE values 

reflect entirely the common origin of the dipolar relaxation rates (equation 11, 19 and 20, section 

2.3.2.1) (Figure 58) previously discussed, presenting total correspondence of its relative maximums 

and minimums with dipolar relaxation rates (Figure 58) minimums and maximums, respectively.  

 

Figure 60 - Calculated maximum NOE factor values for the ion-pair composition of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons 

for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the complementary with the dipolar relaxation rate 
reasoned by the mathematical iterative process, presenting a relative maximum value at 293 K for the 
imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

As can be observed in Figure 60, and by comparison with Figure 52, these maximum NOE 

factor values, just like the relaxation rates values (Figure 56, Figure 57 and Figure 58), present close 

relation with the ones obtained for neat IL (Figure 48, Figure 49 and Figure 50), fundamentally 

regarding the range of determined values (1.92 to 1.97 for imidazolium ring carbons; 1.97 to 1.98 for 

C6; 1.96 to 1.988 for C7; 1.97 to 1.988 for C8; and 1.988 for C10 and C9). 

 

2.3.2.2.2.8 - Structural Insight 

 

Apparently, the maximum NOE values (Figure 60) reflect distinctively the segmental dynamics 

of each carbon atom, because of the highest values for the two methyl carbons, known for its rapid 
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segmental dynamics, and the detachment of the values presented for the ring carbon C2 in 

comparison to other ring carbons C4 and C5. The relevance of this observation (Figure 60) is the 

possibility of discrimination of the known higher influence of hydrogen bonding of water with the ring 

carbon C2, than with ring carbons C4 and C5.
91

 

 

2.3.2.2.2.9 - Plot Description - Figure 61 

 

In Figure 61 the correlation time corresponding to the first root (initial estimated values equal 

to 10 picoseconds in equation 11) of the iteration process (see section 2.3.2.1) is depicted as before. 

In accordance to the previous discussed data, especially dipolar relaxation rates (Figure 58), 

experimental NOE factors (included in equation 20) (Figure 59) and corrected maximum NOE factors 

(calculated by equation 19) (Figure 60), the rotational correlation time (changed for least square 

minimization of 1/T1calculated with respect to 1/T1dipolar by equation 11) (Figure 61) reflect the behavior of 

these parameters. 

 

Figure 61 - Calculated correlation times (root1) values for the ion-pair composition of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 

carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the correspondence with the dipolar 
relaxation rate reasoned by the mathematical iterative process, presenting a relative minimum value at 
293 K for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

Again, globally, this result (Figure 61) presents also close relation with the results observed 

for the neat IL (Figure 53), including an initial tendency for an increase of the correlation time (Figure 

61) with temperature for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5), reaching one relative 

maximum at 283 K and a absolute maximum (for the temperature range studied) at 303 K. Following 

the absolute maximum (Figure 61) a progressive decreasing of correlation time is observed, first with 

soft slope and from 323 K with a steeper slope. 
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The methylene carbon C6, with lower correlation time value (higher rotation rate) presents a 

similar behavior (Figure 61). The three aliphatic carbons C7, C8 and C9 present an almost monotonic 

decrease with increasing temperature, with soft fluctuations matching the minimums and maximums 

verified for the imidazolium ring carbons. Since these fluctuations are explained by the matching 

dipolar relaxation rate (see equation 11 in section 2.3.2.1) (Figure 58) fluctuations, they would 

disappear for these carbons (aliphatic chain) if it was consider no contribution by the CSA relaxation 

mechanism (see equation 17 in section 2.3.2.1) (Figure 57) to the total relaxation rate (Figure 56), as 

proposed in the literature. 

 

2.3.2.2.2.10 - Structural Insight 

 

The imidazolium adjacent methyl carbon C10 with lower correlation time values (Figure 61) of 

the whole cation (higher rotation rate; at lower temperatures), presents an almost constant evolution 

over the temperature range, demonstrating its permanent fast rotating regime in the molecule at any 

condition. This fact is associated with the referred contribution of the local segmental fast rotation 

characteristic of the methyl groups, explained for example by the contribution of the spin-rotation 

relaxation mechanism, typical for such groups. 

As in the case of the neat IL (Figure 53) this dipolar correlation time (Figure 61) presents 

many inaccuracies, as the questions of too high molecular rotation rates (picoseconds per radian) for 

all carbons and the verification of correlation time values decreasing for low temperatures, which is 

incompatible with mechanical classics and Stokes-Einstein-Debye equation. 

 

2.3.2.2.2.11 - Plot Description - Figure 62 

 

 Because of the previous stated reasons the dipolar rotational correlation times of root1 

(Figure 61) cannot be considered reliable and accurate. In this way, just like in the case of the neat IL 

(Figure 53), we calculate the dipolar rotational correlation times with the solution corresponding to 

root2 (Figure 62) of the same methodology
84

 (initial estimated values equal to 10 nanoseconds in 

equation 11, see section 2.3.2.1). 

Figure 62 represents the results obtained for root2. 
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Figure 62 - Calculated correlation times (root2) values for the ion-pair composition of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 

carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the symmetric correspondence with the 
dipolar relaxation rate reasoned by the mathematical iterative process, presenting a relative maximum 
value at 293 K for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

By the observation of the graphical data representation for root2 (Figure 62) a close relation to 

what was observed and discussed for root2 of the neat IL (Figure 54) is verified. The global trace for 

all carbons is described the same way as it was done for the root2 result for the neat IL (Figure 54), 

with exception for the relative maximums and minimums (Figure 62).  

Regarding the evidenced maximums and minimums (Figure 62) is possible to find a match 

between them and the ones previously verified for the graphical representations of dipolar spin-lattice 

relaxation rates (Figure 58), maximum NOE factors (Figure 60) and experimental NOE factors (Figure 

59), which means that this root2 (Figure 62) result is explained by the correlation of the different 

parameters through the iterative process (equations 11, 19 and 20 in section 2.3.2.1), just as in the 

case of the neat IL (Figure 54). 

 

2.3.2.2.2.12 - Structural Insight 

 

Although the correlation times (Figure 62) are in the nanoseconds scale, the observed 

temperature dependence has no relation with classic mechanics and SED equation. Therefore, just 

as in the case of neat IL (Figure 54), the results have no reliability and accuracy. 

 

2.3.2.2.2.13 - Plot Description - Figure 63 
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Figure 63 represents the dipolar rotational correlation times obtained by the simpler 

methodology as explained before (by a derivation of equation 11, see section 2.3.2.1). A first 

observation is that the result is very similar to the one obtained for the neat IL (see Figure 55). 

 

Figure 63 - Calculated correlation times (simpler methodology) values for the ion-pair composition of the 
8 [BMIM]

+
 carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the correspondence with the total 

relaxation rate reasoned by the mathematical procedure utilized, presenting a maximum value at 283 K 
for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

 In comparison to the neat IL (see Figure 55), two additional maximums for carbons C7 and C8 

of the aliphatic chain are observed (Figure 63), as well as the matching of the methyl carbon C10 

maximum with the other maxima at 283 K. 

 

2.3.2.2.2.14 - Structural Insight 

 

 This data (Figure 63) is very interesting, because it suggests that with the addition of water 

(8% molar fraction) it seems to be possible to “homogenise” the cationic individual carbon rotation, 

with the exception of the aliphatic methyl carbon C9 that maintains its high rotational dynamics due to 

the contributions of high segmental dynamics of methyl carbons, plus the higher aliphatic chain 

mobility. 

 The profile obtained for C9 (Figure 63) matches exactly the one obtained for the neat IL (see 

Figure 55), indicating that segmental dynamics is much more effective for C9 “total rotational 

dynamics”. The shifting of the carbon C10 maximum from 293 K in neat IL to 283 K in the ion-pair 

composition (compare Figure 63 with Figure 55) indicates that the addition of water probably 
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prevent/disrupt the initial aggregation process at 293 K that was believed to be highly related with 

imidazolium adjacent methyl C10, or any kind of particular interaction, which was decreasing its 

mobility, which it was establishing previously in the neat IL (Figure 55). 

 Another curious fact is the extension of the maximum value for aliphatic chain carbons C7 and 

C8 from 273 to 283 K (compare Figure 63 and Figure 55), which might be associated with a 

decreasing of the aliphatic chain mobility due to more effective hydrophobic tail segregation caused 

by water addition. 

 

2.3.2.2.2.15 – Ion-Pair Comparative Analysis between Rotation and Diffusion Data 

 

 Considering the combined diffusion and rotation results from BMIMBF4 ion-pair composition 

dependence with temperature, it is possible to establish a connection between both. 

 By observing the diffusion coefficients (Figure 33) and the correlation times (Figure 63) plots 

for this composition, it is possible to state that is verified a progressive increasing in BMIM
+
 diffusional 

and rotational motions with increasing temperature. While diffusion increases progressively faster with 

increasing temperature (exponentially), rotation increases greatly until approx. 313 K and then 

progresses slowly, becoming almost constant. 

As was the case for neat composition, with respect to structural organization, by observing the 

BMIM
+
 hydrodynamic radius diffusion data (Figure 38), it exhibits an initial increasing from 273 to 293 

K. It was then possible to find relation with the elevated correlation time values (root1 and simpler 

methodology) of all BMIM
+
 carbons (with exception for C9) (Figure 61 and Figure 63), which present 

correlation time maximums at 283 K. This relation indicates possibly some kind of phase transition in 

this range (273 to 293 K), which is associated for one side with alterations in BMIM
+
 state of 

aggregation reflected by the overall rotational motion, and is also reflected on the other side by the 

relative diffusion increasing of dioxane when compared with BMIM
+
. (root1 results are considered in 

this case due its relation with experimental NOE values) 

Considering rotation and diffusion on ion-pair formation, there are three indicators that support 

this notion, which are: the equal value (approx. 2.50) of the hydrodynamic radius (Figure 38) for both 

ion species in the temperature range of 293 to 303 K; the equal diffusion coefficient (Figure 28) for 

both ion species during this range (at 298 K); and the correlation time absolute maximum at 298 K 

(root1) after a relative minimum at 293 K (Figure 61), indicating re-aggregation (cation-anion 

formation; 298 K) after aggregation disruption (of cation-cation; 293 K). 

All data indicates that from the temperature of 303 K BMIM
+
 starts progressively losing the 

diffusional state of aggregation, considering its decreasing in hydrodynamic radius relative value 

(Figure 38), and the observed progressive increasing of the overall cation diffusional and rotational 

motions acceleration (Figure 61 and Figure 63). 
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2.3.2.2.3 – IL in Infinite Dilution Composition 

 

 Proceeding now to the analysis of the infinite dilution composition is expected to observe 

different results in comparison to the ones discussed until now for the neat IL and ion-pair 

composition. 

 

2.3.2.2.3.1 - Plot Description - Figure 64 

 

Starting with the observation of the total spin-lattice relaxation rate experimental values profile 

(Figure 64) is immediately possible to realize that the lower temperature values obtained for the R1total 

are similar to the values obtained for the other compositions (Figure 48 and Figure 56) but at high 

temperatures and that almost every carbon presents a steeper decrease (higher slopes) of R1total in 

the low temperature range (from 273 to 283 K). 

 

Figure 64 - Total spin-lattice relaxation rate values for the infinite dilution sample of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 

carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the progressive value decreasing 
associated with increasing molecular mobility. 

This experimental profile (Figure 64) is in accordance to what was expected, since the infinite 

dilution sample implies a large amount of water and consequently a decreased viscosity when 

compared to the other two composition (Figure 48 and Figure 56). This lower viscosity implies a high 

higher rotational dynamic freedom of the overall molecule present in solution. 

Initially is observed higher relaxation rate (Figure 64) values at low temperatures for aromatic 

carbons C2, C4 and C5, methylene carbon C6 and aliphatic chain carbon C7 and C8. At higher 

temperatures is observed that every carbon share almost the same relaxation rate (Figure 64). 
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2.3.2.2.3.2 - Structural Insight 

 

The initial values (Figure 64) are justified by the known lower mobility of the imidazolium ring 

and adjacent carbons at lower temperatures, and the final values (Figure 64) represent total 

accelerated free motional behavior of the whole imidazolium that indicates the disruption of any 

possible chemical interaction, such as the ones discussed until now (ionic interaction and hydrogen 

bonding).  

The initial accentuated decrease in the R1total (Figure 64) for the lower temperatures indicates 

also that possible interactions between cation-water, cation-anion or cation-cation that may exist at 

these temperatures are quickly disrupted from 273 to 283 K, as has been verified already by diffusion 

data. 

 

2.3.2.2.3.3 - Plot Description - Figure 65 

 

Considering now the CSA spin-lattice relaxation rate values (Figure 65), it is possible to 

determine that it presents a similar profile as the total relaxation rate (Figure 64), since it decreases 

sharply from 273 to 283 K, a little less from 283 to 293 K, and after 298 K it takes an almost constant 

profile (equation 17, section 2.3.2.1). 

 

Figure 65 - CSA spin-lattice relaxation rate values for the infinite dilution sample of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons 

for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting its high contribution for the imidazolium ring 
carbons (C2, C4 and C5) total relaxation rate at lower temperatures. 
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 Important to notice again that CSA relaxation rate (Figure 65) is part of the contribution to the 

total relaxation rate (equation 17, section 2.3.2.1) (Figure 64), which means that some 

complementarity is expected in dipolar relaxation rate (Figure 66). 

 

2.3.2.2.3.4 - Plot Description - Figure 66 

 

As it was expected by the observation of a CSA relaxation rate minimum at 298 K (Figure 65), 

a complementary relative maximum is observed for dipolar spin-lattice relaxation rate at the same 

temperature (equation 17, section 2.3.2.1) (Figure 66). Beyond this mark, is possible to observe a 

complementary profile of dipolar relaxation rates with respect to the total relaxation rates profile 

(compare Figure 65 and Figure 66). 

 

Figure 66 - Dipolar spin-lattice relaxation rate values for the infinite dilution sample of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 

carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the almost permanent decreasing values, 
except for the relative maximum at 298 K that is caused by the mathematical relation with the 
experimental NOE values in the iterative process. 

The initial relative low values of dipolar relaxation rate (Figure 66), as in the other 

compositions (Figure 50 and Figure 58), are explained by the initial (low temperatures) elevated CSA 

relaxation rate values (equation 17, section 2.3.2.1) (Figure 65), which in turn are both explained by 

the integration of the experimental NOE factor values (equation 20) (Figure 67) in the iterative 

process (equations 11, 19 and 20, section 2.3.2.1), as it will be seen next. After the relative maximum 

at 298 K, all the cation carbons dipolar relaxation rates tend to converge for the same limiting value 

with increasing temperature, the same behavior as with CSA relaxation (Figure 65) and total 

relaxation rate (Figure 64). 
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2.3.2.2.3.5 - Plot Description - Figure 67 

 

The experimental NOE values (Figure 67), as it has already been referred, are the second 

experimental source of values of the iterative process (equation 20, section 2.3.2.1). For this reason, 

together with total spin-lattice relaxation rates (Figure 64), they are the conditioning parameters that 

give to all the other parameters the evolution profile and specific behaviors (equation 20, section 

2.3.2.1), such as maximums and minimums. In this way, and because of the continuous profile of total 

relaxation rates observed before (Figure 64), the sudden alterations in the graphical traces of the 

parameters resultant of the iterative process (see section 2.3.2.1), namely dipolar relaxation (Figure 

66) and CSA relaxation rate (Figure 65), have to be associated with experimental NOE factor values 

(Figure 67). 

 

Figure 67 - Experimental NOE factor values for the infinite dilution sample of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 carbons for 

the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the relative maximum observed at 298 K that also 
matches the calculated dipolar relaxation rate maximum. 

 By the observation of the plot of the experimental NOE factors in Figure 67, the origin of the 

maximum (of dipolar relaxation rate, Figure 66) and minimum (of CSA relaxation rate, Figure 65) of 

the previous results at 298 K can be explained, which is the experimental NOE maximum at the same 

temperature (equations 20 and 17, section 2.3.2.1) (Figure 67). This graphical representation shows 

yet a soft increasing of experimental NOE factors from 273 to 293 K, a huge increase from 1 to 1.988 

(maximum value) for almost every carbon (exception of imidazolium adjacent methyl C10) from 293 to 

298 K, and a constant progression in the following temperature range (298 to 353 K) (Figure 67). 
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2.3.2.2.3.6 - Structural Insight 

 

This sudden increase of NOE factors experimentally determined from 293 to 298 K (Figure 

67) may be associated with some kind of solution phase change, which could be associated with the 

previously referred total disruption of the remaining cation-cation aggregates, proposed in diffusion 

and, recently, in the discussion of the total relaxation rate value (Figure 64). 

 

2.3.2.2.3.7 - Plot Description - Figure 68 

 

 The maximum NOE factor is represented in Figure 68. Just as in the case of the previous 

compositions (neat in Figure 52 and ion-pair in Figure 60), the profile of the maximum NOE factor 

(Figure 68) totally corresponds to the profile of the parameters involved in its calculation (equations 

11, 19 and 20, section 2.3.2.1) (total relaxation rate in Figure 64 and experimental NOE factor in 

Figure 67), and also in the other resultant parameters discussed until now (dipolar in Figure 66 and 

CSA relaxation rate Figure 65).  

 

Figure 68 - Calculated maximum NOE factor values for the infinite dilution sample of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 

carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the complementary with the dipolar 
relaxation rate reasoned by the mathematical iterative process, presenting a relative minimum value at 
298 K for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

Due to the relation between the parameters, maximum NOE (Figure 68) values and dipolar 

relaxation rate (Figure 66) have a complementary profile, every maximum or increase in one plot 

corresponds to a minimum or decrease in the other. All these relations and complementarities are 

justified by the common source of the parameter values, which is the iterative process previously 

presented (equations 11, 19 and 20, section 2.3.2.1). 
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2.3.2.2.3.8 - Plot Description - Figure 69 

 

 Figure 69 represents the result for the first root of the iterative process (initial estimated 

values equal to 10 picoseconds in equation 11) for the dipolar rotational correlation time. It is possible 

to observe that again this parameter is being influenced by the values obtained for the other 

parameters (equations 11, 19 and 20, section 2.3.2.1). In this way, the root1 correlation time profile 

obtained (Figure 69) matches perfectly with the one verified for dipolar relaxation rate profile (Figure 

66), as it has been verified for the other compositions (compare Figure 50 with Figure 53 and Figure 

58 with Figure 61). 

 

Figure 69 - Calculated correlation times (root1) values for the infinite dilution sample of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 

carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the correspondence with the dipolar 
relaxation rate reasoned by the mathematical iterative process, presenting a relative maximum value at 
298 K for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

Although at first sight the correlation time profile of root1 (Figure 69) may seem credible, the 

fact is that the time scale (picoseconds) of the rotational correlation time, as the case for the same 

root1 result of the other compositions (Figure 53 and Figure 61), is physically not expected and then 

not very reliable. In addition, the eventual decreasing of carbons rotational dynamics (higher 

correlation time; maximum value) at 298 K (Figure 61) associated with the hypothesis of aggregates 

disruption is not very sustainable. 

 

2.3.2.2.3.9 - Plot Description - Figure 70 

 

 Taking into account the above facts about root1 result discrepancies (Figure 69), root2 

(Figure 70) was also calculated (initial estimated values equal to 10 nanoseconds in equation 11, see 
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section 2.3.2.1), as for neat IL (Figure 54) and ion-pair (Figure 62). The root2 result of dipolar 

rotational correlation times is presented in Figure 70. For this composition the discrepancies are even 

more prominent, since all the carbons tend to decrease their rotational dynamics for higher 

temperatures (Figure 70). 

 

Figure 70 - Calculated correlation times (root2) values for the infinite dilution sample of the 8 [BMIM]
+
 

carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the symmetric correspondence with the 
dipolar relaxation rate reasoned by the mathematical iterative process, presenting a relative minimum 
value at 298 K for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and C5). 

 This representation of the results for root2 in Figure 70, present the expected symmetric 

profile relative to root1 (Figure 69), and the only virtue is the expected time scale, which is the 

nanoseconds scale for rotational correlation times. 

 

2.3.2.2.3.10 - Plot Description - Figure 71 

 

 Considering now the direct calculation of the dipolar rotational correlation time by simpler 

methodology (derived from equation 11, in section 2.3.2.1), represented in Figure 71, it is possible to 

observe two important features that may be significant to justify previous interpretations. 
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Figure 71 - Calculated correlation times (simpler methodology) values for the infinite dilution sample of 
the 8 [BMIM]

+
 carbons for the temperature range 273 to 353 K, highlighting the correspondence with the 

total relaxation rate reasoned by the mathematical procedure utilized, highlighting the progressive value 
decreasing associated with increasing molecular mobility for the imidazolium ring carbons (C2, C4 and 
C5). 

 First of all the carbons have similar rotational dynamics, which is expected due to high water 

content (> 90% water molar fraction) and low viscosity of the solution, but two more facts are 

important: the first consists in the fact that for lower temperature (273 K) the rotational correlation 

times (Figure 71) are of equal value as the one for neat (Figure 55) and ion-pair (Figure 63) 

maximums (approximately 1.2 nanoseconds), which have been associated with aggregation 

phenomena; the second is the major decrease of dipolar correlation times (Figure 71) from 1.2 

nanoseconds to almost the final value of 0.1 nanoseconds from 273 to 283 K. 

 

2.3.2.2.3.11 - Structural Insight 

 

 This data (Figure 71) corroborates the previously mentioned hypothesis of clusters at low 

temperatures for infinite dilution composition, and the quick disruption of the same by raising the 

temperature above 283 K. 

 

2.3.2.2.3.12 – Infinite Dilution Comparative Analysis between Rotation and Diffusion Data 

 

 Considering the combined diffusion and rotation results from BMIMBF4 ion-pair composition 

dependence with temperature, it is possible to establish a connection between both. 
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 Initially is immediately possible to observe two features that are: the almost linear soft 

increasing of BMIM
+ 

diffusional motion with increasing temperature (from 273 to 343 K) (Figure 39); 

and the abrupt initial (273 to 283 K) of BMIM
+
 rotational motion increase (Figure 71), followed by 

stabilization (almost constant value from 283 to 353 K); uncovering the fact that rotational motion 

increases much faster than diffusional motion. 

 In terms of structural organization there are results that support the existence of residual 

BMIM
+
 aggregation forms at the initial temperature range (from 273 to 293 K), for example: the BMIM

+ 

hydrodynamic radius data (Figure 44), which present a decrease during this range; and the previously 

referred abrupt initial increase of BMIM
+
 rotational motion (Figure 71). 

 The temperature range that goes from 293 K to 353 K present constant profile for rotational 

motion and relative hydrodynamic radius (calculated from diffusion data), indicating constant 

structural organization, which supposedly consist of individual free-ion accelerated dynamics 

(diffusion and rotation; although diffusion coefficients only stabilize from 343 K). 
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2.4 – Conclusions and Future Work 
 

 Through this multinuclear NMR approach it has been possible to investigate thoroughly both 

the BMIMBF4/water phase diagram and its dependence from temperature. 

 The most important conclusion from the combined diffusion and relaxation study is that it is 

possible to find a particular solution composition and temperature in the water/ILs phase diagram, 

where many indicators truly suggest a high-content of long lived ion-pairs. 

There are two main results obtained from both studies (self-diffusion and relaxation) for a 

specific composition (8% water molar fraction and 298 K) that together represent major evidences for 

the high-content of ion-pair at this point, which are: first, the verification of the same self-diffusion 

coefficient values for cationic and anionic species, suggesting that at least the two ionic species are 

diffusing at the same rate; and second, the verification of abnormal reorientational behavior with 

decreased rotational mobility, which strongly suggests ion-pair formation after cluster disruption 

verification (from 283 to 293 K). These results have been determined after extensive analysis of 

relaxation and NOE experimental data, which have processed with a mathematical iterative 

methodology in order to obtain supposed meaningful parameters, such as the dipolar rotational 

correlation time and the maximum NOE factor. In any case, the dipolar rotational correlation time 

obtained with this methodology revealed very poor reliability and accuracy, therefore another simpler 

and direct mathematical approach was used, yielding better correlation time results. 

 Overall it is concluded that in these conditions the ion-pair consists in a relatively “long-lived” 

specie, sufficiently to be detectable by relaxation measurements and to affect diffusion coefficients in 

the milliseconds to nanoseconds time-scale, which can be verified in a particular composition (8% 

water molar fraction and 298 K) with reduced interval of conditions endure, consisting probably in a 

rapid exchange process between ion-pair and free ion, coexisting in solution, and driven by sample 

conditions alterations, which displace the equilibrium either for ion-pair high content formation, or for 

ion-pair disruption. In the extreme situations of neat and infinite dilution samples the equilibrium is 

shifted for the second.  

 In the context of other reported works, the same conclusions were obtained in this work 

concerning the neat IL and for low water content, such as: the cation/anion abnormal diffusion 

relation, which is against the Stokes-Einstein principle of higher diffusion of the smaller molecule; the 

verification of cation-cation and cation-anion aggregation for low water content and/or low 

temperatures (highlighting the aliphatic chain aggregation in the ion-pair composition for low 

temperatures), which are progressively disrupted and changed with water addition; and the expected 

free-diffusion dynamics and rotation for high water content and high temperatures.  
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 It was also possible to conclude about the influence in the calculation of dipolar rotational 

correlation times of two different mathematical processes, considering or not CSA spin-lattice 

relaxation mechanism in addition to the dipolar spin-lattice relaxation. 

 Within the enormous number of future works that can be outlined from this study and 

idealized for complementing it, it should be referred: the density and viscosity studies (already present 

in various publications), 
74–77

 which may provide relevant physicochemical information to complement 

the diffusion and relaxation data; conductivity studies,
74–77

 which provide electrical conductance 

specially meaningful for ion-pair investigation; and possibly the coupling of NMR to other techniques, 

preferably ones that include ultrafast detection such as FT-IR and dielectric relaxation spectroscopy.
20

 

 Further obvious future works consist in the application of this same combined methodology 

(diffusion and relaxation) to study other ILs, trying to find correlations between results, and ascertain 

the possibility of universal application of this methodology and maybe even try to find a pattern of 

behavior within different cation and anion structures that permit better structural and dynamic 

comprehension of ILs. 
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Chapter 3 – Exploring Diffusion in Alignment Media 
 

3.1 – Introduction 
 

As it will be largely developed in this chapter, alignment media are usually employed in the 

NMR stereochemical study of molecules.  Because of the partial alignment induced by this media, 

molecules undergo a soft anisotropic motional manifestation. This anisotropic motion in alignment 

media concerns not only the reorientational molecular motion, that is partial restricted, but also all 

molecular motion, which includes the translational motion (diffusion).
107

 

 In this way, one of main objectives of this thesis was to characterize the self-diffusion 

behavior of small molecules in different alignment media and to investigate the relation between 

different degrees of alignment and self-diffusion. Furthermore, the possibility that the results obtained 

in these media may be extrapolated for different “realities”, such as the molecular diffusion behavior in 

cells is also addressed. 

 

3.1.1 – NMR Residual Dipolar Coupling (RDC) and Alignment Media 

 

 Although dipolar couplings, one of the four internal spin interactions, are absent in isotropic 

liquids because molecular free motion averages them out, and are frequently useless in solids, 

because of extensive intra and intermolecular anisotropic interactions (too complex), this NMR 

interaction presents great utility.  If the molecules in question are placed in anisotropic liquids, 

intramolecular dipolar couplings do not average out completely giving origin to what is called the 

residual dipolar couplings. When placed in an anisotropic liquid molecules have some translational 

and rotational restrictions; and unlike isotropic liquids, the distribution of all possible molecular 

orientations is not equal. Briefly, anisotropic liquids in terms of motion can be considered to be in an 

intermediate position between pure solids and pure liquids, sharing characteristics with both of 

them.
108

 

A mathematical description of dipolar couplings are detailed in Annex 2.1. 
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Figure 72 – The two cones covering the possible orientations of the vector connecting the spins I and S, 
which corresponds to one value of RDC for a given distance rIS. For one bond RDCs, this is equal to the 
possible orientations of the bond I-S.

108
 

 Anisotropic liquid conditions are achieved with the so called alignment media, which will be 

presented later. For convenience, alignment media is the generic term used for all kinds of media that 

induce partial order to molecules in solution, such as liquid crystals or stretched polymer gels. The 

molecule takes up a preferred orientation with respect to the magnetic field, tumbling in an anisotropic 

manner (Figure 72).
108

 

 Historically, it has been early identified that anisotropic NMR interactions, like dipolar 

coupling, become directly observable from spectral data and, therefore, gives direct access to 

important structural information if the molecules are partially oriented in the magnetic field. Although 

this was recognized in the 1960s-70s
107,109–111

, its use for structure determination was limited to few 

examples because of the problems associated with the necessary alignment of the molecule within 

the magnetic field. Only strong alignment (high degree of order) mainly with nematic liquid crystals
112–

115
 (Figure 73), leading to large dipolar couplings (kHz range) relative to scalar coupling (Hz range) 

and therefore complex spectra, or alignment due to magnetic (dia- and paramagnetic) alignment
116–

119
, were possible. 
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Figure 73 – Idealized representation of the molecular arrangement in nematic liquid crystal phases.
107

 

 In the 1980s a second technique for alignment appeared, that was strain-induced alignment in 

a gel (SAG)
120

 (Figure 74). The technique was extensively used to study the properties of polymer 

gels by means of high-resolution deuterium NMR
121

, but only lately gel alignment was used to induce 

RDCs in molecules dissolved into the gel (in 2000s)
122,123

. SAG allows the unrestricted scaling of 

alignment over a wide range and can be used for aqueous as well as organic solvents, depending on 

the polymer used (Figure 74). The first example for organic solvents was the RDCs measurement in 

stretched polystyrene (PS) gels swollen in CDCl3.
124

 

 

Figure 74 – Representation of the methodological process for the structure stereochemical acquisition 
using strain-induced alignment in a gel, namely PMMA.

125
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 In the 1990s the situation changed with the appearance of media that induce partial alignment 

of biological macromolecules
126–133

. With these new alignment media the dipolar couplings could be 

scaled down from many kilohertz, as was the case with initial nematic liquid crystals, to a few hertz 

(order of the scalar coupling). Because of the low degree of order (order parameter S < 10
-3

) imposed 

to molecules results in only a residual part of the dipolar coupling being observed (partial averaging) 

and therefore being known as Residual Dipolar Coupling (RDC). The information can be easily 

obtained from high-resolution NMR spectra because of its lower magnitude. The high information 

content of RDCs, together with the easiness of its measurement, explains the impact of this important 

NMR parameter on the determination of spatial structure and dynamics of proteins and 

oligosaccharides in recent years
134–138

. 

 Despite the referred development verified in the alignment media field for biological 

macromolecules, applications to complicated organic molecules, such as natural products, is still very 

limited
139,140

. This is due to the fact that alignment media inducing a low degree of order were firstly 

designed only for water
141,142

, a solvent in which most organic molecules are insoluble. In any case, 

from the 1990s onward, the development of alignment media compatible with solvents distinct from 

water (chloroform and dichloromethane namely) emerged
143–146

; continuing in the 2000s, particularly 

with polypeptide liquid crystals
147–151

 associated with enantiomeric discrimination
152,153

 (Figure 75) and 

molecular conformation
154,155

. NMR studies in alignment media for biological macromolecules and for 

small molecules are distinct applications of the same theory, however, the fact that both share largely 

the same principles and procedures, intersect the two areas and keep them next in the upcoming 

evolutions.
108,156,157
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Figure 75 – Representation of the differential ordering effect for two enantiomers dissolved in PBLG 
liquid crystal phase.

152
 

 

3.1.2 – Alignment Media 

 

 In this section the importance and diversity of the alignment media will be presented together 

with the fundamental characteristics of each alignment media type; the properties and importance of 

the degree of alignment; and finally some considerations of the whole practical and technical 

involvement of NMR RDCs, such as sample preparation and measurement methods. 

 

3.1.2.1 – Alignment Conditions 

 

 As it was given to understand earlier in this section, the choice of alignment conditions is 

probably the most important factor in the applicability of the weak alignment media method for organic 

structure determination. The crucial parameters are the solvent polarity and the degree of alignment 
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induced by the alignment media. That is the reason for the intense search of appropriate alignment 

media using different solvents, different orientations and degrees of alignment is still in full 

restlessness at the moment.
108,124,125,158–166

 

 One of the fundamental characteristics of the degree of alignment induced in the solute 

molecule is that, it must be small enough (smaller in size compared with the J) so that the 

contributions of the dipolar interaction in different spin-pairs can be derived from the line splitting 
1
T 

(total coupling). The equation that summarizes this relation between dipolar interaction and total 

coupling observed, for a 
13

C-
1
H spin-pair, over one bond is given by equation 22:

108
 

                             (22) 

 
1
JC-H is the scalar coupling in hertz. 

 In this way, the total coupling 
1
TC-H is can be slightly larger than 

1
JC-H for a positive residual 

dipolar coupling 
1
DC-H or smaller than 

1
JC-H for a negative 

1
DC-H. This is applicable for other kinds of 

short or long-range couplings as 
1
H

 
-
13

C, 
1
H-

1
H or 

13
C-

13
C. Worth noting that different notations may 

be used in the total coupling T description: the effective coupling Jeff; and an alternative that consists 

in T = D + J, where the line splitting is equal to D + J. This has no consequence in structure 

determination, since it represents only a scaling by a factor of 2.
108

 

 As it was mentioned above, sign determination may be straightforward if the observed 

residual dipolar couplings are smaller than the scalar couplings. When there is the case that the 

degree of alignment is too high, the occurrence of observed one-bond heteronuclear RDCs with 

bigger or same size to the scalar coupling lead to misinterpretations of the spectra, because of 

incapable sign determination. Another consequence of too-high degree of alignment is the 

impossibility to use indirect (F1) detection for the measurement of RDCs, as the cross-peak intensities 

are poor. When this happens is because there are experimental problems. One is that the 

heteronuclear transfer step becomes inefficient, since the transfer efficiency depends on matching of 

the actual coupling with the one set in the INEPT delay (normally 145 Hz for organic samples). The 

total coupling has to correspond to this requirement in aligned samples. When total couplings vary in 

wide spectral range frequencies, means that the transfer is poor. Another experimental problem is the 

broadening of the signal caused by extensive 
1
H

 
-
13

C and 
1
H-

1
H long-range dipolar couplings. In this 

cases it is necessary to ascertain if the observed spin systems are still first order. In this way, by 

adjusting the degree of alignment it is possible to achieve easy and reliable RDCs 

measurement.
108,147

 

 As it was said before in this section, coexist nowadays two different methods employed in the 

alignment of small organic compounds, which are the strain induced alignment in a gel (SAG) and 

alignment using liquid crystals, which will be discussed further.
108
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3.1.2.2– Strain-Induced Alignment in a Gel (SAG) 

 

 Already in the 1980s it has been noticed the effect of introducing molecules, mainly small 

organic compounds, into polymers subjected to strain, which was the loss of isotropic tumbling 

dynamics by these probe molecules (Figure 76).
120

 At that time the practical application of these 

results were essentially to achieve polymer structures information.
121

 In this case, the polymer is not 

the target of the investigation, being instead the small organic molecules. To strain the polymer, one 

dry gel is inserted in an NMR tube and solvent is added (Figure 76). When swelled with solvent the 

gel should present a diameter larger than the NMR tube diameter, so that when the dry gel is 

introduced in the NMR tube and the solvent added, the gel may fit the tube walls inducing strain 

(Figure 76). Exist nowadays numerous gel/solvent combinations for this procedure.
108,122–125,158–160,165

 

 

Figure 76 – Representation of the SAG method by using cross-linked polymer gels. In the figure: at left 
the dry gel into a 5mm-NMR sample tube; followed by the dry gel outside the tube; the swelled gel 
outside the tube; and the swelled gel into the tube. At right is placed a ruler showing the different length 
of the gels.

167
 

 

3.1.2.3 – Liquid Crystals Alignment 

 

 As it was already revealed, the first conceived nematic liquid crystals had the disadvantage of 

inducing high degree of alignment and giving origin to NMR spectra dominated by the dipolar 

couplings.
107,109,111–115

 In order to obtain reasonable RDCs, which are the ones that appear as a scalar 

couplings additional splitting (reduced dipolar couplings), it was necessary to achieve liquid crystals 

with low degree of alignment (Figure 77).
161

 However, it is frequent that this degree of alignment 

adjustment reveals itself very sensitive to many factors, such as temperature, mechanical handling, 

solubility, and so on, leading normally to difficult reproducibility.
108
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 Polyglutamate/homopolypeptide are nowadays the most widely used lyotropic liquid crystals 

(Figure 77).
147,149–152

 With the solvent mixture these compounds produce either micellar and lamellar 

phases, as will be seen forward, that are also applied for the measurement of RDCs.
168

 In any case, 

with respect to water soluble compounds, the same alignment media used for biomolecules may be 

used for this purpose.
127,134,142,168–170108

 

 

Figure 77 – Representation at left of a typical solid “liquid crystal” into a 5mm-NMR sample tube and at 
right the lyotropic liquid crystal obtained after preparation ready for use as orienting media.

167
 

 

3.1.2.4 – Paramagnetic Tags 

 

 In biomolecular NMR, it have been demonstrated the possibility of using paramagnetic tags or 

to coordinate paramagnetic metal ions to molecules and consequently achieve alignment.
171,172

 These 

effects was already known since the 1950s and 1960s, but new ones are currently being described.
173

 

The particularity of this type of alignment consists in the characteristic elevated paramagnetic metal 

anisotropic magnetic susceptibility, whereas these can be either coordinated or attached to 

biomolecules.
108,173

 The information amount that can be withdrawal from these constraints is able to 

compensate the inevitable loss of information due to paramagnetic relaxation enhancement.
171

 

Nevertheless, this approach have not been applied to organic compounds so far.
167

 

 

3.1.2.5 – Changing the Degree of Alignment 

 

 Situations there are where the degree of alignment is either higher than the expected, or too 

lower than the expected. In such cases, it is possible to change the degree of alignment by, for 
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example, choosing an alignment media inducing different degree. In this way, considering that the 

alignment media chosen was a SAG one, one possibility offered by this type of alignment is that it is 

possible to choose the alignment degree by the degree of cross-linking.
124,125,158–160

 Higher degree of 

cross-linking is related with smaller cavities in the gel, and consequently with higher degree of 

alignment. In contrary, lower degree of cross-linking is related with larger cavities, and consequently 

lowers degree of alignment. However, it is important to take into consideration that with these media 

besides the degree of cross-linking, also the temperature influence the degree of alignment. Another 

factor to take into consideration is the role of the solvent choice, since it may influence the alignment 

degree and also the orientation of this. This presents to be helpful in cases where the crucial RDCs 

for structure determination have the same size for one alignment media, and the fact that choosing 

different alignment conditions with different alignment orientation removes the ambiguity by altering 

the RDCs values. In any case, this solution has no interest if the RDCs of the compound in question 

are from axial protons in six-membered rings, since the relation will be always equal. A particular 

feature of these media is that no influence of the magnetic field strength is verified. SAG gels also 

offer the possibility of changing the degree of alignment by reversible compression/relaxation of gels 

(Figure 78).
108,174,175

 

 

Figure 78 – Representation of the reversible gel compression/stretching experimental setup. At the left 
(A) the gel is placed into the tube surrounded by solvent and with compression preventing vertical 
stretching; followed by (B) fitting of the gel on the tube walls due to swelling process; and finally (C and 
D) the regulation of vertical stretching using a Shigemi plunger allowing the alignment degree selection, 
followed by 

2
H quadrupolar coupling splitting.

162
 

 When it is using lyotropic liquid crystals, a completely different situation is faced. The common 

resolutions when these alignment media present too high alignment degree are the temperature 

raising and/or the dilution of the sample. Nevertheless, the dilution of the sample solution is limited, 
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since from certain concentration value the sample transits from an anisotropic state directly to an 

isotropic state. In any case, this process is reversible with evaporation of the solvent. If no result is 

obtained this way, another liquid crystal may be tried.
108,152,176

 

 

3.1.2.6 – Sample Preparation and General Considerations 

 

 Besides the sample visual survey, a crucial way to certificate samples homogeneity is to 

perform a 
2
H NMR spectra (Figure 79). Samples homogeneity is only guaranteed if no isotropic 

contribution is verified, which means that no centre signal or hump may be detected. The importance 

of this homogeneity is related with the credibility or discredit of the results obtained, since it influence 

all the other physical parameters in solution.
108

 

In the case of lyotropic liquid crystals alignment media sample preparation, if the quadrupolar 

coupling signals (splitting signals) present broad signal width, or the presence of isotropic signal 

contribution, the sample should be homogenized (Figure 79). One of the practical techniques consists 

in centrifuging the sample tube until lines in the 
2
H NMR spectrum become sharp. Although, in the 

case where the split lines presents to be sharp, but the isotropic signal still appearing, evaporating is 

the right solution, since probably this situation is due to lower concentration of alignment substrate 

(Figure 79).
108

 

In the case of stretched and compressed polymer sticks (SAG), if an isotropic contribution is 

present in the spectrum, a possibility to remove the same is to gradually induce compression in the 

gel, so that it can expand radially and stick to the NMR tube walls. If the isotropic contribution is not 

removed yet, another polymerization must be done, in a different cast with different radius width.
108
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Figure 79 – Representation of 
2
H NMR spectra of a deuterated solvent illustrating the homogenization 

process after liquid crystals preparation. From the top to the bottom is observed the central isotropic 
hump disappearing and the intensity increasing of the anisotropic phase signals.

108
 

 Considering now the availability and stability of the compound in study, it is important to 

evaluate carefully which media and which conditions chose, in order to preserve certain “precious” 

samples. In cases where the samples in study are not “precious”, all alignment media hypothesis may 

be tried and numerous conditions exploited. On the other hand, when handling with “precious” 

samples, the sample recovery and the possibility of changing the alignment degree after its 

preparation are priority questions. In dealing with liquid crystals alignment media, a possibility to 

consider for the recovering of precious samples is the precipitation of the alignment substrate by the 

addition of solvents to the mixture, in which the solute is soluble but the alignment substrate is not. In 

dealing with stretched and compressed polymer sticks, recovery of samples is also possible, in this 

case using extraction by stretching and compressing the gel with large quantities of solvents.
108

 

 Considering now stability, in the case of stretched and compressed polymer sticks, these gels 

may present decomposition and deterioration with time, since its polymerization requires use of 
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radicalar initiator. On the other hand, liquid crystals do not present this handicap, and globally it is not 

verified great decomposition with time, or even  alignment loss.
108

 

 

3.1.3 – Measurement Methods 

 

 On the sequence of the process of choosing the proper alignment conditions, the RDCs can 

be measured.
108

 

 As previously referred, in order to calculate RDCs two measurements should be performed 

(see equation 22 in this Chapter, section 3.1.2.1): one in isotropic solution that yields the scalar 

coupling J and one in anisotropic solution that yields the total coupling T. The D value can be 

obtained in this way from the difference of the two previously referred. In this process, the D value 

obtaining is only straightforward if the signs of J and T are already known from measurement or other 

previously known considerations, as the fact that 
1
JC-H is known to be positive and 

1
JN-H is known to be 

negative for example, since only the absolute values of coupling are verified in the spectrum. When 

the signs of J and T are unknown, this fact leads to four possible values of D. Such situation is very 

puzzling, since structural information is coming from D and this value depend on determining which of 

the four values is the right one. In this way, methods that allow determination of the isotropic and total 

coupling sign present great advantage when compared with those not. Especial cases are when it is 

using 
n
DC-H and 

n
DH-H couplings. Another consideration is related with 

n
JC-H and 

n
JH-H small values, 

which because of large D values and opposing sign of J and D, a zero crossing can frequently be 

obtained (D is larger than J and besides cancel it, even surpasses it on the signals splitting).
167

 

The measurement methods that allow both the determination of the size and the sign of the 

scalar and/or total coupling are detailed in Annex 2.2. 

 

3.1.4 – RDCs in Structure Determination 

 

 In this section the use of RDCs for structure determination will be shortly presented. As it has 

been referred before in this work, the use of RDCs aims to provide spatial information about 

structures, in cases where it is not enabled by other techniques as NOE and 
3
J coupling. RDCs 

challenges consist for instance in the determination of relative configuration, assignment of 

diastereotopic groups, molecular conformation, and so on. In this section three different methods to 

assign structures based on NMR RDCs it will be presented.
108

 

 

3.1.4.1 – Distinction Based on Similarity of RDCs 
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 One of the major features of the RDCs technique is the fact that only by its size is possible to 

determine if bonds are parallel or not. Normally RDCs of equal sizes correspond to parallel (and 

antiparallel) interspin vectors, taken into account that distances (bond length for directly bonded 

spins) are equal and same nucleus pair is involved (C and H, e.g.). This information is of great utility 

in six-membered rings, since molecular structure axial protons connected to their respective carbons 

show RDCs of the same size (
1
DC-H) due to their interspin vectors present parallel and antiparallel 

angular relation. Since equatorial protons present distinct positioning in the molecular structure, i.e. 

different orientation and relative angles with respect to the axial ones, this feature may be employed 

in the differentiation of both proton types. In this approach no order matrix (alignment tensor) 

calculation is necessary. Two main examples of this concept application are the cases of the 

assignment of α e β isomers of 4,6-O-ethylidene-D-glucopyranose,
142

 and the relative configuration 

determination of the dihydropyridone (Figure 80).
149108

  

 

Figure 80 – Representation of cis and trans diastereoisomers of a dihydropyridone (bottom) and and  
chair three dimensional structures of the 4,6-O-ethylidene-D-glucopyranose (top), indicating the 
possibility of solving the structures by distinction based on similarity of RDCs.

108
 

 

3.1.4.2 – Assignments Based on Best Fit of Observed Couplings with Trial Structures 

 

 Considering that more than five RDCs linearly independent are measured for a rigid 

compound, a different approach may be used, which uses not only the information of parallel (or 

antiparallel) bonds but also enables the assignment of diastereotopic groups or relative 

configurations.
108
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Figure 81 – Comparison of two different relations between Dcalc and Dobs using computational trial 
structures. At left a good agreement between observed and calculated, and at right a worse agreement 
between the two.

108
 

 The particularity of this methodology is that the alignment tensor is not use, but instead a 

fitting between observed and calculated RDCs is established. The critical feature using this method is 

the proposed structures selection. If this methodology is to be applied to rigid compounds, which 

normally present preferred conformations, no problem may arise since good matching is expected to 

be verified. The process of assignment consists in the consecutive selection of different proposed 

structures for a set of RDCs. The SVD
177

 (singular value decomposition) process conducts each 

proposed structure to an alignment tensor A of the best-fitting, not considering the proposed 

structures quality. Dcalc values are then obtained for the best proposed structures fit, which might be in 

total agreement with the Dobs in simple cases of proposed structure correct input. Comparing different 

outputs it is possible to evaluate the correct input structure. The structure that corresponds to the 

correct assignment is distinguished from the others by fitting observation (Figure 81). This 

methodology enables the verification of structural proposals. Considering this methodology, flexible 

small organic compounds are yet a very difficult task
169

, since they mainly encompass several 

conformers and structural equilibriums.
108

 

 Examples of this methodology using are the assignment of several diastereotopic 

protons;
147,148,150,159

 and the achievement of rigid compounds relative configuration.
158,178108

 

 

3.1.4.3 – Assignments Based on Prediction of RDCs from the Alignment Tensor 

 

 In this more complex methodology the alignment tensor A is determined in a first calculation 

not utilizing all data, but only five RDCs (the set of needed independent RDCs). The alignment tensor 

A properties, obtained by the first calculation, are kept fixed during a second calculation. Therefore, 
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considering that orientation and degree of alignment are determined for these RDCs set moves up to 

the second calculation. During second calculation are predicted the RDC values for other “unknown” 

parts of the molecule, for which RDC values have not been inserted in first calculation.
108

 

 In the end of the second calculation is obtained a set of RDCs called Dpred, which is compared 

with the RDCs observed Dobs. Depending on the fitting of the predicted RDCs with the experimental 

data, the structural proposal is verified or falsified. This methodology relies on a good structural 

proposal and may lead to good RDC values estimation. 

Briefly, this methodology consists in using RDCs to calculate an alignment tensor, and 

consequently employ that alignment tensor to predict RDCs for structural proposal. In some cases is 

possible to predict the alignment tensor from molecular properties of the solute using PALES
179

 or 

MSpin
180

 computational software. It has already been shown that it is not only possible to predict 

RDCs from a known alignment tensor and structural proposal, but also to predict both RDCs and 

alignment tensor.
108,158

 

In sum, this methodology may be regarded as cross-validation method for the RDC 

experimental (observed) data, since its prediction of RDCs from known alignment tensor and 

structural proposal. For an accurate cross-validation, structural proposal might be itself very accurate, 

for good correlation between predicted and observed RDCs. Nevertheless, with this methodology, 

normally due to little coupling data availability, it is possible to reach a good fit for a wrong structure in 

the selection procedure, since the fitting process only distinguish between relative fitting qualities, 

allowing one wrong structure to fit better than other wrong structure.
108
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3.2 – Experimental Section 
 

3.2.1 – Materials 

 

 The following sugars were used in this study: D-(+)-glucose, purchased from “Fluka” (purity > 

99.0%); D-(+)-cellobiose, purchased from “Fluka” (purity > 99.0%); 1,4-D-(+)-cellotetraose, purchased 

from “Megazyme” (purity > 95.0%); 1,4-D-(+)--cellohexaose, purchased from “Megazyme” (purity > 

90.0%); 1,3:1,4-B-D-glucotetraose, purchased from “Megazyme” (purity > 98.0%); 1,2-D-(+)-sucrose, 

purchased from “Fluka” (purity > 99.0%); Lysozyme, purchased from TCI Europe (purity > 98.0%). 

 Commercial solvents used: chloroform, purchased from “Labchem” (commercial); Acetone, 

purchased from “Labchem” (commercial); methanol, purchased from “Valente e Ribeiro” 

(commercial). 

 

3.2.2 – Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) Gel Preparation 

 

 The preparation of the cross-linked PMMA gels was based on the preparation protocol 

developed by Roberto Gil, Chakicherla Gayathri, Nicolai Tsarevsky and Krzysztof Matyjaszewski in 

2008
125

, with one major modification. 

 The monomers methyl methacrylate (MMA, 99 %, “Sigma-Aldrich”) and ethylene glycol 

dimethacrylate (EGDMA, 99 %, “Sigma-Aldrich”) were purified prior to the experiments by passing the 

neat liquids through a short column filled with basic alumina, purchased from , in order to remove the 

polymerization inhibitor. The radical inhibitor 2,2'-Azobis(2, 4-dimethyl valeronitrile) (V-65, 98%) was 

purchased from Wako, and acetone-d6, chloroform-d and methanol-d4 (99.8 % of D atoms) were 

purchased from “eurisotop”.  

A solution containing MMA (10 ml), V-65 (0.0124 mol %, 2.416 mg) and acetone-d6 (2 ml) 

was first prepared. A portion of 10 ml of the stock solution were added to a vial and mixed with 

EGDMA (0.27 mol %, 40 μl). The resulting solution were transferred to NMR tubes (diameter = 3 or 5 

mm, depending on the intended NMR tubes for swelling procedure), which were then capped with 

rubber septa, and the septa were secured with tape. Each tube was evacuated for short time and 

back-filled with nitrogen. The cycle was repeated three times, and the NMR tubes were inserted in an 

oil bath at 50 ºC. The polymerizations were carried out for 5 h, and then the tubes were taken out of 

the heating bath, the septa were removed and the gels were left to dry slowly at ambient conditions 

for approximately three weeks. The slow drying is essential for the preparation of uniform rod-shaped 

gels. When vacuum drying was attempted, the gels were deformed and some of them cracked. When 

the gels were dry, they shrank and could be easily removed from the tubes. Some tubes had to be 

broken to take the gels out.
125
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 After gel preparation, gel manipulation consists in three steps: first, place the gels in an 

acetone / methanol solution (50 % v/v), allowing the gels to do the swelling for several hours (one 

day); second, and without previous evaporation, place the gels in a chloroform solution directly, 

allowing the inner-gel to exchange the previous mixture for chloroform for several hours (one day); 

and third, remove the gels from chloroform solution, and let it dry completely until a stiff shrunk rod-

shaped gels are formed. At this time, gels are ready to be placed in an NMR tube and swollen with 

chloroform-D for NMR experiments.  

 

3.2.3 – Copolymeric Poly(acrylamide-based) (PAM) Gel Preparation 

 

 The preparation of the cross-linked PAM gels was based on the preparation protocol 

developed by Peter Haberz, Jonathan Farjon and Christian Griesinger in 2005
160

, with some major 

modifications. 

 2-(acrylamide)-2-methylpropanesulfonic acid (AMPS, 98 %, “Nzytech”), N,N-

dimethylacrylamide (DMAA, 99 %, “Sigma-Aldrich”) and N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide (BIS, 99 %, 

“Sigma-Aldrich”), in the proportion of (1:1:0.26) were dissolved in purified water to a total monomer 

concentration of 1.5 M. The pre-gel solution was inserted into a gel cylinder with an inner diameter of 

5.4 mm and polymerized for 15 minutes into a 75 ºC water bath, initiated by ammonium persulphate 

(0.008 g/ml). The gels were washed once with HCl solution (0.02 M) and at least four times with 

water, each time for several hours. The swollen gels were left to dry slowly at ambient conditions for 

approximately three days. The alignment is scalable by varying the diameter of the gel cylinder.
160

 

 

3.2.4 – CpCl-Liquid Crystal Preparation 

 

 The preparation of the dilute liquid crystalline phase of cetylpyridinium chloride was based on 

the preparation protocol introduced by Prosser et al.
181

 and enunciated by Kristina Lycknert, Arnold 

Maliniak and Goeran Widmalm in 2001
182

, with no major modification. 

 Cetylpyridinium chloride (CpCl) was purchased from “Sigma-Aldrich”, sodium chloride was 

purchased from “Panreac”, and n-hexanol was obtained from “Sigma-Aldrich”, all with purity > 98%. 

The chemicals were used without further purification.
182

 

 The CpCl / n-hexanol / brine (200 mM NaCl in D2O) sample was prepared by weight to give 

concentrations of 3.3%, 4.2%, 4.8%, 6.4%, 7.0% and 9.1% (w/w) with respect to the total content of 

CpCl / n-hexanol, where the two components were added in equal amount (of weight).
182
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As an example of the procedure, Cetylpyridinium Chloride-Liquid Crystal (CpCl-LC) 5% (w/w) 

was prepared starting from dissolving NaCl (11.6 mg) in D2O (1.0 g) in a magnetically stirred glass 

vial. When all the NaCl was dissolved, CpCl (26.3 mg) was added while stirring vigorously, and the 

mixture was heated at 7273 K for six minutes. The mixture was then cooled down to room 

temperature, n-hexanol (25 mg) was added and the mixture was heated again at 7273 K for several 

minutes (at least one hour) and allowed to cool to room temperature slowly. Stirring was maintained 

all the time.
182

 

 The homogeneity of the dilute liquid crystals was checked in the NMR spectrometer by the 
2
H 

quadrupolar splitting of D2O. Sharp lines of equal height are obtained when the sample is 

homogeneous.
182

 

 

3.2.5 – Disodium Cromoglycate Preparation 

 

 The preparation of the cross-linked DSCG / D2O phase was based on the preparation 

protocol developed by Eduardo Troche-Pesqueira, María-Magdalena Cid and Armando Navarro-

Vásquez in 2014
163

, with no major modification. 

 Cromolyn disodium salt hydrate (DSCG) (C23H14Na2O11∙H2O; MW=512.33 Da as anhydrous) 

was purchased from TCI Europe (purity > 98.0%). All reagents were used without further purification. 

 The DSCG / D2O phase was formed by dissolving 100 mg of Cromolyn in 0.66 mg of D2O at 

70 ºC K with vigorous stirring, and then letting the solution cool down. 

 

3.2.6 – NMR experiments 

 

 All experiments were performed on a Bruker AVANCE III spectrometer operating at 400.16 

MHz for the frequency of 
1
H, 101 MHz for 

13
C, and 60.38 MHz for 

2
H, equipped with double 

resonance broad band (BBO) temperature gradient probe with Z-gradients. 

 
1
H diffusion experiments were performed the same way as explained in Experimental Section 

of Chapter 2. 
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3.3 – Results and Discussion 
 

 As have been previously introduced, in the NMR field, alignment media present its main 

application at the resolution of structural and stereochemical problems, as it provide the necessary 

anisotropic conditions that make possible the observation of non-secular parts of NMR internal spin 

interactions, such as dipolar couplings and chemical shift anisotropy. Nevertheless, the existing 

diversity of alignment media, namely liquid crystals and polymeric gels, may enclose a huge amount 

of information and characteristics about physicochemical properties that eventually allow the 

comprehension of different phenomena in a plethora of different systems, including the biological. In 

this way, the aim of this study is the investigation of the influence that different alignment media has 

on solute molecules physicochemical and stereochemical properties, when these are placed in its 

environment. In this work, the main physicochemical property chosen to follow media influence on 

molecules has been the NMR self-diffusion. Additionally, NMR residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) 

have been used for probing the possible effect that the different media could also have on molecular 

conformation. 

 Despite the ambitious objectives proposed for this chapter (exploring diffusion in alignment 

media) in the beginning of the experimental work, which were:  

 characterization of different types of alignment media;  

 study of the relation between the alignment properties of the media and the translational 

properties of selected molecular standards;  

 approximate conformational determination using residual dipolar couplings;  

due to many and lasting experimental difficulties, as well as time limitation, much of the work initially 

thought remains to be done. 

 

3.3.1 – Integrity, Characterization and Experimental Features of Alignment Media  

 

 The experimental difficulties experienced during this work were mainly related with alignment 

media protocols execution. The obtaining of the different media, not counting the preparation time, 

required many attempts and some modifications of previous protocols, resulting in long time involved 

and not used for data acquisition as expected. In addition to the necessary optimization of the 

established experimental protocols, some logistic and volunteer modifications to original protocols 

have been made, in some cases in order to make protocols become affordable (low-cost), as the case 

of PMMA gels where the original protocol demanded the acquisition of a radicalar initiator (V-70) not 

produced in Europe. 
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 In this sub-section will be shown and discussed the experimental results concerning the 

characterization and integrity evaluation of the different alignment media. These experimental results 

consisted in following the gels and liquid crystals preparations by 
2
H and 

1
H 1D-NMR experiments, 

which might indicate the alignment integrity conditions and the content of impurities. 

 

3.3.1.1 – PMMA gels 

 

 The PMMA gels alignment media has been the most problematic and lasting (one month 

drying so they can be removed from polymerization tubes) experimental task. The reason for such is 

related with the very precise requirements necessary in gel production and to ensure gel utility, which 

means homogeneity in the alignment conditions, i.e. no isotropic signal existence in the 
2
H 1D-NMR 

spectrum. The main problematic features in PMMA gel production are: ensure consistent gel 

production (initial hard stick, capable of swelling and become elastic) through logistical adaptation of 

the polymerization conditions; the determination of the right polymerization gel diameter by choosing 

the right mold for perfect adaptation to NMR tubes (5 mm); and post-polymerization treatment: 

1. The consistence of the gel is directly related with its degree of cross-linking, whereas gels 

with higher degree of cross-linking are harder and gels with lower degree are more flexible. 

For this specific situation (alignment of small molecules), as has already been introduced, is 

desired a high degree of cross-linking because of the small size of molecules, so that they 

express the influence of the involvement and do not move freely. The crucial conditions to 

optimize in this situation are the polymerization temperature, the polymerization time, the 

thickness of the mold and the inertness of the atmosphere: 

a. The polymerization temperature is related with the solvent used individual ebullition 

temperature, which is 56 ºC (acetone), since the solvent presence is essential to 

create the cavities within the tridimensional reticulated gel, and therefore has 

approximately (ebullition point in mixtures is altered) 56 ºC as the upmost 

temperature appropriate for polymerization execution with this solvent. Furthermore, 

50 ºC is high enough to reach activation energy for polymerization with the chosen 

reactants; 

b. The polymerization time is directly related with the chosen temperature, whereas 

higher temperatures (>50 ºC) will shorten the polymerization time (experimental = 5 

hours) and lower temperatures cause the opposite. The extension of the 

polymerization process for 15 hours lead to gels incapable of swelling, probably due 

to faster solvent evaporation and/or subsequent cross-linking reactions development; 

c. The thickness of the mold has revealed to be a fundamental feature that has been 

underestimated during initial attempts. The initial use of large thickness mold tubes in 

polymerization has demonstrated that polymerization time/temperature is also greatly 

dependent of this factor. What has been verified was that due to large thickness of 
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the mold tubes the polymerization process only took place in the solution areas closer 

to the tube walls, instead of occurring homogeneously, leading to useless polymer 

gels. This problem was solved with using thinner tubes (NMR commercial tubes, 

more expensive), instead of cheaper tubes with larger thickness; 

d. The inertness of the atmosphere is another important factor of this polymerization, 

since in this case the process is sensible to molecular oxygen that, when solubilized 

in solution, reacts with the radicalar specie preferentially to the monomers, and 

avoids polymerization leading to the appearance of bubbles inside the final gel. This 

adversity may be overcome with rubber covering and degassing. 

2. The determination of the right polymerization gel diameter is directly related to the tube mold 

used in polymerization process and is crucial to the functionality of the resulting gels. This fact 

is related with the post-polymerization and analytical procedure, since the gels are expected 

to swell (horizontal and longitudinally) inside 5 mm NMR tubes leading to perfect fit to the 

tube walls (avoid molecules not aligned between gel and tube walls), while keeping elasticity. 

What has been verified is that 5 mm NMR tubes present 4.6 mm of inner diameter and PMMA 

gels stretch and expand approximately 50% (longitudinally: 2.6 cm to 3.8 cm; horizontally; 2.6 

mm to 4 mm) from their dry diameter when swelled without pressure. In this way, the original 

protocol proposes the polymerization inside 3 mm NMR tubes (2.6 mm diameter gels), 

ensuring adapted gel shape (cylindrical) and smaller radius than 5 mm NMR tube allowing 

compressing (the compressing causes the gel to shrink longitudinally and complementary to 

expand radially, keeping the constant volume). Therefore, if it is desired the ability of 

compressing, polymerization gel radius should not overcome 3 mm (5 mm NMR tubes 

present 4.6 mm of inner diameter). If it is not, then 3 mm is the maximum radius for 

polymerization so that gel fits perfectly the 5 mm NMR tube when swelled. 

3. Post-polymerization treatment consists in an indispensable task on this process because of 

necessary gel integrity. When the dry gels obtained from polymerization were directly placed 

into chloroform, solvent widely used to solubilize organic molecules, it has been 

experimentally observed that gels were completely broken, probably due to the high solubility 

of the gel in chloroform, which causes fast entry of the solvent in gel cavities leading to its 

burst. In this way, it has been developed a post-polymerization treatment with a mixture of 

methanol/acetone (50:50) that probably causes a softer initial swelling process (lower affinity 

of the gel for methanol and acetone), so that when a second swelling in chloroform is made 

there is no gel degradation. 

 After gel production with consideration of the previous steps, two NMR standard steps of 

characterization and integrity evaluation were made, which were the acquisition of 
2
H and 

1
H 1D-NMR 

experiments.  

As has been previously introduced, the 
2
H 1D-NMR spectrum, which allows the detection of 

solvent 
2
H nucleus in solution (CDCl3 in this case), is crucial for the determination of the 

homogeneous anisotropy of the solvent molecules present inside the gel cavities, through the 
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visualization of the quadrupolar coupling (by the signal splitting) resulting from the non-total-averaging 

of the non-secular part of the quadrupolar interaction, which along with dipolar coupling and chemical 

shift spin interactions consist of a tensorial property (value depend on the relative orientation of the 

molecule with respect to the external magnetic field B0). In this way, after gel production was always 

necessary to acquire a 
2
H 1D-NMR spectrum in order to ascertain that only quadrupolar splitting was 

observed, and no isotropic central signal was present. 

 In the way to finally reach a capable execution of PMMA gels, many have been the 

unsuccessful results. A typical aspect of one detected malfunction produced gel is the 
2
H 1D-NMR 

spectrum result shown below in Figure 82. 

 

Figure 82 – 
2
H spectrum representation of a defective prepared PMMA gel, showing intense isotropic 

signal lateralized at left by an anisotropic hump due to malfunction alignment. 

 In this spectrum is possible to observe the intense isotropic signal, correspondent to the 

isotropically reorienting CDCl3 molecules in solution, and at the left of this peak a shoulder that 

corresponds to the multiple averaged possible orientations that molecules are experiencing into the 

damaged and dissimilar gel cavities. 

 On the other hand, an example of a partially successful gel execution process of compression 

is shown below in Figure 83. It is said partially because a residual isotropic signal was never possible 

to remove completely, even with the progressive increasing of compression. 
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Figure 83 - 
2
H spectrums representation of a working prepared PMMA gel, showing progressive 

intensified anisotropic signals lateralizing the central residual isotropic signal. From the top to the 
bottom is observed the sharpening of the anisotropic signals associated with intensity and quadrupolar 
splitting increasing (due to alignment increasing), while the opposite is verified for the central isotropic 
signal. (not the same scale of expansion for all spectrums) 

In this case, the 
2
H 1D-NMR spectrum of the gel obtained initially (top) presents an isotropic 

signal more intense than the anisotropic quadrupolar splitting, which is consequence of the non-fitting 
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of the swelled gel to the NMR tube walls due to reduced diameter that leads to an isotropic phase of 

solvent between the walls of the tube and the gel. As the compression is progressively increased 

(spectrums below) with recourse of an appropriate piston (Compression Gel Device; from “New Era 

NMR Supplies and Accessories Catalog”), which is fixed to the tube on the top (Figure 84) and by 

screwing is pulled downwards compressing the gel, it is possible to observe that the isotropic signal is 

progressively decreasing its intensity, giving rise to the increasing of the anisotropic quadrupolar 

signals splitting and intensity. The final spectrum (bottom) reflect a situation where almost every 

molecule is contained within gel cavities, consequently presenting almost only anisotropic signal 

resulting from the temporal averaging of molecular preferential orientation (relative to the external 

magnetic field). 

 In Figure 84 is presented the necessary equipment for the stretching and compressing of 

polymeric gels inside NMR tubes, with top regulation. 

 

Figure 84 – Representation of the materials needed for a typical strain-induced alignment in a gel 
experiment and how the plunger may be locked at the desired position. (Reproduced from New Era NMR 
supplies and accessories catalog) 

 The NMR tube used can be a regular one, as it is possible to observe (Figure 84), and the 

other equipment consists in the previously referred “Compression Gel Device” plunger. 

 The other referred mean of characterization and evaluation of gel integrity, is the 
1
H 1D-NMR 

experiment execution. On the other hand, this technique is crucial for the detection and evaluation of 

impurities presence, such as residual monomer excess (unreacted). In Figure 85 below is 

represented the following of the gel washing process by 
1
H 1D-NMR, and is observed the reduction of 

the impurities (MMA) NMR signals intensity with progressive washing repetitions. The reason for the 

signals not being completely removed is only because the process was not completely accomplished 

due to gel degradation with excessive compression. In these spectra it is even possible to observe 

some reduced intensity broaden signals. These signals correspond to the polymeric gel structure 
1
H 

constitution, namely methyl and methylene 
1
H’s of MMA (methyl methacrylate) and EGDMA (ethylene 

glycol dimethacrylate), which due to reduced mobility (gel rigid structure) present increased relaxation 

times (as explained before), giving the signals that broaden aspect. 
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 The washing process is executed with recourse of the “Compression Gel Device” plunger, 

which is used to compress and stretch the gel repeatedly, and sequential addition and removal of 

chloroform. As chloroform is internalized within gel cavities mechanically, it is removing by 

solubilization the monomer residual molecules. 

 

Figure 85 – Representation of several 
1
H spectrums showing the effect of the successive washings with 

CDCl3 with stretching and compressing procedure. It is possible to observe the progressive decreasing 
of the MMA monomer polymerization signals, and the maintenance of the broad polymer signals. 

 

3.3.1.2 – Cetylpyridinium Chloride (CpCl) Lyotropic Liquid Crystal (LLC) 

 

 The CpCl/n-hexanol/brine lyotropic liquid crystal (Figure 86 and Figure 87) despite having an 

apparent quick process of production (one to two hours according to reported procedures), has 

become several times a lasting process. The reason for such is related with the fact that after liquid 

crystal production the process requires a period of alignment stabilization. During its production, the 

liquid crystal non-homogeneous pre-mixture, where CpCl is precipitated and n-hexanol non-miscible, 

is subjected to elevation of temperature to force the miscibility of the mixture. After the 

homogenization of the mixture (caused by temperature and stirring), which becomes dull and viscous, 
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is followed the step of returning to the experimental temperature, which is the room-temperature one. 

During this last step a crucial feature is the maintenance of the stirring, since it keeps the microscopic 

homogeneity of the micellar formation (micelles with similar size). 

 

Figure 86 – Representation of the structure of the cetylpyridinium chloride ion-pair. 

At this moment is important to highlight the fact that due to cetylpyridinium amphiphilic 

structure, composed by a polar head and a hydrophobic aliphatic chain, this compound is capable of 

forming micellar structures in solution (Figure 87) grouping its own aliphatic chains in the centre and 

exposing its polar head to the outside of the micelle and connect the polar involvement of water, n-

hexanol and NaCl ions present in the mixture. 

 

Figure 87 – Representation of the CpCl/n-hexanol/brine micellar formation in lyotropic liquid crystal 
solution. 

This micellar structures formed in regular non-magnetic induced conditions are known to react 

to induce magnetic conditions forming lamellar phase structures reasoned by its high magnetic 

susceptibility (), the ones that are verified in the presence of the external magnetic field B0 and are 

responsible for the molecular alignment imposition (Figure 88). 
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Figure 88 - Representation of the CpCl/n-hexanol/brine lamellar formation in lyotropic liquid crystal 
solution due to the presence of the external magnetic field. 

 The importance of a regular micellar size formation is its relation with the degree of alignment 

induced in molecules solubilized. If heterogeneous micellar formation occurs, different spatial degrees 

of alignment in solution are verified. One of the techniques used for investigate micellar formation in 

solution was once again the 
2
H 1D-NMR spectra. As has been discussed before, through the 

detection of deuterated molecules (D2O in this case) alignment in solution, it is possible to infer the 

homogeneity of micellar formation in the same, as molecules alignment is established by the bulky 

presence of micelles. 

 During the process of production of the LLC with previously optimized experimental 

conditions, it was verified through 
2
H 1D-NMR spectrums that malfunction lyotropic liquid crystals of 

cetylpyridinium/n-hexanol/brine mixture were being obtained. The 
2
H 1D-NMR spectra are presented 

in Figure 89. Contrary to the malfunctions observed for PMMA gels, in this case it was observed a 

broadening, total or partial, of the quadrupolar splitting signals. On the top of Figure 89 below it is 

observed the 
2
H 1D-NMR spectrum of one total broadening of the quadrupolar splitting signals, which 

consist in the complete broadening of the signal from the baseline to the top of the signals intensity. In 

the middle and in the bottom, for opposition, it is verified only the broadening of half of the signal 

intensity, which means that only from the baseline until half-height of the signal is observed the 

broadening. This phenomenon is related with the relative molecules population that is oriented with 

different degrees of alignment, as has been uncovered above. Since it is known that a given splitting 

corresponds to certain degree of alignment, it is understandable that the broadening, which 

corresponds to the summation of multiple close different splittings, consists in the presence of multiple 

degrees of alignment in solution, resulting from the heterogeneous micellar dimension formation. 
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Figure 89 – 
2
H spectrums of different defective liquid crystal gels. 

 In the Figure 89 above, at the top spectrum, is observed a regular Gaussian distribution of 

different degrees of alignment, which probably corresponds to different micellar dimensions, present 

in solution with a preferential orientation to the one that corresponds to 0.05 ppm or 20 Hz splitting 

that corresponds to the intermediate degree of alignment. At the middle spectrum is observed that the 

smaller degree of alignment is preferential in solution (signal peak corresponds to the smaller splitting 

value, < 0.05 ppm), probably due to higher concentration of smaller size micelles in solution, and the 

broadening at the bottom of the signal corresponds to larger micelle coexistence. At the bottom 

spectrum is observed that the higher degree of alignment is dominant in solution (signal peak 

corresponds to the higher splitting value, > 0.05 ppm), probably due to higher existence of larger size 

micelles in solution, and the broadening at the bottom of the signal corresponds to smaller micelle 

coexistence. These results are expected to have great implications in dissolved molecular behavior, 

specially molecular motion, since is believed that the growing micellar size will affect at least 
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molecular translational motion, parameter that is desired to study. In this way, if different degrees of 

alignment exist in solution, probably many diffusion contributions of molecular populations will be 

verified in the diffusion coefficient single result, and a non-linear decay must be expected. 

 Another interesting result from CpCl LLC media consisted in the verification of alignment 

improvement after substrate dissolution. As can be seen in Figure 90, the spectrum below, which 

corresponds to the 
2
H 1D-NMR result obtained after substrate dissolution, shows a much better 

homogeneity of alignment when comparing with the above spectrum obtained before substrate 

dissolution. This result might be related to one of two questions: first, the reduced possibility of 

substrate influence on the alignment homogenization; or, on the other hand, the greater possibility of 

alignment stabilization during the time required for the dissolution procedure, without substrate 

homogenization interference. The result below in figure 83 was verified for glucose dissolved in CpCl 

3% alignment media. The opposite result (homogeneity destabilization; not shown) has been verified 

for the same alignment (CpCl 3%) for the other studied substrates, namely cellobiose, cellotetraose 

and cellohexaose, reinforcing the idea that no substrate influenced was induced in alignment media 

stabilization in the glucose situation. The time required for stabilization was noticed to be a very 

important factor during all the handling experience with these media, and although it has also been 

determined that it was a highly variable condition, it was noticed that at least one week was necessary 

for media stabilizing. 

 

Figure 90 - 
2
H spectrums of the same liquid crystal before (top) and after (bottom) the addition of 

substrate (glucose).  
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3.3.1.3 – Disodium Cromoglycate (DSCG) Lyotropic Liquid Crystal (LLC) 

 

 Although DSCG (Figure 91) LLC have not been further used for diffusion and conformation 

study after media production, a first step characterization was made through the 
2
H 1D-NMR 

spectrum acquisition. 

 

Figure 91 - Representation of the structure of the disodium cromoglycate ion-pair (DSGC). 

 Disodium cromoglycate salt is a recent discovery in the alignment media investigation, and it 

forms a liquid crystal phase in water and is one of the cheapest and easiest alignment medium to 

prepare. Cromolyn, as it is vulgarly known, easily aggregates in solution forming a liquid crystal 

chromonic phase. This chromonic system is liquid crystalline phased formed by -stacked columnar 

aggregation of planar molecules, typically aromatic with hydrophilic groups in the periphery (differently 

to CpCl). These columnar aggregates provoke the solutes to be trapped between the free space 

between the columns, as represented below, and performing a disposition of its steric model of 

alignment that minimizes the steric clashing with the columnar walls, as the parallel disposition of the 

sugar in relation to the magnetic field represented in the figure below. 
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Figure 92 – Representation of the alignment process of methyl--D-galactopyranoside in the cromolyn 
oriented phase. 

 The 
2
H 1D-NMR spectrum resulting from this alignment media execution consists in a wide 

spread quadrupolar splitting of 200 Hz, indicating a highly compacted and orienting alignment media 

even for the small sized deuterated water in solution. The sharpness of the resulting 
2
H 1D-NMR 

spectrum signals indicate the homogeneity of the alignment phase that results in a homogeneity of 

the aligned molecules, in this case the deuterated water used for the media production. 

 

3.3.2 – Diffusion in Alignment Media 

 

 In this sub-section the results of the diffusion study applied to the alignment media CpCl will 

be presented. The study was done exclusively for this media due to lack of time, since PMMA gels 

have only been achieved in the end of the experimental work, as have already been referred. 

 Objectively this study consisted in the determination of diffusion coefficients for different 

compounds dissolved in different anisotropic CpCl LLC solutions, namely the sugars glucose, 

cellobiose, cellotetraose and cellohexaose, the protein Lysozyme and the previously studied IL, 

BMIMBF4, and its comparison with the results obtained for water isotropic solutions. 
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Figure 93 – Structure representation of the different substrates studied in the CpCl/n-hexanol/brine 
alignment media. 

The aim of this study was to study how molecules with different translational molecular 

behavior are affected in different degree of alignment solutions, namely CpCl 3, 5 and 6 %. The small 

difference of the solutions concentration is known to induce different alignment conditions and there 

was an expectation of translational results variability for small condition changes in the media. 

Furthermore, the purpose of this study in the context of this entire work, was to understand if 

the dynamic restrictions imposed by the alignment media on the solute molecules, which are known to 

generate RDC values appearance that occur in the scale of the pico to nanoseconds time-scale, 

could also affect diffusion, which occur in the milliseconds time-scale, and be detected by NMR 

experiments. The RDCs are known to be related with the anisotropic orientation of the solutes in 

solution during the time averaging of the NMR experiments, which presupposes that if molecules 

spend more time oriented in a particular direction its translational and rotational motion have been 

affected in an anisotropic manner. The objective was to detect the influence of this anisotropy in the 

diffusion behavior of the solutes. 

 

3.3.2.1 – Cetylpyridinium Chloride (CpCl) Lyotropic Liquid Crystal (LLC) 

 

The difference between the CpCl solutions at 3, 5 and 6 % consist in a different micellar size 

formation in solution for each system, which is expected to influence differently the resulting molecular 

diffusion coefficients. Two resulting possibilities are previously considered for this study: first, the 

determination of equal diffusivities for each molecule within the different alignment media degrees, 
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indicating that no influence of micellar size is affecting the different substrate diffusional properties; 

and second, the determination of distinct diffusivities for each molecule, which would confirm the 

practical influence of micellar sizes in substrate properties, and possibly reveal how and when they 

become significant. 

 In order to understand the magnitude of the molecular diffusion changes between aligned 

systems and non-aligned systems, the substrates diffusion coefficients in water solutions were initially 

measured (Table 3): 

Table 3 – Presentation of the different substrates molecular weight and diffusion coefficients in water. 

 

 

 

 

 

 By observing these results is possible to conclude that the diffusion of the different 

compounds is in accordance to what was predictable by the Stokes-Einstein equation, which means 

that bigger molecules diffuse slower than the smaller, even for BMIM
+
, which was expected to present 

anomalous result due to its ionic feature and the consequent possible interaction with the media 

subjects, namely CpCl and NaCl.  

By plotting the logarithm of the diffusion coefficients versus the logarithm of the molecular 

weight (MW) (Figure 94) is possible to establish a linear relation, which is normally used to predict 

diffusion values for unmeasured compounds through a linear regression: 

 

Figure 94 – Representation of the logarithmic relation between the substrates diffusion coefficients and 
the respective molecular weights in water. A linear regression is established with a R

2
 = 0.9841. 
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Substrates Molecular Weight Diffusion in water (m2/s) 

BMIMBF4 139 6,204E-10 

Glucose 180,16 5,101E-10 

Cellobiose 342,29 3,465E-10 

Cellotetraose 666,58 2,605E-10 

Cellohexaose 990,86 2,074E-10 

Lyzozyme 14307 7,824E-11 
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Table 4 - Presentation of the different substrates molecular weight, and its diffusion coefficients in water 
and in different alignment degrees of the same alignment media (CpCl LLC). 

  

The diffusion coefficient of the previously mentioned sugars was then measured in different 

molar percentages of CpCl LLC solutions, corresponding to different alignment conditions, as 

determined by the 
2
H NMR quadrupolar splitting (Table 4) 

 The results obtained indicate that, as in the case of water media, the diffusion coefficients of 

the different molecules are in accordance with the Stokes-Einstein equation, decreasing with the 

increasing molecular size. These results also indicate that, as it has been previously hypothesized, in 

the “good condition” preparations it is verified that the diffusion of the different compounds remains 

equal for different alignment degrees. This result points out the fact that no influence of the alignment 

degree is felt on the substrates translational motion behavior, at least for this short range of alignment 

degrees. Another interesting result consists in the fact that also practically no change is verified 

between the sugars diffusion coefficient in water and in CpCl LLC solutions, indicating that the global 

influence of this degree of alignment range (3, 5 and 6 %) is almost negligible for translational motion. 

Also the water diffusion, along with the sugars, present invariable diffusion through the three 

alignment degree conditions (3, 5 and 6 %), only presenting value deviation when considering the 

defective preparation of 3 % CpCl LLC solution, in which the water, just as the sugars, present much 

slower diffusion coefficient. 

 The reason for the problematic question of the defective preparation of 3 % CpCl LLC 

solutions remains somehow a mystery. However, reasons exist to believe that this have been 

consequence of insufficient time for solution homogenization, prior to substrates dissolution. In 

practice, it was verified that these preparations were defective through the monitoring by 
2
H 1D-NMR, 

being observed different results (splittings) for solutions that came from the same preparation. One 

reason for such event have only happened in 3 % CpCl LLC preparation, may be the fact that this is 

the most diluted solution, and for this reason more careful and different conditions might be necessary 

(different time periods of preparation; or higher temperatures; etc) with liquid crystalline phase 

formation in order to obtain the desired homogeneity. An example of a defective decay resulting from 

a defective CpCl LLC preparation may be observed in the figure below: 

Substrates Diffusion in water (m
2
/s) 

(Defective) 
Diffusion  
in CpCl 

3% 
(< 10 Hz) 

(m
2
/s) 

Diffusion  
in CpCl 

3% 
(10 Hz) 
(m

2
/s) 

Diffusion  
in CpCl 5% 

(20Hz) 
(m

2
/s) 

Diffusion  
in CpCl 6% 

(30 Hz) 
(m

2
/s) 

Molecular 
Weight 

H2O - 6,50E-10 1,36E-09 1,39E-09 1,38E-09 18 

Glucose 5.10E-07 
 

4,10E-10 3,85E-10 4,04E-10 180,16 

Cellobiose 3.47E-07 9,50E-11 

- 

2,85E-10 2,88E-10 342,29 

Cellotetraose 2.61E-07 6,86E-11 1,89E-10 1,82E-10 666,58 

Cellohexaose 2.07E-07 3,48E-11 1,51E-10 1,55E-10 990,86 
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Figure 95 – Representation of a defective decay (of cellotetraose) in a CpCl/n-hexanol/brine liquid crystal. 

 As may be observed, with exception for the water signal, no other signal presents a single 

exponential decay, namely cellotetraose and CpCl signals. In fact, after mathematical treatment of the 

decay data obtained for the non single-exponential signal decays, a bi-exponential decay has been 

found (data not shown). This result may physically indicate that it is verified by NMR diffusion 

experiments the contribution of two molecular spin species, one that is diffusing faster, associated 

with smaller micellar formation regions, and one that is diffusing slower, associated with larger 

micellar formation regions.  

Another good indicative to confirm appropriate CpCl LLC preparations is the 
1
H 1D-NMR 

spectrum analysis. Through this spectrum observation becomes possible to evaluate the relative 

relaxation rate of the alignment media, which is expected to be relaxing very fast and for this reason 

to present a very broad signal in the 
1
H 1D-NMR spectrum. On the contrary, in the above spectrum is 

observed a slower relaxation signal (sharper; at high field of F2 dimension) that in the diffusion 

experience represented presents almost no decay for the chosen time period, which was expected 

due to the media properties, such as macroscopic viscosity and microscopic micellar or lamellar 

aggregates formation. 

 For opposition, in the next figure is possible to observe a perfect decay of the dissolved 

BMIMBF4 substance to illustrate a good example of a desired decay. In this pseudo-2D spectrum 

besides the perfect decay, is also observed a good signal to noise ratio, in opposition to what has 

been verified in the above situation. 
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Figure 96 - Representation of effective decay (of BMIM
+
) in water. 

 The variation of the diffusion coefficients in the well achieved different alignment degrees (5 

and 6 %) represented in the table above, are also shown below versus molecular weight: 

 

Figure 97 – Representation of the exponential relation between the substrates diffusion coefficients and 
the molecular weight in the two CpCl/n-hexanol/brine liquid crystal preparations (5 and 7.5 %). 

 The logarithm relation between diffusion coefficients and molecular weights are again 

established for these systems, and represented in the figure below. It is possible to observe the high 

R
2
 values associated with the two relations (0.9994 and 0.9983 for 5 % and 6 %, respectively): 
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Figure 98 - Representation of the logarithmic relation between the substrates diffusion coefficients and 
the respective molecular weights in the two CpCl/n-hexanol/brine liquid crystal preparations (5 and 7.5 
%). Two linear regressions are established with R

2
 = 0.9994 for 5 % and R

2
 = 0.9983 for 7.5 %. 

 At last, another experiment has been performed, which consisted in the testing of the 

alignment changing with temperature variation, through the monitoring of 
2
H quadrupolar splitting. 

This test indicated that the relation of the alignment degree of the solution media with the temperature 

variation is not linear, progressing in a logarithmical manner. 

 

Figure 99 – Representation of the relation between the quadrupolar splitting progression with the 
temperature variation. 

 

3.3.3 – Conformation in Alignment Media 

 

 The conformation study had the purpose of determining the way that the already studied 

molecules (sugars) react to such media conditions when inserted on it. Although this study was first 
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planned to determine the conformation of the same sugars studied in the previously discussed 

diffusion study, so that a correlation between the two results was possible to be carried, due to 

experimental time limitations these results have not been possible to acquire and process. 

Nevertheless, we were able to do some acquisition, namely to measure the RDCs, which are known 

to uncover the relative conformation of molecules in solution, of different sugars such as the sucrose 

and the -glucotetraose (G4G4G3G). Again due to time limitations, this study has only been possible 

to carry out in the already widely discussed CpCl LLC media of alignment. 

 In the case of sucrose discussion, the results have only been acquired for one degree of 

alignment media, the 5 % CpCl LLC. On the other hand, for -glucotetraose (G4G4G3G) the RDCs 

results from two degree of alignment, namely 5 and 7.5 % CpCl LLC. 

 The major purpose of this study was the possible understanding of how the different 

alignment degrees influenced the molecular conformational, in complement to the previous study of 

how the alignment degree influenced the diffusion motion. Recalling the results obtained from the 

previous diffusion study, where it was possible to determine that apparently no influence is felt by the 

molecules with the increasing alignment degree, at least in the alignment range studied, with this 

conformational study the expectations is that probably the same is verified, and consequently no 

conformational change will be determined. 

 

3.3.3.1 – Cetylpyridinium Chloride (CpCl) Lyotropic Liquid Crystal (LLC) 

 

3.3.3.1.1 - Sucrose 

 

Table 5 – Sucrose RDC values on CpCl 5%. 

Sucrose 

  A B   A B   A B 

1C (ppm) 62,2 100,3 3C (ppm) 77,2 76,8 5C (ppm) 84,8 81,5 

J (Hz) 298,57 188,74 J (Hz) 157,28 157,3 J (Hz) 149,67 141,34 

T (Hz) 289,36 183,01 T (Hz) 147,62 147,24 T (Hz) 147,28 147,57 

D (Hz) -9,21 -5,73 D (Hz) -9,66 -10,06 D (Hz) -2,39 6,23 

2C (ppm) 114,6 71,9 4C (ppm) 75,2 71,5 6C (ppm) 62,2 62,2 

J (Hz) 

- 

149,4 J (Hz) 157 141,8 J (Hz) 291,06 291,06 

T (Hz) 147,51 T (Hz) 153,42 147,46 T (Hz) 283,05 295,26 

D (Hz) -1,89 D (Hz) -3,58 5,66 D (Hz) -8,01 4,2 

 

 Observing the sucrose RDCs results in Table 5, it is possible to observe some interesting 

results. It was expected that the glucose-B ring would be aligned parallel to the external magnetic field 
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(B0), as known from literature results. In this way, observing the glucose-B ring RDC values of the 

axial Hs 2, 3, 4 and 5 it was expected to find equal results in value and in signal, due to its parallel 

relation.  

 

Figure 100 – Representation of sucrose numbering and expected conformation. 

Interestingly, although the values of Hs 4 and 5 correspond to the expectations, which were 

approximately equal positive values (5.66 and 6.23, respectively), since its parallel relation (between 

C-H bonds; antiperiplanar) and the prediction of parallel orientation of the glucose ring with respect to 

the external magnetic field, and consequently perpendicular orientation of the ring axial C-H bonds 

with respect to the external magnetic field. Remember that from 0 º to the magic angle (57.4 º) the 

RDCs are negative, and from the magic angle to 90 º the RDCs are positive, considering half of the 

spherical distribution of C-H bonds relation to the external magnetic field.  

Anomalously, the Hs 2 and 3 besides presenting negative values (-1.89 and -10.06, 

respectively), they also present different values to each other. Two eminent explications may arise 

from this situation: first, errors in the measurement of the two coupling values, the scalar one and the 

total one (scalar + dipolar; in alignment) resulting in the incorrect determination of the dipolar values; 

and second, that eventually the glucose ring is really performing a changed conformation (in relation 

to the one represented in the figure), and its C-H bonds 2 and 3 are pointing equatorially. This 

hypothesis of changed conformation could be associated to the results obtained for the fructose ring.  

 Considering now the fructose ring, imagining that its conformation corresponds to the one 

represented in the figure above, is possible to predict that only the RDC corresponding to the 5 C-H 

bond would be positive, because of its axial position, and the 3 and 4 ring C-H bonds RDC values 

would be negative. Taking a look to the Table 5, is possible to observe that oppositely to the 

prediction the 5 C-H bond present a negative value indicating that is point preferentially parallel with 

respect to the external magnetic field direction. The 3 and 4 C-H bonds, as expected, present different 

negative RDC values, which is accordance to their positional conformation and distinct angle. The two 

hypotheses that arise from the anomalous value of 5 C-H bond are: once again errors in the 

measurement process; or in second place, the rotation of the fructose ring downwards (considering 

the figure above) sufficient for the transposition of the 5 C-H bonds from pointing perpendicularly with 

respect to the magnetic field, to start pointing parallel with respect to the external magnetic field.  
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In sum, the 1 (equatorial H; RDC negative value), 4 and 5 C-H bonds RDC values of the 

glucose ring corroborates the represented conformation in the figure above, while the 2 and 3 leave 

some questions to answer. For the fructose ring, the 3 and 4 C-H bonds RDC values corroborates the 

represented conformation in the figure above, while the 5 C-H bond suggests a rotation on the 

fructose ring, also compatible with the values of 3 and 4 C-H bonds RDC values. The 1, of fructose 

ring, and 6, of fructose and glucose rings, C-H bonds RDC values have no objective interest using 

this approach, since because of their great mobility the averaged observed with the resulting RDC 

value may encode several possible positions. One possible conclusion is that in fact the sucrose 

molecule in these solutions has no linear chain conformation, but adopts a small twisted one. 

Despite being very simple and somehow poor, this approach allows the determination of 

relative positions in sugar rings, as have been introduced earlier in this chapter, and was performed 

here. Besides that, evaluating linear poly-unit sugars, this approach may be also very interesting to 

determine the “linearity” of the chain. 

 

3.3.3.1.2 - -glucotetraose (G4G4G3G) 

 

In addition to the previous sucrose RDCs measurements and analysis, the same have been 

done for the -glucotetraose (G4G4G3G), with the advantage that this time it has been done for two 

different alignment degree values. The expectation for this molecule conformation in solution is that it 

positions in a parallel manner with respect to the external magnetic field, even knowing that this 

molecule does not have linear global disposition in water, which is related with its glycosidic bond 1-3. 

As has already been seen, a disposition of this type (parallel to the external magnetic field) 

implies that all the axial Hs of the glucose rings displays positive C-H bond RDC values, and of similar 

magnitude. The influence of the increment on alignment degree from 5 % to 7.5 % is expected to be 

observed in terms of magnitude, since it is known that the dipolar coupling value magnitude is 

dependent on the strength of the alignment (the time duration that the molecule spends in certain 

position, pointing at certain directions), whereas the sign of the RDC are expected to remain equal 

due to same pointing direction of the C-H bonds. 

 

Figure 101 - Representation of -glucotetraose (G4G4G3G) numbering and expected conformation. 
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 One previous note that is important to consider is the fact that the coupling determination in 

this case have been much more difficult than in the previous case of sucrose. The reason is the 

complex spectra exhibited by this compound, which with the addition of couplings (signal splittings) 

becomes even more complex and harder to attribute. In this way, many C-H bond coupling values 

obtained are marked with a red box in the table below, in order to signalize the dubious ones. 

Table 6 - -glucotetraose (G4G4G3G) RDC values on CpCl 5 and 7.5%. 

G4G4G3G - 5 % CpCl G4G4G3G – 7.5 % CpCl 

  Aα Aβ B C D   Aα Aβ B C D 

C1 C1 

J (Hz) 186,11 175,36 185,29 175,86 185,92 J (Hz) 
186,11 175,36 185,29 175,86 185,92 

T (Hz) 186 196,33 206,89 206,54 216,48 T (Hz) 
175,81 217,08 227 226,85 237,41 

D (Hz) -0,11 20,97 21,6 30,68 30,56 D (Hz) 
-10,3 41,72 41,71 50,99 51,49 

C2 C2 

J (Hz) 154,88 144,89 144,67 154,97 155,17 J (Hz) 
154,88 144,89 144,67 154,97 155,17 

T (Hz) 164,45 175,44 175,28 176,01 175,61 T (Hz) 
185,75 186 195,97 206,17 195,91 

D (Hz) 9,57 30,55 30,61 21,04 20,44 D (Hz) 
30,87 41,11 51,3 51,2 40,74 

C3 C3 

J (Hz) 154,64 144,47 155,12 154,9 154,98 J (Hz) 
154,64 144,47 155,12 154,9 154,98 

T (Hz) 165,11 165,11 164,8 164,8 165,01 T (Hz) 
175,72 175,56 196,27 196,27 175,8 

D (Hz) 10,47 20,64 9,68 9,9 10,03 D (Hz) 
21,08 31,09 41,15 41,37 20,82 

C4 C4 

J (Hz) 154,72 165,18 154,97 165,17 154,8 J (Hz) 
154,72 165,18 154,97 165,17 154,8 

T (Hz) 175,46 175,46 175,4 175,4 165,33 T (Hz) 
185,27 185,27 196,12 196,12 186,53 

D (Hz) 20,74 10,28 20,43 10,23 10,53 D (Hz) 
30,55 20,09 41,15 30,95 31,73 

C5 C5 

J (Hz) 154,8 154,73 154,34 154,34 144,54 J (Hz) 
154,8 154,73 154,34 154,34 144,54 

T (Hz) 165,39   165,58 165,58 175,51 T (Hz) 
186,07 175,67 186 186 196,05 

D (Hz) 10,59 -154,73 11,24 11,24 30,97 D (Hz) 
31,27 20,94 31,66 31,66 51,51 

C6 C6 

J (Hz) 299,34 299,5 289,64 299,14 288,8 J (Hz) 
299,34 299,5 289,64 299,14 288,8 

T (Hz) 278,56 289,05 288,94 268,56 278,8 T (Hz) 
258,31 288,74 278,83 258,21 268,45 

D (Hz) -20,78 -10,45 -0,7 -30,58 -10 D (Hz) 
-41,03 -10,76 -10,81 -40,93 -20,35 

C6' C6' 

J (Hz) 288,45 299,5 279,28 299,35 289,29 J (Hz) 
288,45 299,5 279,28 299,35 289,29 

T (Hz) 299,06 268,44 278,44 278,94 278,89 T (Hz) 
185,71 247,64 247,47 247,8 257,68 

D (Hz) 10,61 -31,06 -0,84 -20,41 -10,4 D (Hz) 
-102,74 -51,86 -31,81 -51,55 -31,61 

 

 Observing now the resulting values in a global manner, is possible to verify that all the 

expected axial C-H bond couplings present positive value, confirming its axial position and 
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additionally confirming that the molecule is standing parallel with respect to the external magnetic field 

(in a non-linear manner). Considering the fact that these couplings do not present strictly equal 

values, two possibilities may arise: first, is the possibility of failed measurement of the two splittings, 

scalar and total, specially supported in this case by the signal confusion that these spectrums 

presents; and second is the fact that, knowing that the coupling values magnitude are dependent of 

the degree of restriction, it is possible to assume that such small differences, as 10 and 20 Hz, 

between the C-H coupling values correspond to small different degrees of restriction of every C-H 

bond (higher value corresponds to more time spent pointing in certain direction) situated in different 

positions of the rings. 

 By observing the table values is possible to establish that globally the carbons 1 and 2 of all 

the glucose units presents for some reason higher degrees of restriction, while the others present 

smaller degrees of restriction, interpreting the coupling magnitudes as such. Crucial information are 

the confirmation of the possibility of distinguish through RDCs if the anomeric H is axial or equatorial, 

verified by the distinct signal of the two C1 possible configurations of A and A, which present 

negative and positive signal, respectively; and by the same way the possibility of distinction of the two 

C6 diastereotopic Hs of each unit in some cases. 

 In sum, is possible to confirm that the sugar -glucotetraose (G4G4G3G) is standing in a non-

linear conformation parallel to the external magnetic field, and that the huge variety of C-H bonds 

present in every glucose unit show different degrees of restriction through the magnitude of its 

coupling value. Additionally, is observed the scale up of the magnitude for every coupling from the 5 

% to the 7.5 % CpCl solution, which, as already explained, is consequence of the increment on the 

degree of alignment. Additionally, also refer the possibility of distinguish between anomeric Hs of the 

two sugar configurations ( or ). 
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3.4 – Conclusion and Future Works 
 

 The main conclusion of this work is that the increasing of the alignment degree of the lyotropic 

liquid crystal (nematic phase) CpCl/n-Hexanol, in normal conditions, has no huge consequences in 

the substrates (at least for sugars) self-diffusion and conformation. 

 In terms of dynamics it is concluded that the anisotropic effect imposed by the alignment 

media on the solute molecules, which is verified by the RDCs occurrence (pico to nanoseconds time-

scale), is not detected in diffusion, at least in the milliseconds time-scale in which arises the diffusion 

experiments. In this way, in the alignment media studied (CpCl) and in the degrees of alignment 

selected (3, 5 and 6 %) it appears that the diffusion is totally isotropic in aligned media. 

Is also possible to conclude that sugars diffusion follow the Stokes-Einstein equation for 

diffusion, ordering the increasing diffusion rate as: D-(+)-glucose > D-(+)-cellobiose > 1,4-D-(+)-

cellotetraose > 1,4-D-(+)—cellohexaose > Lysozyme, and that a linear relation may be established 

between the logarithmical values of molecules diffusion and molecular weight. 

 Is possible to conclude that the sugars diffusion in water and in the alignment media are very 

close, confirming the almost non-effect of the alignment conditions in diffusion. 

 Another important achievement was the attaining of the PMMA gel integrity, since because of 

the utilization of the radicalar initiator V-65 instead of V-70 represents a decrease in global costs. 

 With this study was possible to determine that the sugars sucrose and -glucotetraose 

(G4G4G3G) positioning themselves approximately parallel to the external magnetic field, and possibly 

present small different degrees of mobility restriction for each C-H bonded carbon within the sugar 

units, detected by the small nuances of magnitude in RDCs values. 

 As future work it is logical to propose the repetition of the same experiences and techniques 

but this time to evaluate a larger range of alignment degrees, to try the detection of any behaviour 

variation, as with diffusion or with conformation disposition. 

 Another possible future work was performing this same study on different alignment media 

type, such as the prepared PMMA gels, or even in another LLC media, such as the prepared 

cromolyn, presenting also large ranges of alignment degree 

 A possibility of another study to probe molecular dynamics in alignment media was to perform 

the same rotational motion study applied for BMIMBF4 in this work, with the objective of detecting the 

possible effects that these alignment media may induce in molecular correlation times in comparison 

with the ones verified in water. 
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Chapter 4 – Conclusions and Future Perspectives 
 

 I believe that some global conclusions that can be withdrawn from all this work is that NMR is 

an invaluable spectroscopic technique that offers almost unlimited possibilities to study matter, 

specially liquids, and specially its dynamics at the microscopic level.  

In this work, techniques that allows the study of diffusion, reorientation and even conformation 

have been applied with success in determining such specificities, and contributing to the deeper 

understanding of molecules dynamics in solution, and uncovering many possibilities of future studies 

based on questions that emerged from this one. 

 Specifically, with this work it was possible to determine the importance that the alignment 

media design, preparation and utilization may reveal for not just the conformational comprehension, 

but also for the diffusion dynamics. Although the somehow frustrating diffusion results from these 

media experiences, is still exists the possibility of major and significant discoveries arising from this 

methodology, which consists in a motivation to further develop research on it. 

 On the other hand, the well established and fruitful methodology to study ionic liquids 

described herein is an encouraging result and experience to further develop investigation in such 

field. The possibility of study the whole phase diagram of [BMIM][BF4] with water, and in addition a 

large temperature range, consist in one major effort for IL dynamic description, and considering the 

results obtained it represents a major instrument for investigation that this time resulted possibly in the 

progressive evaluation of the interesting ion-pair dynamics, which was a primary objective. 

 This work has contributed not just for producing results, but principally to permit the learning 

and development of such spectroscopic tool as NMR, and subsequently to dominate panoply of 

techniques that allowed the obtaining of such results. In this way, it is concluded that the 

understanding and experience earned consist in an added value that besides the contribution for my 

physicochemical comprehension of molecules, will enable the progressive deepening of the same in 

the future. 

  Possible future works derivative from this work consist easily in the application of such 

methodologies to different analogous systems, such as: other ionic liquids with close structural 

relation and similar conditions; the development of new alignment media types, and the investigation 

of same molecular properties as diffusion and conformation in such systems; and eventually the 

application of such studies to completely different systems in which are expected interesting results of 

the same order.  
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Annexes 
 

A.1 – NMR Relaxation 
 

A.1.1 - Relaxation Measurement Methods 

 

 The relaxation methodology approached in this thesis, because of practical application for 

results purposes, is the inversion-recovery experiments. It is a simple and fundamental experiment 

that permit the direct obtaining of T1 values.
4
 

 

A.1.1.1 – Inversion-Recovery – Measurement of T1 

 

 The value of T1 provides valuable information as to the motion and dynamics of the 

molecules.
4
 

 The usual technique for measuring T1 is called inversion-recovery. The pulse sequence is 

given by:
4
 

 

Figure 102 – Inversion-recovery pulse sequence.
4
 

 It consists of two RF pulses separated by an interval td. The use of a single-headed arrow 

means that the pulse sequence is repeated, with different values of the interval td, and the results 

compiled in a two-dimensional data matrix. Because time variable during the signal acquisition 

interval is denoted as t, then the two-dimensional data matrix may be denoted s(,t).
4
 

 The pulse sequence given before, hide a number of details. First, for each value of td, the 

pulse sequence and data acquisition are normally repeated many times, adding the signals together 

in order to enhance the signal over the noise. Second, each repetition of the pulse sequence is 

separated by a long interval wait, during which the spins return to a reproducible thermal equilibrium 

state. For this to be satisfied, the waiting interval wait, plus the signal acquisition period acq (within the 
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latter), must be several times (1-5 times) the relaxation time constant (which imply that it is necessary 

to have a good guess as to the value of T1 before determining it this way).
4
 

 The first pulse in the sequence is a x pulse that generates an inverted population distribution. 

The populations relax back towards thermal equilibrium during the interval : their progress is 

monitored by the second pulse, which converts the population difference into coherences, including 

the observable (-1)-quantum coherence, which induces an NMR signal:
4
 

 Although the spin density operator transformations are not shown here, it is known that the 

observable spin coherence is therefore a function of the interval between the pulses () and the time t 

after the last pulse.
4
 

 Although this is also not demonstrated, it is known that the spectral peak amplitude is 

negative for small values of , but goes through zero and becomes positive for large values of td:
4
 

 

Figure 103 – Peak amplitude as function of  (equal to td).
4
 

 Whereas the amplitude a(td) versus td reflects the history of the longitudinal magnetization 

recovery (each peak amplitude depends on td according to the spin-lattice relaxation time constant for 

the corresponding ensemble j), it is possible to calculate T1 from the following equation (for each 

ensemble of spins):
4
 

      
 

 
      

  

  
 
             (23) 

 The data matrix s(,t) is Fourier transformed with respect to t giving S(,Ω). 

 An experimental data matrix S(,Ω) for a sample with four different chemical sites is shown:
4
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Figure 104 – Inversion-recovery spectra.  

 The value of T1 may be extracted from the experimental peak amplitudes a(td) by standard 

methods, for example the values of log(a(td)) may be plotted against  and fitted to a straight line. The 

slope of the best-fit is the estimated value of 1/T1.
4
 

 

A.1.2 – Diffusion-Ordered Measurement Methods 

 

 Experiments carried out using a static field that remains systematically inhomogeneous are 

limited in application, as the line broadening caused by the field inhomogeneity leads to signal overlap 

and reduces signal-to-noise ratio. The introduction of pulsed field gradients (PFG) allowed spin echo 

(SE) signals to be measured under high resolution conditions, retaining high sensitivity and allowing 

signals with different Larmor frequencies to be distinguished. Pulsed field gradient spin echo (PFGSE) 

experiments have a variety of form, but all share the same basic principals.
9
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Figure 105 – Pulsed field gradient pulse sequence. 

 First there is the initial excitation with a (/2)x that puts the magnetization in the x,y-plane. 

During the application of the gradient, which is along the direction of the static spectrometer field (B0), 

the effective magnetic field for each spin is dependent on its position. Thus, the precession frequency 

is also position dependent, which leads to the development of position dependent phase angles. The 

y pulse changes the direction of the precession. Therefore, the second gradient of equal magnitude 

will cancel the effects of the first and refocus all spin, provided that no change of position, with respect 

to the direction of the gradient, has occurred.
183

 

 

Figure 106 – No diffusion situation. 

 If there is a change of position, the refocusing will not be complete. This results in a remaining 

dephasing which is proportional to the displacement during the period Δ between the two gradients.
183
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Figure 107 – Diffusion situation. 

 Since diffusion is a random motion, there is a distribution of gradient induced phase angles. 

These random phase shifts are averaged over the ensemble of spins contributing to the observed 

NMR signal. Therefore, this signal is not phase shifted but attenuated, with the degree of attenuation 

depending on the displacement.
183

 

 The signal intensity S(2) after the total echo time 2 is given by:
183

 

           
 
   

  
 
 
            

 

 
  
          

            
 

 
  

     (24) 

 S(0) is the signal intensity immediately after the /2 pulse; 

 g is the strength of the applied gradient; 

 δ is the length of the rectangular gradient pulses; 

 Δ is the separation between gradient pulses. 

 Some typical values are: δ in the range of 0-10 ms; Δ in the range of milliseconds to seconds; 

and g is up to 20 T m
-1

.
183

 

 To determine diffusion coefficients a series of experiments is performed in which either g, δ or 

Δ is varied while keeping  constant to achieve identical attenuation due to relaxation.  

For the determination of D, non-linear regression of the experimental data may be used. 
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A.2 – NMR in alignment media 
 

A.2.1 – NMR Direct Dipole-Dipole Coupling 

 

 Dipolar coupling (or direct dipole-dipole coupling) consist in the direct through-space 

interaction between two magnetic dipoles (nuclear spins), which alongside with chemical shift, scalar 

coupling and quadrupolar coupling composes the four internal spin interactions. Out of these four 

NMR spectroscopic interactions, only two are directly observable in high-resolution NMR spectra of 

organic compounds in isotropic solutions, which are the isotropic chemical shift (resonant frequency 

of a nucleus relative to a standard) and the scalar coupling (coupling through chemical bonds 

connecting two spins). The dipolar and the quadrupolar couplings, plus the anisotropic parts of the 

former are averaged by the fast tumbling dynamics in solution, as will be seen subsequently, and are 

noticed only by their contribution to relaxation (for example in Nuclear Overhauser Effect).
4
 

 Dipolar interaction is easy to physically visualize 

since it can be consider the representation of two magnetic 

fields, looping around in the surrounding space, associated 

to two nuclear spins close to each other, each presenting a 

characteristic direction according to the spin magnetic 

moment (vector). The interaction between the two spins is 

mutual, so each nuclear spin experiences the field generated 

by the other nuclear spin. This interaction denomination 

(direct dipole-dipole coupling) is also called this way because the fields between the nuclear spins 

propagate through the intervening space, without involving the electron clouds. Dipolar coupling may 

be either intramolecular or intermolecular, and homonuclear or heteronuclear.
4
 

 

A.2.1.1 – NMR Isotropy and Anisotropy 

 

 At this point it is important to clarify the meaning of Isotropy and Anisotropy in NMR molecular 

motion context. In NMR, as in general, isotropy reflect the distribution of something uniformly (isos = 

equal) in all directions (tropos = way), while anisotropy reflects the opposite, that is the preferred 

orientation in some directions. In this context, these terms are directly related to molecular motion 

(rotational and translational), so that isotropic motion refers to molecules whose motion is free, and 

individually may experiment all possible orientations in a given time period; and anisotropic motion, on 

the other hand, refers to molecules whose motion is somehow restricted and thereby some 

orientations are favored over others in a given time period. Furthermore, in solids every molecule is 

trapped in their position, so that each molecule presents only a single direction, but together all 

molecules may combine all possible directions. Many NMR observables are tensorial properties 

Figure 108 – Dipolar coupling.
4 
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whose value depends on the relative orientation of the molecule respect to the external magnetic field 

B0, as will be seen later. 

 

A.2.1.2 – Quantum Mechanical Approach – Key Equations and Definitions 

 

 The full form of the dipolar interaction between Ij and Ik is represented in the potential energy 

spin Hamiltonian by the following term:
4
 

    
       

                                         (25) 

 ejk is a unit vector parallel to the line joining the centers of the two nuclei; the magnitude of the 

vector ejk is defined to be ejk . ejk = 1; 

 

Figure 109 – Internuclear spin vector.
4
 

 bjk is the dipolar coupling constant that gives the magnitude of the through-space interaction. 

Which is given by:
4
 

     
  

  

     

   
              (26) 

 j and k are the gyromagnetic ratios of the two spins (units of radians per second per Tesla);

 rjk is the spin-spin distance between the two spins (units of meters);

 µ0 is the magnetic constant, which is equal to 4x 10
-7

 Hm
-1

 (SI units); 

 ħ is the Planck constant, which is equal to 1.054 x 10
-34

 (units of Joule second). 

 Equation (2) provides the dipolar coupling in units of radians per second, or Hertz (2radians 

per second = 1 Hertz). The interaction goes down according to the inverse cube of the internuclear 

distance, and scales linearly with the gyromagnetic ratio of each interacting spin.
4
 

 Dipolar coupling bjk is constant, so it does not depend on molecular orientation. On the other 

hand, the dipolar spin Hamiltonian in equation (1) is orientation dependent, since the vector e jk 

changes direction as the molecule rotates. The negative sign in equation (2) indicates that the 

coupling energy of the interacting spin pair is minimized when both are pointing in the same direction 

along the internuclear vector.
4
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Figure 110 – Polarized magnets.
4
 

 The dipolar coupling is very useful for molecular structural studies, since it depends only on 

known physical constants and the inverse cube of the internuclear distance rjk
-3

. Estimation of this 

coupling provides a direct spectroscopic way to the distances between nuclei, and so to the 

geometrical form of the molecule. Measuring many dipolar couplings of spin pairs in a molecule can 

uncover the molecular structure and conformation unambiguously (NOESY and ROESY experiments 

make use of this principle).
4
 

 

Figure 111 – Many dipolar coupled spins.
4
 

 

A.2.1.2.1 – Secular Dipolar Coupling 

 

 The secular approximation in the dipolar coupling context concerns the case where the 

Hamiltonian is the sum of two terms:
4
 

                      (27) 

 A and B are Hermitian (or self-adjoint) operators (equal to its conjugate transpose, A* and B*) 

 Transposing this principle for a sample containing many “equivalent” spins (equivalent dipolar 

coupling interaction), where each pair of spins has a dipolar coupling described by equation (1), the 

dipolar coupling spin Hamiltonian of the whole sample is given by:
4
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             (28) 

 Nevertheless, the form of the secular dipolar coupling depends on whether the spins Ij and Ik 

are of the same isotopic spin species or not. The secular approximation is based on the energy level 

differences between energy eigenstates, and these energy levels differences depend strongly on 

whether the spin system is homonuclear or heteronuclear. Recovering the explanation of equation (3), 

to better understand the difference between the homo- and heteronuclear spin system cases, since A 

is Hermitian it is possible to form an orthogonal basis set from the eigenvectors |n> of A:
4
 

                            (29) 

 an are the eigenvalues of A; 

 |n> are the eigenvectors of A. 

 Establishing the parallel between operator A and a nuclear spin Ij or Ik, A eigenvalues an may 

be represented in different energy eigenstates in an energy diagram as follows:
4
 

 

Figure 112 – Energy diagram of eigenstates.
4
 

 In this way, because the energy differences between eigenstates are characteristic for each 

nuclear spin (for example 
1
H, 

13
C, etc), the secular approximation will be necessarily different for the 

two cases, homonuclear case and heteronuclear case.
4
 

 Considering the homonuclear case, then the secular part of the dipolar coupling spin 

Hamiltonian is given by:
4
 

    
                                        (30) 

 djk is the secular dipolar coupling, that is given by:
4
 

       
 

 
                       (31) 

 Θjk is the angle between the vector joining the spins and the external magnetic field, that is:
4
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                          (32) 

 As shown in this representation:
4
 

 

Figure 113 – Internuclear spin vector with respect to the external magnetic field.
4
 

 Worth noting that the dipolar coupling constant bjk depends only on the distance between the 

spins and does not depend on the orientation of the spin pair with respect to the magnetic field, while 

the secular dipolar coupling djk depends on the orientation and the distance.
4
 

 Considering the heteronuclear case, then the secular part of the dipolar coupling spin 

Hamiltonian is given by:
4
 

    
                                 (33) 

 In both cases, homonuclear and heteronuclear, the secular dipolar coupling djk depends on 

the molecular orientation, through the angle Θjk. The settlement of the angle domain (3cos
2
 Θjk - 1) 

provides the determination of the opposite sign for the secular dipolar coupling whether the spin pairs 

are aligned along the field (Θjk = 0) or the spin pairs are oriented perpendicular to the field (Θjk = / 2). 

Other significant information is achievable by setting the secular dipolar coupling equal to zero:
4
 

                        (34) 

 Which results in obtaining a value of 54,74 º for Θjk, that is called the magic angle:
4
 

                                 (35) 

 

A.2.1.2.2 – Dipolar Coupling in Isotropic Liquids 

 

 In an isotropic liquid the secular part of the intramolecular dipolar coupling averages to zero. 

This is seen by observing the following integral:
4
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            (36) 

 The factor sin Θjk is necessary in order to reproduce the physical behaviour of nuclear spins in 

solution, and give all orientations equal probability. The area element on the surface of the sphere is 

proportional to the sin Θjk term:
4
 

 

Figure 114 – Sphere surface representation of the area element for orientations equal probability.
4
 

 The principle idea is that there are only two ways of orienting a spin-spin vector along the 

magnetic field (up or down), whereas there are many ways of orienting a vector perpendicular to the 

magnetic field:
4
 

 

Figure 115 – Parallel and perpendicular orientations.
4
 

 In the same way, the short-range intermolecular dipolar couplings do average to zero 

because of the translational and reorientational motions of the molecules. The long-range 

intermolecular dipolar couplings do not average to zero in isotropic liquids; however these couplings 

are so small that in most circumstances they may be ignored. The dipolar coupling spin Hamiltonian 

may be written by:
4
 

    
                                     (37) 

 Although the secular part of the dipolar coupling practically disappears in isotropic liquids, it is 

still possible to exploit the non-secular part of it (bjk) through their effect on the relaxation of the spin 

system, as it will be unwound in the NOE effect topic.
4
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A.2.1.2.3 – Dipolar Coupling in Anisotropic liquids 

 

 In an anisotropic liquid, there is a preferential molecular and translational motion orientation of 

the molecules.
4
 

 The intramolecular dipolar couplings do not average out completely in an anisotropic liquid. 

The dipolar Hamiltonian terms in an anisotropic liquid are given by equation (6) in the homonuclear 

case, and by the equation (9) in the heteronuclear case, where the secular dipolar couplings are 

equal to:
4
 

       
 

 
                                                                 (38) 

 The overbar indicates an average over all orientations experienced by the molecules in the 

anisotropic liquid, weighted by their probabilities.
4
 

 The rapid diffusion motion in anisotropic liquid still averages out the short-range 

intermolecular dipolar couplings as in the isotropic liquids. The long-range intermolecular dipolar 

couplings survive the motional averaging, but are very small and may usually be ignored. The 

representation of dipolar couplings and molecular orientation in anisotropic liquids can be visualized 

as in the following diagram:
4
 

 

Figure 116 – Dipolar coupling in liquid crystals. 

 As may be inferred, intramolecular couplings survive while intermolecular couplings are 

absent.
4
 

 

A.2.2 - Measurement of RDCs 
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The measurement methods described hereafter will not be classified by their mode of operation 

(frequency- or intensity-based methods) but by the kind of coupling extracted.
167

 

 

A.2.2.1 – Measurement of 
1
DC-H 

 

 

Figure 117 – Representation of a HSQC spectra. a) ordinary decoupled; b) coupled in the direct 
dimension; c) coupled in the indirect dimension.

167
 

 As they are the easiest obtained, 1DC-H are by far the most frequently used RDCs. One-bond 

heteronuclear scalar couplings are usually rather large (1JC-H = 120-250 Hz) and if the degree of 

order is sufficiently small, the values of 1D are much smaller than 1J, such that the determination of 

the sign and the size of 1D is straightforward. If T is larger than J, D is positive, and if T is smaller 

than J, D is negative (as 1JC-H is known to be positive). Thus, in principle, every method for 

measurement of 1JC-H can be used to obtain 1DC-H, even coupled 13C spectra. However, this 

cannot be recommended, as measurement times are long, the achievable resolution is low, 

resonances are prone to overlap and the 1J/DC-H values of diastereotopic protons (within CH2 

groups) cannot be assigned to the corresponding 1H chemical shift.
167

 

 State-of-the-art methods are based on HSQC (heteronuclear single quantum coherence) 

experiments, from which couplings are extracted from frequency differences either in direct (F2) or 

indirect dimension (F1).
167

 

 The arguments for using F2-coupled HSQCs are numerous: experiment times are short, the 

achievable resolution is maximized and couplings to diastereotopic protons can be extracted easily, 

as long as signals do not overlap. However, there are also some drawbacks of F2-coupled HSQCs 

when working with oriented samples. First of all, the proton-proton dipolar couplings (nDH-H) also 

evolve during acquisition and are therefore observed in the direct dimension together with the 1DC-H 

couplings that are of interest, which complicates or even impedes extraction of the latter. This 

problem can be removed by using homonuclear dipolar decoupling during acquisition.
167,184
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Figure 118 – Mismatching of the magnetisation transfer delay in a direct dimension coupled HSQC 
spectra.

167
 

In all indirectly (F1) detected spectra, magnetization transfer is optimum for an average 

coupling constant, set to 145-150 Hz. The large spread in the values of T leads to inevitably 

mismatched transfer delays, which lead to phase distortions in the spectra.
142,148

 This problem can be 

avoided if the magnetization is not converted back into inphase magnetization before detection, but is 

recorded starting from anti-phase magnetization, leading to anti-phase signals.
185–187

 The other 

possibility to get rid of these dispersive anti-phase distortions is to convert them into non-observable 

multiquantum magnetization.
186,187

 Combining the so-called in-phase and anti-phase spectra even 

allow the determination of couplings in cases when the signals of diastereotopic protons are 

overlapping.
167,186

 

 As a result of the above-stated problems, especially the evolution of proton-proton dipolar 

couplings in the direct dimension (F2), some groups prefer the extraction of couplings from F1-

coupled HSQCs (especially if the orientation is not as small as would be desirable), in which the 

coupling is extracted from the splitting in the indirect dimension (F1). The obvious drawbacks of F1-

coupled HSQCs are the much longer experiment times and much lower resolution (due to the limited 

number of scans that can be recorded in the indirect dimension). The extraction of couplings to 

diastereotopic protons is possible only if the difference in couplings is significant; otherwise, the anti-

phase centre signals overlap. This overlapping leads to large errors in extracted couplings or even to 

the cancellation of signals. One less obvious drawback, namely, the evolution of long-range 

couplings, which broadens the signals, can be removed by modifying the HSQC pulse sequence with 

a G-BIRD module.
167,188

 

 This same module has also been used in the corresponding J-modulated experiments 

(intensity-based method), which allow a much more precise determination of couplings, with the 

drawback of an enormous increase in experimental time as a series of spectra is recorded.
189

 

Intensity-based methods are best suited for extremely small D values and have so far been mostly 

applied for water-soluble compounds. J-modulated experiments have also been used for the very 
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precise (but not sign-sensitive) measurement of very small proton-proton and proton-carbon long-

range coupling.
167,190–192
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